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Letter To Readers
The current auction is one of the very best we have offered. We have worked tirelessly for months putting
this together. Yankee items are featured on our cover, this is the heart of the current auction. Checking in
at 187 lots and spread out over 45 pages, this is really an auction unto itself. This is a deviation from our
usual format, but we thought it would be fun to keep these items together. Mainly from an incredible single
owner collection, this section is loaded with fresh, great and often rare material.
Yankee highlights include many terrific Yankee team signed photos and baseballs, including an amazing
1920 Yankees signed sheet with Babe Ruth. There are three Mickey Mantle Rookie Cards, a
1916-1920 Big Head Babe Ruth strip card, a large selection of rare pre-war Yankee cards from 1903-1937
including an E105 Mello Mint Hal Chase, some very difficult Mantle oddball cards, including
a 1952 Star Cal Decal, two Stahl Meyers, 1960 Post Cereal and full 1960s Bazooka Panels. There are
also several sharp 1960s Mantle Topps cards in 8 holders.
This section also offers a world class Thurman Munson signed game used bat, a Rookie Jeter signed game
bat, a great Posada game bat signed by the whole Yankee team, Yankee contracts including a pre-Rookie
Dazzy Vance and a very rare Armando Marsans. There are two really nice Babe Ruth autographs and a
wide variety of better Mickey Mantle, Thurman Munson and other fine 1950s-1970s Yankee team
signed flat items.
The auction goes well beyond this great Yankee collection. Key lots include a T206 Mathewson with a
Brown Hindu back, a fully graded 1954 Johnson Cookies set, a sharp 1966 Topps set, Roberto Clemente
and Rogers Hornsby single signed baseballs, fine game used bats from Gil Hodges and Willie Mays,
two extremely rare 1923 World Series full tickets that are fresh to the hobby and an Abraham Lincoln
signed pardon.
The selections of baseball cards are as extensive as we have ever had in one of these auctions. There are
large selections of Old Judges (with some HOFers and Spotted Ties), T206s including three Cobbs,
Demmitt and O’Hara, a fresh run of 52 Topps cards with a Mays SGC 5, sharp high numbers and an
Eddie Mathews SGC 4. There are several very high quality 8s in this section, including a 1958 Topps
Ted Williams and much more.
Baseball card sets and lots include a stunning 1914 B18 Blanket red infield variation that is fresh to market
and a nice offering of sets from the 1930s through the 1970s, with oddball sets and clean Topps and
Bowmans.
Baseball autographs include some very tough signed cards going back to the 1920s, fine slabbed checks
from Jackie Robinson and Honus Wagner, classic HOF autographed flat items and many signed baseballs.
The signed baseballs including some outstanding team and multi-signed baseballs from the 1950s and
1960s that came from the son of the Yankee trainer at the time.
Basketball collectors will see a small but high-powered section with two terrific large Michael Jordan UDA
framed displays, a Jordan HOF signed basketball and a framed Jordan Chicago Bulls signed jersey among
much more. Football collectors will see clean singles and sets from the 1950s and 1960s, including a terrific SGC-graded 1963 Fleer set. Baseball memorabilia closes out the auction with some interesting game
used jerseys and bats from a 1991 home run derby, a 1926 World Series program and a rare 1946 Exhibition
game program from Jackie Robinson’s first appearance at Ebbett’s Field.

Happy Bidding Clean Sweep Auctions 99 Seaview Blvd #350
Port Washington New York 11050 Phone 516 625 0900 Fax 516 625 0902
email: info@cleansweepauctions.com web: cleansweepauctions.com
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Clean Sweep Auctions #268
CLOSES Wednesday October 2
at 11 PM EST w/ the ten minute rule
cleansweepauctions.com
info@cleansweepauctions.com
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Port Washington, New York 11050
(516) 625 - 0900 FAX: (516) 625 - 0902
9 AM - 5 PM EST Monday - Friday
****

Rules of the Auction:

1. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. PLEASE CHECK OUR WEB SITE OR CALL FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS. NO DESCRIPTIONS ON THE FINAL DAY.
2. A BID MUST BE PLACED ON ANY SPECIFIC LOT PRIOR TO 6 PM EST ON THE FINAL DAY OF THE AUCTION IN ORDER TO BID
ON THAT LOT AFTER THAT TIME. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MUST PLACE BIDS ON EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR LOTS
BY 6 PM EST OF THE FINAL DAY OF BIDDING. THE ENTIRE AUCTION CLOSES AT THE SAME TIME.
3. VIP BIDDING: IF YOU BID ON 10 OR MORE DIFFERENT LOTS, YOU ARE EXCLUDED FROM THIS RULE AND CAN BID ON ANY LOT
IN THE AUCTION AFTER THAT TIME. PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL US WITH ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THESE RULES.
4. There is a 20% buyers premium added to the final selling price* (see rule 16).
5. Successful bidders will be invoiced by email ONLY. Payment is due no later than 7 days after the auction.
6. Bidding increments will be by 10%. To top a $200 bid, one must bid $220. Tie bids to go only to a prior max bid, as do short bids below 10%.
7. New York Residents must pay 8.625% sales tax.
8. We reserve the right to reject bids by any bidder.
9. By placing a bid, you are agreeing to a contract. This is a legally binding contract to purchase the item if you’re the winning bidder. You are responsible
for reading the description & to view any images. ALL LEGAL FEES AND EXPENSES ARE TO BE PAID IN CONNECTION WITH COLLECTION.
Any disputes will be resolved in New York State court only.
10. Payment must be by check or money order. Personal checks from new customers or unusual spending patterns will be held 10 business days.
We do not accept credit cards or paypal. Starter checks AND CREDIT CARD CONVENIENCE CHECKS are not an acceptable form of payment.
11. Names of re-neggers will be published in all future auctions and correspondence. Please do not embarrass yourself.
12. Some lots may have updated descriptions, please consult our web site www.csauctions.com for any changes.
**13. Clean Sweep cannot be held responsible for changes in the opinions of authenticators beyond 60 days from the close of the auction.
In addition, Clean Sweep will not be held accountable for opinions of authenticators other than JSA. Please have anything checked before bidding
if you want an opinion beyond that of JSA. ALL JSA LETTERS ARE AUCTION STYLE LOAS UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE.
14. Framed items are shipped as-is and Clean Sweep is not responsible for damage to the frame.
15. BIDS PLACED AFTER 1:30 AM EST ARE SUBJECT TO A 5% ADDITIONAL BUYERS PREMIUM, 10% AFTER 2:30 AM EST;
MAXIMUM BIDS PLACED BEFORE THIS TIME ARE EXEMPT FROM THIS.
16. A few lots are subject to a reserve; these will be clearly noted on our web site and the auctioneer may bid up to the bid below the reserve amount.
17. Larger autograph lots (10 or more pieces) can contain some secretarial signatures and such.
18. When a numerical grade is provided for an autographed item, we are only rating the darkness of the autograph, NOT the condition of the item
on which it is signed.
*19. Clean Sweep is not responsible for replacement value of any items not specifically mentioned in the description beyond the per item value of
the lot (ie anything in a 100 item lot that sold for $1,000 is valued at $10 unless specifically mentioned in the description).
*20. SMR values are very approximate and not guaranteed, please recheck anything based on our itemization of the lot (a list will be provided upon
request to any bidder if not on our web site).

Reneggers From Previous Auctions:
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Key Lots

1 1909 T206 Christy Mathewson (portrait)				
PSA 1 mk...........................1500
Extremely desirable combination, the Mathewson Portrait is among the top ten cards in the
T206 set, and always in great demand. Hot with any back, how often do you find this card with a
Brown Hindu back? The offered card has rich color, an excellent image and white borders.
The condition issues include creasing, an ink stain by the right border and an owner’s notation at
the top of the back. The back is otherwise quite vibrant and attractive. The only sale we could find
in the last five plus years that we could find for this card was in October of 2018 for $6,600
(pure PSA 1). Completely fresh to the hobby, this should be a very popular lot.
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Key Lots

2
1910 E105 Mello Mint		 Hal Chase
PSA 3......................1000
One of the great early 20th century caramel card issues, this is a revered set. Issued on extremely
fragile paper, these often have tears and other major condition issues. Issued in Texas, only advanced type collectors usually even have a single card in their collections. The offered card was
purchased decades ago and is completely fresh to market. Slabbed last month by us, this is a very
colorful PSA 3. The card has a terrific image and very rich color. This grades a 3 due to two creases
on the left side. The surfaces are otherwise clean, the borders are nice and white, the corners show
even wear. The back is clean. Only three of these have been slabbed by PSA, this is the second best
copy (the top one is a 4). Hal The Fixer Chase was a Hall of Fame level talent who was banished from
baseball for conspiring to throw games. There are many collectors who actively collect his cards, this
is one of his very best. A Yankee player, this should be a very popular lot. We are going to open this
at a small fraction of it’s likely final sale price to make things especially interesting!
7
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Key Lots

3
1951 Bowman
253 Mickey Mantle RC
PSA 1........................600
One of the cornerstone baseball cards, this example has a beautiful front. Centering is quite good,
the image looks great, there are no print lines. The borders are white, the color is vibrant. There is
just one very subtle crease by the lower left corner. The back has damage from scrapbook removal,
mainly extra paper, but there is also some paper loss. Given the white-hot market on these in mid
and higher grades, perhaps this flaw can be overlooked as it will surely save the winning bidders
thousands of dollars.
4
1951 Bowman
253 Mickey Mantle RC
PSA 2.5...................1000
One of the hottest cards in the world, everybody seems to be looking for one of these right now.
One can certainly understand why, and examples like this that will not sell for $10,000 or more are
open to a very wide range of bidders. Freshly graded from a great collection, the offered card has
phenomenal image quality, perfect color, no print lines and clean white borders. Centering is very
solid as well. The back is very clean. Very slight surface wrinkles at the two top corners led to the 2.5
grade. It would be very difficult to find a cleaner or better looking card for this grade.
8
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Key Lots

5
1952 Star Cal Decals		 Mickey Mantle
PSA Authentic.......1500
So hard to find, this wonderful 5x7 decal is one of the most desirable cards from early in Mickey
Mantle’s career. Only the third example we have handled in 30 years, this has beautiful color, clean
borders and what appears to be a perfectly clean decal. The back is bright and clean. The larger size
makes this one of the most attractive of all Mantle cards, and these are revered by collectors.
A highly evocative item from this bygone era in baseball history, PSA slabbed this Authentic,
I do not believe they issue numerical grades due to the nature of the issue, but we are not 100% sure.
Completely fresh to the market, who wants to add a real Mantle gem to their collection?
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Key Lots

6
1952 Topps 311 Mickey Mantle
PSA 2.5...................5000
The ultimate baseball card to so many collectors, this is a very nice card for the grade that is much
more like a 3 than a 2.5. Centered to the right border, this has rich color, an excellent image, clean
borders and a nice back. The corners are VG overall. There is hardly any creasing, just very minute
corner creases that do not crack the paper by the bottom two corners. The card has some of the
typical snow in the blue background, but it is not bad at all. An attractive and very well presented
card for the grade, this is a great card to add to almost any serious vintage baseball card collection.
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Key Lots

7
1954 Johnston Cookies Complete Set, all SGC Graded, with six Mint 9s......................2000
Classic 1950s regional issue, this very well designed 35-card set is notable for a very underrated
Hank Aaron Rookie Card. A quality team, the other stars include HOFers Mathews and Spahn,
Adcock, Grimm, Thomson and Burdette. Every card is slabbed, all are SGC except Spahn. The SMR
(assuming half grades at a 20% differential), is approximately $4,559. Please note the Aaron RC has
an SMR of $1,200 but actually trades for about double that (the last SGC 7 brought $1,350, PSA 7
$2,000, SGC 8 $2,655, PSA 8 $4,486).
This is an exact inventory of this truly remarkable condition set: 1 Crandall 8, 3 Pendleton 7.5, 4
O’Connell 8.5, 5 Aaron RC 7.5, 6 Dittmer 2, 9 Adcock 8, 10 Buhl 8, 11 Paine 8.5, 12 Johnson 8, 13
Sisti 9, 15 Gorin 4.5, 16 Nichols 9, 17 Jolly 9, 19 Wilson 6.5, 20 Crone 9, 21 Spahn PSA 6, 22 Conley
9, 23 Logan 9, 24 White 5, 27 Metkovich 8.5, 28 Cooney 8, 29 Burris 9, 31 Walters 8, 32 Johnson 8.5,
33 Burdette 8.5, 34 Thomson SP 7, 35 Keely 5, 38 Bruton 8.5, 40 Grimm 8.5, 41 Mathews 8, 42 Calderone 9, 47 Jay 8.5, 48 Pafko 8.5, Taylor 8 and Lacks 8.5.

Key Lots

8
1966 Topps Complete Set w/many graded cards
NM ........................1800
A difficult set due to the high numbers, these are also notorious for major centering issues. The offered set is simply a superb Near Mint overall set. Collected with great care by someone with a very
good eye and a lot of patience, this is well centered overall. The high numbers look terrific, the set is
a striking Near Mint overall and is simply a pleasure to peruse. Seventy-five graded cards (all PSA
but one) come with the set, these will be noted specifically on our web site. The SMR value of just
the 75 slabbed cards is a very conservative $2,546.
The key cards grade as follows: 1 Mays Strong Ex-Mt+ (possible 7 on the right day), 30 Rose PSA
7, 50 Mantle PSA 7, 100 Koufax Ex-Mt+, 110 Banks PSA 8, 126 Palmer RC PSA 6, 215 Clemente/
Aaron Mays Ex-Mt+, 254 Jenkins RC NM, 288 Sutton RC NM, 300 Clemente Ex-Mt+, 310 Robinson
PSA 5, 365 Maris NM w/tiny wrinkle, 390 B. Robinson Ex-Mt+, 410 Kaline PSA 6, 500 Aaron NM,
526 Twins Team Ex-Mt+, 530 Roberts PSA 9 oc, 540 McLain PSA 7, 547 Clarke PSA 6, 550 McCovey
SP PSA 6.5, 561 Choo Choo Coleman PSA 8, 580 Williams SP PSA 7, 583 Tigers Team Ex-Mt+,
590 Skowron PSA 8, 591 Jackson RC SP PSA 6 and 598 Perry PSA 8. Please note we split hairs with
the many Ex-Mt Plus grades here, many of these could well end up in 7 holders. If you do not want a
fully slabbed set but want a sharp and fine 66 set, it would very, very hard to do any better than
12
this great looking lot.

Key Lots

9 1957 Topps Very Near Complete Signed Set (392 DIFFERENT SIGNED CARDS)..............2000
One of the most popular card sets ever produced, the 1957 Topps is a true classic. The first Topps
set from the 1950s to use real photos, these are beloved by collectors. The offered lot was a labor of
love for our consignor, these are neatly presented in two binders. Anchored by a beautiful (and rare)
true vintage signed Mantle card, the highlights here include a superb Ted Williams, Berra, Maglie,
Aaron, Mazeroski RC, Ford, Herzog RC, Reese, F. Robinson RC (also vintage), Nellie Fox, Furillo,
Banks, Ashburn, Elston Howard, Doby, Spahn, Giles, Gilliam, Porterfield, Ken Boyer, Kaline, Post,
Kluszewski, Bessent, Amoros, Colavito RC, Mathews, Haddix, Garcia, Koufax, Kubek RC, Reds TC
(signed F. Robinson), B. Robinson RC (vintage signature), Bunning RC and Kinder. The card numbers will be on our website.
Another incredible thing about this lot is that 99% of the signature are in ballpoint ink, mainly
vintage, there are hardly any sharpie signatures! Please note these were mainly purchased decades
ago and are completely fresh to the hobby. The breakdown value here must be incredible. This is the
kind of lot that whatever it sells for, it will almost not be enough. JSA LOAA.
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Key Lots

10 Roberto Clemente Single Signed Baseball
8.............................1500
One of the ultimate single signed baseballs, Roberto Clemente remains forever as one of the greatest
players and human beings in baseball history. Offered is a clean Prep League model baseball from
the 1960s or early 1970s. Clemente penned the entire sweet spot, inscribing the ball to Mike or Nik,
everything is in flowing red ballpoint ink. The ball and signature are nice, this will very ably fill a
most important spot in any serious HOF single signed ball collection. JSA LOA (full).
11 Rogers Hornsby (Single Signed Baseball (pers to George M Cohan!) 8............................1500
Great, great signed baseball. Pairing two iconic Americans in such a wonderful fashion, the offered
ball is a clean OAL Harridge model ball. Single signed by legendary HOFer and former .400 hitter
Rogers Hornsby, the autograph is very solid. Hornsby pens a full panel and inscribes this treasure
to the famed composer George M. Cohan. How is for a 1/1 piece? PSA DNA (full).
14

Key Lots

12 Lincoln, Abraham Signed Pardon in Great Display
9.............................3000
Offered is a wonderful hand-signed Abraham Lincoln item that offers such great insight into his
character - a 7x9 pardon dated Feburary 8th, 1864. Clean and fine (some edge wear is matted away),
this pardons a William McFadden. McFadden aided an army deserter who fled to Canada during
the Civil War and Lincoln was urged by Congressman Augustus Frank to pardon him after McFadden served half of his prison term. Lincoln obliged and directed the Secretary of State to pardon
him. This document has a very fine full Abraham Lincoln signature in flawless period ink. This
wonderful piece is presented in a very attractive and manageable 23x17 ornate dark wood frame.
The display is somewhat notable as the pardon is presented next to a fine higher quality 8x10 print
of Lincoln that was produced from an original negative and signed on the back by the printmaker.
Overall, this is an outstanding display piece from one of the most singularly impactful figures in
world history over the last 200 years. PSA DNA (full).

Key Lots

14 Mantle/Maris Rare Signed Bat		
PSA 9.5...................1500
One of the ultimate signed bats, an extremely creative show promoter had these signed at one show
in the early to mid-1980s. Only 115 of these were made, creating an extreme rarity. The bat is a
wonderful custom Mantle-Maris 1961 model with their home run totals from that epic year.
Mickey and Roger signed in perfect places in spotless blue sharpie ink. This is bat number 17/115.
PSA graded the Maris signature a 10 and the Mantle a 9. This is one of the ultimate signed bats,
a phenomenal item to add to any vintage Yankee or baseball autograph collection. Completely fresh
to the hobby, this was obtained at the time and has been in a closet for 30 years.
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Key Lots

13 Hodges, Gil 1956-57 Era Bat w/strong use
.................................900
Beloved and iconic Brooklyn Dodger and New York Met, offered is a fine game used bat. Used by
Gil in either 1956 or 1957, this Adirondack 113A is 35 inches long and weighs 34.1 ounces.
Hodges’s 14 is written on the knob. The included PSA DNA letter reads in part “bat is un-cracked
and exhibits evidence of outstanding use”. Very slight checking (grain swelling) from repeated ball
contact is visible on the back barrel. The bat displays extremely well and is probably one of the very
best Hodges gamers in the hobby. This bat is also very sentimental as this was used in the final two
years for the Dodgers in Brooklyn. Great piece.
15 Mays, Willie Game Used Late 1960s Bat
PSA 8......................2500
Willie Mays was one of the very, very finest players to ever play the sport of baseball. Beloved by
countless fans, many of them will adamantly argue that he was the best all around player in baseball
history. Mays game bats are naturally extremely desirable and would represent a trophy addition to
all but the most advanced collections. The offered bat is from the 1965-1969 period, so it possibly
could have been used during his 1965 MVP season. Mays was an All Star for all of these years. The
bat is a fine looking Hillerich & Bradsby S2 model. The bat is 35 inches long and weighs 33 ounces.
The included PSA LOA concludes as follows: “The bat exhibits outstanding use and possesses identifiable player characteristics”. Who wants to hold this wonderful bat used by Willie Mays and take
some photos swinging it?
17

Key Lots

16 Munson, Thurman Game Used/Signed Bat - WORLD CLASS
PSA 9.5...................3000
One of the best Thurman Munson game bats in circulation, this bat is special on many levels. First
of all, it is signed by Munson, one of less than 5 known to exist! The bat is from the 1977-1979 era,
it is an Adirondack 257A model that is 35 inches long and weighs 35.7 ounces. According to the PSA
DNA LOA, the bat exhibits excellent use and is graded PSA DNA GU 9.5. There is a handle crack
and pine tar on the handle, this shows outstanding use. Who wants to add one of the very best bats
in circulation from beloved Yankee Thurman Munson to their collection? JSA LOA (full).
18

Key Lots

In the current market for sports memorabilia, top quality items come to the market all of the time.
Still, every once in a while, something truly awesome comes to light. The offered lot is such an item.
Owned by a bartender since the 1920s, these glorious full tickets are completely fresh to the hobby.
17
1923 World Series Game 5 Full Ticket!
PSA 1.5...................1500
Recently graded 1.5 by PSA, this is one of only a handful of full tickets from this game in existence.
1923 was of course the first Yankee team to win a World Series, the Yankees beat the crosstown rival
Giants 8-1 in this particular game. The huge ticket offers bright color, outstanding eye appeal and a
spotless back. A subtle staple hole in a good spot in between lower and stand by the right edge of the
ticket led to the 1.5 grade. It is not very often that something of this quality and significance comes
to market, who wants to instantly elevate the stature of their ticket collection? This is also ideal for
any serious Yankee collector or for someone who appreciates great memorabilia. We are going to
start this at a very low minimum bid, happy bidding!
18
1923 World Series Game 6 Full Ticket!
PSA 1.5...................1500
Recently graded 1.5 by PSA, this is one of only a handful of full tickets from this game in existence.
1923 was of course the first Yankee team to win a World Series, the Yankees beat the crosstown rival
Giants 6-4 in this particular game; Babe Ruth also hit his fourth World Series home run this day.
The huge ticket offers bright color and excellent eye appeal. This graded a 1.5 due to creasing on the
right side of the ticket and a subtle staple hole by row and seat near the right edge. The ticket again
still looks great, the extreme rarity should make the condition issues fairly trivial in our opinion.
It is not very often that something of this quality and significance comes to market, who wants to
instantly elevate the stature of their ticket collection? This is also ideal for any serious Yankee collector or for someone who appreciates great memorabilia. We are going to start this at a very low
minimum bid, happy bidding!
19

Great Yankee Autographs

19		 1920 Yankees Signed Team Display w/supremely rare 1920 Babe Ruth autograph!
							
9.............................1000
Babe Ruth’s sale to the New York Yankees in 1920 forever changed the course of baseball history,
and perhaps even American pop culture. Babe Ruth autographs trade all the time from the late
1920s through the early 1940s, but something that can be verified as signed in the year 1920 is
frankly supremely rare. The wonderful offered lot is a truly remarkable 17x25 framed composition. This piece has a large b/w team photo of the 1920 Yankees with 25 signatures. 14 of the signatures are cuts or single items, the heart of the piece is a 2.5 x 5.5 sheet dated June 21, 1920 with
bold pencil signatures. These autographs include a strong Babe Ruth, the very rare Charles O’Leary
(D’1941), Aaron Ward, Bob Shawkey, Ping Bodie, Bob Meusel and Frank Gleich (D’49, rare). The
individual signatures include Home Run Baker (check cut), Duffy Lewis (postcard), Lefty O’Doul,
Wally Pipp, Carl Mays, Roger Peckinpaugh and Jack Quinn. This is one of the rarest and most exciting Babe Ruth-related signed items that we have ever seen or handled. The winning bidder should
marvel at this true historical treasure. JSA LOA (full).

Great Yankee Autographs

20 1942 Yankees Vintage Signed Oversize Team Photo
		
(rare)
6........................ 200
Offered is a wonderful and rare 12x20 (as framed) original
VINTAGE SIGNED oversize team photo of the AL Champion 1942 Yankees. This team lost in the World Series to the
upstart Cardinals led by a very young Stan Musial. True vintage signed Yankee team photos are rare, particularly from
the 1940s. This is a very handsome and high quality image
that is high evocative. Everyone is identified at the bottom
of the photo. Amazingly enough, THERE ARE A FULL 31
SIGNATURES. The autographs are all in period fountain
pen, but many are light from aging or improper exposure to
direct sunlight. With that disclosed, they are mainly readily
legible and have a great antique museum feel to them. The
content here is outstanding, with note to seven HOFers.
Highlights include Joe DiMaggio, Joe Gordon, Earle
Combs, Bill Dickey, a very young Phil Rizzuto, Red Ruffing
and Lefty Gomez. Other desirable autographs include the
very rare signature of trainer Doc Painter, Ernie Bonham
(D’1949), Art Fletcher (D’1950), Red Rolfe, Johnny Murphy
and George Selkirk. Joe McCarthy is the only clubhouse
signature. How many of these can possibly exist in both this
large size and so comprehensively signed? JSA LOA Full.

21

1946 Yankees Vintage Signed Oversize
Team Photo (rare)
8.5..................... 200
Great Yankee piece, offered is a rare and gorgeous 23x15
(as framed) vintage signed imperial team photo of the 1946
Yankees. I love the photography here, including the three
soldiers in uniform seated in the front row. There are 21
solid period fountain pen ink signatures in the large margin
at the bottom. These autographs all contrast well against
the clean white background and display well. The content is
solid, with three HOFers named Joe: DiMaggio, McCarthy
and Gordon plus Phil Rizzuto. The other autographs include
a super early Joe Page, Tommy Henrich, Charlie Keller,
Spud Chandler, Hank Majeski and Bill Bevens. Interestingly
enough, the autograph of Rugger Ardizoia points this to
1947 but the autograph of Joe McCarthy means this may
have been taken in Spring Training in 1946. True vintage
signed Yankee team photos are rare, particularly from the
1940s. This is likely a very unique item. JSA LOA Full.

22 8 x 10 1948 Yankees Vintage Team Signed Photo
		
(very rare)
......................... 500
Offered is something you just never see, this is a wonderful
vintage team signed photo of the 1948 Yankees (94-60).
Elegantly matted and framed to a total size of 21x21, this
is a superior display piece. Pre-1950 vintage signed team
photos are rare and desirable, especially for a Yankee squad.
This high quality image offers perfect contrast and has an
amazing 32 signatures! The autographs vary significantly in
darkness, but are all legible, some with effort. Keys include
Joe DiMaggio, Joe Page, Chuck Dressen (D’66), a Rookie
Yogi Berra, Bucky Harris, George Stirnweiss (D’58), Phil
Rizzuto, Eddie Lopat, Allie Reynolds, Charlie Keller, Tommy Henrich and Bobby Brown. It would be very surprising
to find another one of these in circulation. PSA DNA (full).

23

1948 Yankees Old Timers Day Vintage Signed
Oversize Photo w/Nine HOFers (superb) 9............ 750
In 1948, the Yankees held a big Old Timers Day celebration
for the 25th anniversary of Yankee Stadium. This event
was filled with Yankee players going back to the 1920s and
various dignitaries. We have two baseballs from this seminal
event in the auction as separate lots. The offered lot is a
great 14x8 vintage signed photo from this game. This terrific
portrait of beloved Yankee players in uniform has 22 signatures, EVERYONE signed on their image. The content is impressive, with HOFers Joe DiMaggio, Home Run Baker (rare
on a photo), Joe Gordon, Waite Hoyt, Red Ruffing, Lefty
Gomez, Earle Combs, Phil Rizzuto and Bill Dickey. The old
time Yankee content is really nice too, with Wally Pipp, Joe
Dugan, Wilcy Moore, Red Rolfe, Roger Peckinpaugh, Bob
Shawkey and Charlie Keller. How many of these ever come
around for sale? This has everything going for it: star power,
condition, beauty and scarcity. JSA LOA (full).

Great Yankee Autographs

24 8 x 10 1956 Yankees w/Mantle (24 sigs) 9................ 300
Offered is a clean reproduction b/w image of this classic
Yankee World Championship team. Signed by a hefty 24
different team members, signed photos like this are much,
much scarcer than the more common team balls. Signatures
include a rather nice Mantle that is very distinctive, Berra,
Ford, Larsen, McDougald, Slaughter, Grim, Kucks, Skowron
and Cerv. The autographs are in matching blue ink. Items
like this sadly can no longer be produced. Framed.
JSA LOA (full).
26 1961 Yankees Imperial Display w/34 signatures
			
9.5..................... 300
Grand 35 x44 display, this has a b/w team photo and the
image from the 1961 World Series program at the center.
An exceptionally comprehensive run of signatures from
this legendary team surround these items. The autographs
include a Mantle signed Gateway cachet, Maris, E. Howard,
Berra, coach Wally Moses and Tony Kubek. The autographs
are uniformly bold and quite clean. This piece is a real conversation stopper for any Yankee fan. Spence LOA.
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1959 Yankees Vintage Signed Oversize
Requena Team Photo (rare)
8........................ 200
Beautiful 1950s Yankee team photo, this is a great looking
huge 21x17 (as framed) Requena image. Signed by an amazing 34 different Yankees, everything is VINTAGE SIGNED
IN FOUNTAIN PEN. The autographs are not Mint but
display reasonably well, I highly doubt there are very many
of these in existence with so many signatures. The autographs include a pleasing Mantle, Casey Stengel, Ford, Berra
and Slaughter for HOFers. Other better signatures include
a very early Tony Kubek, Elston Howard, Bobby Richardson
and the always elusive Duke Maas (D’76). Casey Stengel is
almost always clubhouse on Yankee items from this era, we
feel this is a truly remarkable Yankee signed photo that is
also almost certainly fairly unique. PSA DNA (full).
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Circa 1961 Fully Signed Yankee Team Issue
Photo Set (10) w/Mantle & Maris! 9........................ 250
Very unique offering, this lot has ten different handsome
circa 1961 New York Yankee team issue 8x10 photos. All ten
are signed. The content is terrific, with Mantle, Maris, Elston
Howard, Berra, Ford, Skowron, Richardson, Blanchard,
Kubek and Terry. The premiums are all quite clean, the autographs look great. It is very, very rare to find even a single
Mantle or Maris from this issue signed, how many full sets
of ten signed pieces can exist? This is a terrific early 1960s
Yankee signed item. JSA LOAA.
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1996 Yankees World Series Celebration
Signed Photo (25 sigs)
9.5..................... 200
Classic image of the underdog Yankees celebrating their
hard fought 1996 title, this has 25 strong signatures.
The autographs include Jeter, Torre, Boggs, O’Neill, Cone,
Raines, Bernie Williams, Gooden, Strawberry, Tino Martinez, Girardi and Fielder. This is a beloved Yankee team,
team signed items from the 1996 Yankees are always very
desirable among collectors. JSA LOA Full.
29 1998 Yankees Signed Large Format Photo 9.5......... 300
Fine piece from this historic World Championship team,
offered is a great looking 16x20 team photo. This is signed
by 32 team members, the autographs are uniformly bold
and clean. The keys include Jeter, Rivera, Posada, Wells,
Torre, Bernie Williams, Pettite, T. Martinez, Paul O’Neil,
Raines, Cone, Girardi and Brosius. Very nicely matted and
framed, total size 24x20. PSA DNA (full).

30 1999 Yankees w/all keys (29 signatures) 9.5............ 200
Offered is a gorgeous 16x20 color print of the 1999 Yankees
celebrating yet another World Championship. Signed by a
full 29 team members, the signatures are in uniformly spotless blue sharpie. Keys include Jeter, Rivera, Clemens, Torre,
Pettite, Bernie Williams, Tino Martinez, Girardi, Cone and
O’Neill. Nicely framed, total size 27x23.
31 Large Print 2000 Yankees
9.5..................... 200
Offered is a fun limited edition print (266/350) of the
Yankees celebrating their victory in the 2000 World Series versus the Mets. Fine color image, this comes with the
original Steiner paperwork. This has a full 29 signatures, all
in spotless blue sharpie. Keys include Jeter, RIvera, Torre,
Clemens, Pettite, O’Neill, Cone, Gooden, Knoblauch and
Tino Martinez. Smartly matted and framed to a total size of
25x22, this eagerly awaits a spot on your wall! JSA LOAA.
32

Team Sheet 1944 Yankees
w/2 Paul Waner Autographs
9........................ 300
Smartly framed with an 8x10 team portrait, this fine display
measures 13x22. Very scarce wartime team signed piece,
this is a terrific 8 x 11 Yankee team sheet with no less than
28 signatures. Professionally framed, the piece has some
general wear but displays well. The signatures are all period,
and are invariably bold and fine. Something you hardly ever
see, the autographs include HOFers Joe McCarthy and Paul
Waner (who signed it twice), both signatures are beautiful
by the way. The other autographs include George Stirnweiss
(D’68), Bill Zuber, Johnny Lindell, Bill Bevens, Bob Collins
(D’69), Mike Milosevich (D’66) and Don Savage (D’1961 at
age 42). This piece could save a collector doing every Yankee
autograph some serious time and money! JSA LOA (full).
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Album Page 1959 Yankees
w/superb vintage Mantle
9.5..................... 250
Very nice piece, something you hardly ever see. Offered is
a spotless 5x7 autograph album page, this has seven huge
signatures in blue ink. All are SIGNED AT THE TIME, these
include a gorgeous Mantle from an era when he did not sign
much at all, Larsen, Skowron, Richardson, Shantz, Turner
and Boyer. JSA LOA (full).
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34

1965 Yankees Signed Yearbook (25)
w/Maris & Keane
9........................ 150
Very uncommon signed Yankee yearbook, this is a clean
book with ONLY FINE VINTAGE blue ballpoint ink signatures. The autographs include the very desirable Johnny
Keane (D’67), a beautiful Elston Howard signed full page,
a great Roger Maris vintage signed full page, Kubek, Linz,
Boyer, Tresh, Richardson, Bouton and Stottlemyre. The program itself is clean and colorful, with just one loose page.
The Maris and Howard pages alone could bring $1,000 in
today’s market, but we did not have the heart to break this
up. JSA LOAA.

36 1975 Yankees Signed Yearbook (24) w/Munson
			
9.5..................... 200
Very tough 1970s Yankee signed yearbook, we cannot
remember the last time we saw one of these. The yearbook
itself is VG but still displays reasonably well. The autographs
are bold and clean, notable for a gorgeous Munson, Bonds,
Hunter, Dempsey, Chambliss, Nettles, Rizzuto, White,
Pinella, Lyle and Blomberg. The autographs look great.
JSA LOA (full).

35 1968 Yankees Signed Yearbook (30) w/Mantle 9.5.. 150
From Mickey’s final year as a Yankee, this is a very comprehensively signed team yearbook. The Mantle signature is on
a great full page image and is a terrific vintage signature.
The other autographs are mainly vintage as well. Highlights
include a pre-Rookie Bobby Cox, Dick Howser, Mel Stottlemyre, the coaches with Jim Hegan and Whitey Ford, White,
Stottlemyre, Tresh and Michael. The cover may have been
re-attached, along with one page by the center. The autographs look terrific, this is something you just never see and
is utterly charming. JSA LOAA.

37 1977-78 Yankees Imperial Display w/34 signatures
			
9........................ 200
Grand 35 x44 display, this has two photos, a 1978 World
Series program and a custom plaque in the center. An
exceptionally comprehensive run of signatures from these
famous World Championship teams surround these items.
The autogaphs include a fine Thurman Munson at the upper
left corner, Billy Martin, Reggie Jackson, Gossage, Hunter,
Guidry, Nettles, Figeroa and Pinella. This is a great display
piece from these classic Bronx Zoo era Yankee teams.
Spence LOA.
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38

1948 Yankee Stadium Ceremony Signed
Old Timers Ball (22 sigs)
9........................ 150
Neat ball, this is a lightly toned OAL Harridge model. Filled
with 22 very bold and exceedingly consistent signatures,
this looks great. We believe this was signed at a special 25th
Anniversary game for Yankee Stadium. The autographs are
impressive, with Paul Waner, Joe DiMaggio, Joe Page,
Joe McCarthy, Red Rolfe, Charlie Keller, Lefty Gomez,
Bill Dickey, Red Ruffing, Johnny Mize and Allie Reynolds.
Fresh to the hobby, this is very nice. JSA LOA (full).

39 Yankee Old Timers w/DiMaggio & Mantle 8........... 150
Fresh ball, this a lightly toned OAL MacPhail model ball
from the early 1980s. Signed at a Yankee Old Timer’s Day
game, there are 18 pleasing and reasonably consistent
signatures. Joe and Mickey are on the sweet spot. The other
signatures include Dale Long, Enos Slaughter, Bob Grim,
Johnny Mize, Bill Bevens and Don Larsen. This is from a
former Yankee trainer’s collection. JSA LOAA.

40 1947 Yankees Team Ball (exceptional quality)
			
9........................ 500
The combination of Bill Bevens and Ralph Houk precisely
dates this as a 1947. A World Championship team ball, this
one is remarkably clean and fine, likely among the best in
circulation. Consigned by the son of the Yankee trainer
from the 1950s, this is completely fresh to the hobby. There
are 18 exceptionally bold and nice blue ballpoint ink signatures. The keys are all here: DiMaggio, a pre-Rookie Yogi
Berra, Phil Rizzuto, George Stirnweiss (D’58), Joe Page,
Aaron Robinson, Bobby Brown, Charlie Keller, Spud Chandler, Allie Reynolds and Vic Raschi. JSA LOA (full).

41

1953 Yankees
Team Ball w/original box
8.5..................... 450
Beautiful condition OAL Harridge ball, this comes with the
original box. There are 24 solid and consistent period blue
ink signatures. Keys include an early Mantle, Berra, Martin,
Reynolds, Mize, Rizzuto, the rare Loren Babe, Ford, Lopat
and Dickey. PSA DNA (full).

42 1957 Yankees Team Ball
7........................ 300
Very popular Yankee ball, they lost to a great Milwaukee
Braves team in a classic World Series. Fresh to the hobby,
this came from the Yankee trainer at the time. The offered
ball is a pleasing off-white OAL Harridge model. There
are a full 29 signatures. The autographs vary in darkness,
everything is legible, many are really nice. The content starts
with real Mantle and Berra autographs on the sweet spot.
The other signatures include Elston Howard, White Ford, a
Rookie Tony Kubek, Enos Slaughter, Bobby Richardson,
Sal Maglie, Fritz Brickell (D’1965 at age 30) and Marv
Throneberry. Nice ball. JSA LOA (full).

43 1996 Yankees Team Ball
9........................ 180
Beloved Yankee Championship team, this ball has 19 total
signature. The ball has autographs from keys Jeter and Rivera, as well as Bernie Williams, Andy Pettite, Cone, Raines,
Gooden and Fielder. The ball is a clean 1996 World Series
model, and the autographs are in uniformly bold
blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday October 2.
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44 Album Page Ruth, Babe 9.5............1200
Completely fresh to the hobby, this Ruth
autograph has a great story. The family of our
consignor was bowling in 1946 in a New York
City suburb and ran into Babe Ruth. They
wisely obtained Ruth’s signature at the time,
Ruth signed this clean green autograph album
page “Sincerely Babe Ruth” in large and spotless black fountain pen ink. Dated 10/1/1946,
Ruth signatures from this period in his life are
rare as he was in poor health, and sadly passed
away only two years later in 1948. The autograph contrasts perfectly against the clean
page and simply looks terrific. This is a real
keeper! JSA LOA (full).
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45 8 x 10 Ruth, Babe (superb) 9.............1200
Offered is a gorgeous very high quality signed
photo of Babe Ruth. A unique image, a very
nattily attired Ruth is reading a book as a
proper gentleman from the era. This extremely clean and evocative image captures
a different side of Ruth than we usually see.
Babe signed and inscribed this very cleanly
“To Eddie from Babe Ruth” in a perfect spot.
Elegantly matted and framed, this is an absolutely ideal Babe Ruth signed display piece.
JSA LOA (full).

Babe Ruth & Lou Gehrig

46

Lou Gehrig & Walter Johnson
Signed 1933 Program
9........................ 500
A great little item, offered is an utterly charming seven inch
diameter round dinner program for the 1933 Newark Bears.
The inside cover has bold period fountain pen ink signatures
from none other than Lou Gehrig, Walter Johnson, George
Weiss, Joe McCarthy and Al Mamaux. Please note the value
of the Gehrig and Johnson signatures as cuts is thousands of
dollars; we also believe this to be a very early signature from
key HOF executive George Weiss. This has everything going
for it! JSA LOA (full).

47		1916 Big Head Strip Cards
		Babe Ruth (Extremely Rare) PSA Authentic...... 1500
One of the great strip card issues, this is one of the hardest
early Babe Ruth cards to find. A revered issue, the Ruth is of
course the absolute key. Issued from 1916-1920, this is one
of the earlier Babe Ruth cards in circulation. The offered
card has rich color, and a well registered image. Some light
creasing is present, the blank back is clean. A thin cut on the
left border likely led to the Authentic grade. Do not assume
another one of these will be hitting the market anytime
soon!
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48		1921 E121		Babe Ruth (holding bird) PSA 1.5....... 500
Classic Babe Ruth card, these hardly ever come to market.
One of the most unique of all Babe Ruth images, this is a
really fun piece. Creasing and corner wear keep this at a 1.5.
The card retains a nice photo and a clean back. Well centered, this is a perfectly acceptable card for the grade.

49		1921 Schapira Brothers Babe Ruth		 Portrait
						
PSA 3............... 240
Novel cardboard Babe Ruth card from 1921, this is the
classic portrait image. The offered card is special as it has
the full black contact line all around the card, allowing PSA
to give this a numerical grade. Colorful and well cut, the
back was in a photo album but has no paper loss. This is an
awfully nice card for the grade.
50		1921 Schapira Brothers Babe Ruth		
Waiting For A High One (Highest Graded) PSA 4...... 450
So hard to find with full borders, this is a fine looking unusual image of Babe Ruth in the field. Produced in 1921 at
the height of Ruth’s fame, this novel card has a charming period look and feel. There are no creases or wrinkles, the back
is fine, this is well centered. These hardly ever get numerical
grades, this may well the finest one in a holder.

51		1922 W575-1 Babe Ruth
PSA 2............. 1500
Very, very scarce Babe Ruth card, this is a fine looking card
from the early 1920s. The image is not used in other cards,
and offers a great image of Babe following through on his
famous swing. The offered card is a classic PSA 2, with a
clean blank back, nice borders and a fine image. There is
hardly any creasing, consistent typical corner wear keeps
this very, very unusual Babe Ruth card at a pleasing 2.

52		1924 W-Unc Strip Card
52
Babe Ruth
PSA Authentic........... 250
Very uncommon Babe Ruth strip card from the 1920s,
I cannot remember the last time we had one of these.
This card offers an impressively clear image and has a nice
period look. There is one substantial crease in the card, the
back is clean, this is hand-cut as intended from a strip at
time of issue.
53		1928 Harrington’s Ice Cream
26
Lou Gehrig
PSA 3.5............ 500
A card you hardly ever see, these seem so undervalued to
us. The offered card is very clean for the grade, with note to
a perfect photo, clean white borders and a very nice back.
Centering is good overall, there is the tiniest surface
wrinkle in one spot by the right border. Very nice card. 28
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54		1928 W502 26 Lou Gehrig
PSA 4............... 500
The brother to the Harrington card, they both share the
same image. This very clean card has four square corners,
clean surfaces and a fine image. The back is clean, a stray
nick somewhere must have led to the 4 grade, this card
punches above it’s weight.
55		1931 W517 Mini Lou Gehrig
PSA 2............... 150
Very scarce issue, these hardly ever come to market. Offered
is a very pleasing 2 with a good cut and a nice image; a back
crease and some general wear keep this at a 2.
58		1933 Worch Cigar Lou Gehrig
PSA 1............... 500
Great card of Lou Gehrig from the 1930s, this has an image
we have not seen on any other card or medium. A real
collector’s issue, these wonderful oversize cards are scarce
and so attractive. The offered card has a terrific image. There
are no creases, the photo looks great. There is a very subtle
pinhole, hence the 1 grade. The back has no paper loss, there
is slight general wear present. This is another card that presents so much nicer than it’s technical grade.

56		1932 U.S. Caramel 26 Lou Gehrig PSA 1............ 500
Iconic card of Lou Gehrig, you have to love this wonderful
image of Lou with his hat turned upward. The offered card
has four solid corners, amazing color and rich red color.
The back is clean. A small scrape at the lower left corner and
a very fine surface crease by the upper right corner are the
only apparent condition issues. The color and eye appeal of
this card are superior to even PSA 7 examples of this card
that we have seen. The minor technical flaw will allow someone to own a gorgeous example of a premier Lou Gehrig
card without breaking the bank. We are going to start this
one super low to make things even more interesting!
57		1933 Goudey 92 Lou Gehrig
PSA 2............... 300
Classic Lou Gehrig gum card, these are so hot right now.
An honest 2, this is well centered with even corner wear and
no visible creases or wrinkles. Who wants to one of the most
popular Lou Gehrig cards?

59		1948 Leaf 3 Babe Ruth
PSA 3............... 400
Hot card of late, these have really appreciated in price in
recent years. Freshly graded, this example is well centered
with a perfect image, no print issues and rich color. The borders are clean, as is the back. Corner wear appears to be the
only issue here. PSA was a bit harsh here, this is much more
like a 4 than a 3. The eye appeal of this card is very strong.
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60		1949 Leaf Premiums Lou Gehrig PSA 3............... 200
Really nice card, these seem so cheap right now. The offered
oversize card has a striking image of Lou Gehrig batting.
Well centered with crisp edges and super clean surfaces, the
blank back looks great. The corners come to points, there
are no chips. A very, very fine corner crease at the upper left
corner and a very subtle stray mark appear to be the only
defects here.

61		1949 Leaf Premiums Ruth, Babe PSA 2............... 200
Very attractive and uncommon Babe Ruth oversize card,
these seem so undervalued right now. The offered card has
a wonderful large portrait image of Ruth looking right at
you. The card has crisp edges and a clean blank back. This
received a 2 grade due to some very minute nicks in the top
and bottom border and two stray marks. This is cleaner than
90% of these that come to market.

62		1951 Connie Mack All Stars Lou Gehrig PSA 4..... 300
Key card, this is strikingly well centered with a fine image
and a perfectly flat die-cut. The borders are white, the corners are not bad at all. Slight wear by the upper left corner
and a possible minute wrinkle about the die-cut on the back
led to the 4 grade. The eye appeal of this card is much better
than its technical grade.

Great Mickey Mantle Card Collection

63		1952 Berk Ross Mickey Mantle PSA 6............... 500
I always liked this card, they are scarce and have the same
image as his 1951 Bowman Rookie Card. The offered card is
an extremely nice 5. The corners come to square points, the
image looks great, the surfaces are quite clean. The back is
also quite clean. Centered to the right border, this is much
more like a 6 than a 5 to our eyes. The winning bidder will
be getting a really nice card that might be undergraded.
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64		1953 Stahl Meyer Mickey Mantle PSA 1............... 500
Extremely desirable regional issue, these are revered by
1950s oddball collectors. The offered card is a 1 due to
toning and creasing. The back is fine, there are no technical
flaws. This may have been stored improperly at one time.
The edges are reasonably crisp, the corners are fine, the image of Mickey is otherwise ok. This is a great chance to own
a very, very scarce and desirable Mantle Mantle card.

67		1954 Dan Dee Mickey Mantle
PSA 5............... 500
A truly classic Mickey Mantle regional issue, this is such a
great looking card. Well centered, this has amazing color,
crisp edges and a strikingly clean and attractive image. The
corners come to points, the card has a super fresh look and
feel. Very, very slight general wear likely led to the somewhat conservative 5 grade. This is a great card to add to any
vintage card collection.
68		1954 Dormand
Mantle (batting stance, 9 x 12)
VG-Ex/Ex........ 300
Such a great looking Mantle item, this is something that will
really please the winning bidder upon receipt as these are so
fun to see in person. Huge size Mantle 1950s card, this has
no creases, great color and a clean back. Ideal for the grade,
this has slight corner wear only and looks terrific.

65		1953 Topps 82 Mickey Mantle PSA 1............... 150
The kind of 1 most people like, this retains excellent color
and has a fine image. There is extensive creasing but the
back is clean and there are no technical flaws. The image and
color really are much better than you will ever see on this
type of card.
66		1953 Topps 82 Mickey Mantle
					
PSA 3.5 (superb)........ 500
The kind of card that makes people hate grading companies,
the offered card punches well above it’s weight. Centering is
perfect, the image is phenomenal. The color is world class,
the borders are perfectly clean. Three corners come to strong
points, the lower left is just a hair soft. Tiny surface wrinkles
by the upper left corner led to the 3.5 grade. The winning
bidder should really enjoy this beautiful card.

69		1954 Stahl Meyer Mickey Mantle PSA 1............... 500
Extremely desirable regional issue, these are revered by
1950s oddball collectors. The offered card has wonderful
color and a terrific image of a young smiling Mantle. There
is hardly any creasing, the back is fine. A small tackhole at
the top center keeps this at a 1. An extremely desirable and
pricey Mantle card, this forgiveable flaw will save the winning bidder thousands of dollars on a great 1950s Mantle
card.
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70		1960 Bazooka 31 Mickey Mantle
			
PSA Authentic...... 100
Elusive Bazooka Mantle card, this has the full black contact
line on three sides. The back is perfect, the front appears to
be as well. Exceptionally well preserved Bazooka card, this
one is as nice as we have seen.
71		1960 Post Cereal
Mickey Mantle
PSA Authentic........ 400
One of the great Mickey Mantle oddball cards, offered is
the wonderful full size 1960 Post Cereal Mantle. Nicely cut,
this has 95% or more of it’s full borders intact. The card has
perfect color and image quality, the display value is impressive. Creasing is present, but is far from terrible. The back
is clean. In the old days, this would have been graded VG,
by modern standards it should grade Good or GVG. Either
way, this is a very pleasing and well preserved example of a
truly beautiful and classic Mickey Mantle card. This is in the
new PSA jumbo holder.
72		1961 Bazooka Panel
		Mantle/Santo/Mahaffey
PSA 4............... 200
So scarce, this is cut far beyond the black contact line and
looks great. So big it goes in a large PSA holder, this is a
terrific card. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, the
edges are crisp, the back is fine. There is a fold line at the top
of the back, 4 still seems like an awfully tough grade here.
The winning bidder should really enjoy this terrific Mantle
Bazooka panel.
72.2 1961 Topps 300 Mickey Mantle		 PSA 8.......... 800
Classic Mickey Mantle card from one of his greatest seasons,
these have typical condition issues. This is centered mildly
to the lower right corner. This card has four super sharp
corners and bright white borders. The image of Mantle is
crystal clear. A cornerstone Mantle 8, this is perfect for any
very high grade 1961 Topps set or Mickey Mantle collection.
73		1961 Topps 578 Mickey Mantle AS PSA 8.......... 250
The key star card to this widely collected set, the condition
is terrific. This card has a perfect color image of Mickey
bursting through the newspaper headlines and immaculate
surfaces. The corners all come to very sharp points, the borders are nice and white, centering looks to be in the 55/45
neighborhood. This is a great card to add to a high grade set,
current market levels will not make this a super expensive
addition.
74		1962 Bazooka Panel
		Mantle/Mahaffey/Stuart
PSA 7............... 400
How is this for a sharp panel? Offered is a very tough 1962
Bazooka Mantle panel, in a remarkable PSA 7 holder. The
contact line just about shows throughout, this is nicely cut.
The corners are sharp, the borders are white, the color is
terrific. This has to be one of the very nicest examples of this
in circulation.
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75		1962 Topps 200 Mickey Mantle PSA 6............... 125
Fresh 6, this has four square corners, strong brown borders
and exhibits hardly any wear. Centered a hair to the top,
this will fit very nicely in any clean 62 set.
76		1962 Topps 471 Mantle AS
PSA 7............... 125
A key to the 62 set, the offered card has amazing centering.
Sharp and clean, this would be a very shrewd move to add to
any nice 62 set as these are almost always found with terrible
centering.
77		1963 Bazooka Panel Mantle Panel PSA 4.............. 150
Huge panel, this is cut well beyond the black line and looks
great. There are no visible creases or wrinkles, the card has
great color. Mickey is joined by fellow 500 home run club
member Ernie Banks on this terrific card. It is so hard to
find the Mantle Bazooka panels cut so well.
78		1963 Topps 200 Mickey Mantle PSA 8............. 1000
Hot card, this is one of my favorite Mantles from the 1960s.
Fully deserving of it’s lofty grade, this example has outstanding centering. The corners are all quite sharp, the borders
are bright white and there is no chipping in the bottom
color border. The image of Mantle is vibrant and clean, this
has a very fresh look and feel to it. If you are looking into
collecting Mantle 8s, you will want to seriously consider this
seriously nice card.
79		1964 Stand Up 45 Mickey Mantle SGC 7.......... 200
Classic 1960s Mantle oddball card, this one has terrific color
borders with no chipping. The corners are sharp, slight centering to the top border keeps this at a really nice 7.
80		1964 Topps Photo Tattoo
		Mickey Mantle		
PSA 8.5............ 500
Very pricey Mantle 1960s card, this one is in extraordinary
condition. Fresh to market, this is flick from a 9, the card
is immaculate. These do not trade very often in high grade,
an 8 sale for $2,995 in 2015 is the most recent comp price in
high grade. Who wants to own one of the very highest grade
examples of this neat Mantle card in circulation?
81		1966 Bazooka Panel Mantle Panel PSA 4............... 150
So hard to find like this, the offered card has a full black
contact line throughout. This has bright white borders, great
color and a fresh look. The back is clean, the corners are
sharp, we are not sure why this only came back a 4.
Very good Mantle card.
82		1967 Bazooka Panel Mantle Panel PSA 4.5............ 150
Cut beyond the black line, how often do you see this? The
final Bazooka year with panels, this offered card has super
bright white borders and great color. This has a full black
contact line, the back is clean, we could not see any creases
or wrinkles even under magnification. The 4 grade must be
due to some super minute technical flaw. This is an exceptionally sharp and well presented Bazooka panel, with the
key card of Mickey Mantle.
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83		1967 Topps 150 Mickey Mantle PSA 8............... 400
Classic 1960s Topps card of a smiling Mantle, this was just
slabbed at the National. Completely fresh card, this has
bright white borders, four sharp corners, a great image and
good centering. The image of Mantle looks terrific, the back
is also superb. This is ideal for any high grade set or Mantle
card collection.
Mickey Mantle Autographed Items
84

Mantle, Mickey Great Display
w/5 Signed Photos!
9.5..................... 250
How is this for a Mantle framed display that is unique?
Offered is a wonderful 33x26 montage display. This has no
less than five handsome magazine/newspaper black and
white Mickey Mantle signed photos. Very well composed
and arranged, the image sizes range from 4x6 to 8x10. Many
of these are very unusual images, the autographs are in
uniformly bold and super blue sharpie ink. This is one of
the very best Mantle autographed display pieces one is ever
likely to find. JSA LOA Full.
85 Mantle/Maris Vintage 1961 Signed Photo
		
to Teammate
9........................ 500
Terrific original b/w photo from 1961, this pictures
Mantle, Maris, Cerv and Lopez. This belonged to Lopez and
is signed by everyone but him. The autographs are all from
1961, which is terrific. This utterly charming and unique
photo measures just shy of 8x5. JSA LOAA.
86 Mantle, Mickey Signed Business Card 9.5............... 150
Super cool piece, this is a rare Mickey Mantle business card
with his key stats. Mickey signed this in Mint blue ballpoint
ink in a perfect spot. Ideal for slabbing, how often do you
see these? JSA LOAA.
87 Large Print Mantle, Mickey (Cope Collection)
			
9.5..................... 100
Very unusual item, this is a limited edition run of 1,000
pieces from 1985. Produced by a Montana company, this
fully licensed product is a high quality 23x16 plaque with
a large Robert Steven Simon Mantle image and his career
stats. Mickey signed this on his image in large and flawless
blue sharpie ink. This is one Mantle signed piece that we
have never seen before. JSA LOAA.
88

Mantle, Mickey Gallo Print
w/Triple Crown Inscription 9.5.....200
A true classic, offered is a handsome high
quality 16x20 color print of the Mickey
Mantle Gallo 1956 print. Very nicely matted
and framed, the total size is 23x27. Mickey
signed this in a perfect place in Mint gold
sharpie ink and added T.C. 1956. Usually
found as a smaller size print, this is a
real conversation stopper. JSA LOAA.
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89 Mantle, Mickey Signed/Framed 1968 Topps Poster
			
9.5..................... 240
Terrific Mantle signed piece, offered is his classic and very
uncommon original 1968 Topps Poster. Checking in at a
rubust 9 x 18 (as matted), this looks great. Mickey signed
this in Mint blue sharpie ink in a perfect spot, the signature
is very large and contrasts perfectly against the poster. Very
nicely double-matted and framed with a custom plaque and
two pins, the total size is 23 x 31. This is so much nicer than
your garden variety signed large Mantle print. JSA LOAA.

90 Mantle/Ali Signed 11x14
9........................ 240
A classic signed photo, these are almost always forged and
so hard to find. Obtained in person by our consignor, this
great image pairs Mickey Mantle with Muhammed Ali.
Taken in the early 1980s, this high quality 11x14 glossy print
is signed by Ali and Mantle in matching solid silver sharpie
ink. This is almost begging to be framed! JSA LOA (full).
91 Jersey Mantle, Mickey w/536 HRs Inscription
			
PSA 9................ 800
Great piece, this is a perfectly clean high quality Mitchell
& Ness 1951 Mickey Mantle replica jersey. This was signed
by Mantle for an old friend in the business, the autograph
is large and spotless. Unlike most other Mantle jerseys that
come to market, this one is inscribed with No. 7 and
536 HRs. I cannot remember the last time we saw a
Mantle jersey inscribed so nicely. Superb. PSA graded the
autograph a Mint 9. PSA DNA (full).
Signed Baseballs
92 Mickey Mantle
9.5 (OAL Brown).............. 180
Very clean Mantle single, the ball itself is clean and nearly
perfect. Mickey signed this on the sweet spot in bold and
impeccable blue ballpoint ink, a classic exemplar. Higher
grade Mantle singles have really dried up in recent years.
JSA LOA (full).
93

Mickey Mantle (vintage signed to a player)
8 (OAL Cronin)........... 240
Offered is a very scarce true vintage signed Mickey Mantle
single signed baseball. The ball is a pleasing OAL Cronin
model with light game use. Mickey pens an entire panel, he
inscribes this ball to fellow player Al Pilarcik. How often
does something like this come around? PSA DNA (full).
94 Mantle, Mickey Signed Bat
8........................ 300
One of the ultimate signed bats, offered is a bright and
clean Mickey Mantle K55 model. Mickey signed this in blue
sharpie ink on the barrel, the autograph is pleasing but not
Mint. The autograph contrasts well on the bat and retains
good display value. With high grade bats often selling in the
$2,000 range, this bat offers a signed bat or Mantle collector
a chance to fill this important hole at a much lower price
point. JSA LOA (full).
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Mickey Mantle Game Bat

Fine Yankee Autographed Items

96

95 Mantle, Mickey 1950s Pro Stock Game Model Bat
				
......................... 500
Very interesting bat, our consignor’s father was the Yankee trainer in the 1950s. Circa 1955-1956, at the end of the
season, he went into the clubhouse with his Dad and famed
Yankee clubhouse manager Pete Sheehy handed him this
bat. It came right from Mickey’s locker and Sheehy told
our consignor that Mickey will not miss this bat. The bat
is a K55 H&B model that is 35 inches long and weighs 32.9
ounces. This is a handsome ash bat but according to PSA
DNA, this was not used by Mantle. Everything else about
this bat looks to be right, this bat affords a collector the
opportunity to own a true Mickey Mantle game model bat
without getting a second mortgage. The provenance of this
neat bat should carry some substantial weight. We are going
to start this at a super low minimum bid to make things
especially interesting.

Early 1960s Fully Signed Yankee Postcard Set
(25 pcs) w/Mantle & Maris!
9........................ 300
Handsome black and white postcard set, this was likely produced in the 1970s. Perfectly clean and well designed, these
look terrific. Remarkably, our consignor HAD ALL
25 SIGNED. The content here is terrific, with Mantle, Maris,
Berra, Ford, Elston Howard, Kubek, Richardson, Skowron,
Shantz, Tresh and Stottlemyre. The autographs are in uniformly bold sharpie ink. This might be the first time that we
have seen these particular postcards with Mantle and Maris
autographs. These would look wonderful framed together.
JSA LOAA.

97

DiMaggio, Mantle & Others Signed Where
Have You Gone Joe DiMaggio Book 9.................... 125
Very nice item, this is a 1st edition from 1975 of this classic
book by Maury Allen. The center image of a 1971 Yankee
Reunion has six superb vintage blue ballpoint ink signatures. The autographs are from DiMaggio, Mantle, Berra,
Rizzuto, Ford and Billy Martin. A Requena image, this is the
first time we have seen one of these so nicely signed.
JSA LOAA.
98

Brickell, Fritz Signed 1958 Yankee
Player Questionnaire (very rare) 9........................ 150
Neat 11x14 document, this has all sorts of wonderful detail.
Brickwell signed this at the bottom in bold black ink. A very
rare autograph, Brickell died in 1965 at only age 30 and is
needed by so many collectors. Brickell was a 1958-1959 Yankee and a 1961 Los Angeles Angel. How many items of this
quality signed by him can possibly exist? JSA LOAA.
99 Grabowski, Johnny Signed 1927 Yankee
		
Payroll Check
9........................ 300
One of the rarest of all 1927 Yankee autographs, offered
is a clean real 1927 Yankees payroll check. Written out for
$486.52, Grabowski signed this on the back in bold black
fountain pen ink. Grabowski played in 70 games in 1927,
and was also a 1928-1929 Yankee. Grabowski died in 1946 at
only age 46, he is a very rare autograph. JSA LOA (full).
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100 Thomas, Myles 1927 Yankees Payroll Check 9........ 100
Nice item, offered is an original payroll check from the
ultimate Yankee season. Signed by Myles Thomas on the
back, the autograph looks terrific. The check is also signed
by Ed Barrow and Jacob Ruppert on the front. Thomas died
in 1963. Nice piece. JSA LOAA.

Great Yankee Autographed Items

Desirable Contracts - Mainly Yankees

101		
Allen, Johnny 1931 Yankees Contract 9.5...... 100
Desirable contract, this is pitcher Johnny Allen’s 1931
Yankee contract. Allen did not make the team until 1932
but went on to a 142-75 record with many teams. Allen died
in 1959 at only age 54 and is a very tough autograph. The
contract has a beautiful full John Thomas Allen pre-Rookie
signature. This is also signed by Barrow (for Ruppert) and
AL President E.S. Barnard. The contract is clean. JSA LOAA.

102 Bengough, Bennie 1929 Yankee Contract 9............ 100
Neat Yankee contract, this is for 1927 Yankee and future
Phillies coach Bennie Bengough to play for the Yanks in
1929. This has a full Bernard O. Bengough signature in very
color period fountain pen. This is also signed by Barrow (for
Ruppert) and AL President E.S. Barnard. The contract is
clean. Bengough died in 1968, and is a desirable autograph,
particularly on a real Yankees player contract. JSA LOAA.
103 Cottrell, Ensign Signed 1915 Yankee Contract 9.... 100
Nice very early Yankee contract, this is a clean fully executed
1915 player contract. This is signed by Cottrell (D’1947),
Jacob Ruppert and Ban Johnson. One would have to assume
that Cottrell’s autograph is quite rare, especially on a player
contract. Cottrell also played for the Pirates, Cubs, A’s and
Braves. JSA LOA.

104 Evans, Billy Double-Signed Contract 9.5................ 100
Good piece, this is a 1930 Cleveland Indians player contract
for a Kenneth Holloway (D’68). The document is signed by
Holloway and future HOF umpire Billy Evans (D’56). There
is a second Evans signature as this contract was transferred
to the 1930 Yankees. AL President Barnard signed this on
the back. This is one of the earlier Billy Evans signatures that
we have seen or handled. JSA LOAA.

105 Malone, Pat Signed 1935 Contract
- also signed by Branch Rickey!
9.5..................... 150
Very desirable contract, Perce L. (Pat) Malone pitched
from 1928-1937 (134-92 record). Malone sadly died in
1942 at only age 40 and is a very rare autograph, particularly on a player contract. Offered is his 1935 Cardinals
contract, signed by Malone in bold blue ink and also by the
vital Branch Rickey in matching blue ink just above. This
contract was transferred to the 1935 Yankees, with a Jacob
Ruppert signature (signed by Ed Barrow as was typical).
Nice piece. JSA LOAA.

106 Marsans, Armando Signed 1918 Yankee Contract
		 (rare)
9........................ 400
Great contract, Armando Marsans was one of great Cuban
players to play in the Major Leagues. Marsans had a quality
career with the Reds, Browns and Yankees from 1911-1918.
Offered is his final player contract, this has fine signatures
from Marsans, Jacob Ruppert and Ban Johnson. The contract is very clean. Marsans died in 1960, and is a desirable
autograph, this may well be the only signed player contract
from him in circulation. A real piece of baseball history,
I love this lot. JSA LOA Full.

107 Miller, Elmer Signed 1919 Yankee Contract 9........ 100
Nice early Yankee contract, this is a clean fully executed
1919 player contract. This is signed by Miller (D’1944 at age
54), Jacob Ruppert and Ban Johnson. Miller played from
1912-1922 for the Yankees, Cardinals and Red Sox. One
would have to assume that he is a very rare autograph, especially on a player contract. Very nice piece. JSA LOAA. 37
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108 Moore, Wilcy Signed 1928-29 Yankee Contract 9.... 100
Nice item, this is a two-year contract for 1927 Yankee
pitcher Wilcy Moore (D’63). The contract has a large and
terrific Wilcy Moore signature and a real Jacob Ruppert,
which is very unusual. AL President Barnard signed this as
well. 1920s Yankee player contracts are always desirable, and
seem like amazing buys in today’s market. JSA LOAA.
109 Murphy, Johnny Signed 1932 Yankee Contract
				9.5.................... 100
Quality 1930s Yankee relief pitcher (93-53 with a 3.50 ERA),
Murphy was on many Championship teams. This contract
is signed by Murphy in Mint black fountain pen ink and
by Ed Barrow (for Jacob Ruppert), as well as AL President
William Harridge. Murphy died in 1970, and is a desirable
autograph. JSA LOAA.

110 Navin, Frank Double-Signed Contract 9................ 100
Good piece, this is a 1930 Detroit Tigers player contract
for a Yats Wuestling (D’70). The document is signed by
Wuestlink and legendary Tigers owner Frank Navin. There
is a second Navin signature as this contract was transferred
to the 1930 Yankees. AL President Barnard signed this on
the back. JSA LOAA.
111 Richardson, Nolen (scarce)
9.5..................... 100
Original 1935 Yankee player contract, this is signed by Barrow (for Ruppert), Richardson and AL President Harridge.
Perfectly clean, this is notable as Richardson died in 1951 at
only age 48. JSA LOAA.
112 Ruppert, Jacob Signed 1915 Transfer Document
			
9.5..................... 150
Very early Yankee document, this transfers obscure pitcher
Ensign S. Cottrell to the Richmond Minor League team. The
document is quite clean and has a super early Jacob Ruppert
signature. JSA LOAA.
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113 Scott, Everett Signed 1924 Yankee Player Contract
			
8.5..................... 150
Desirable contract from this elusive 1920s Yankee player,
Scott died in 1960 and is a very popular autograph. Offered
is his original 1925 Yankee contract, this fully executed
contract is signed by Scott, Ruppert and Ban Johnson. The
contract has some condition issues from handling, including slight nicks and tape in one spot; the autographs are not
affected in any way. JSA LOAA.

114 Vance, Dazzy 1916 Yankees pre-Rookie
Player Contract!
9........................ 500
Great contract, this has to be one of the very earliest
autographs of Dazzy Vance in circulation. A very charismatic and beloved Brooklyn Dodger HOFer, Vance did not
even make the 1916 Yankees, he was basically a Rookie in
1922. Remarkable for these reasons, offered is a crisp and
clean original player contract. This contract is signed by
Vance (A.C. Vance) in bold period fountain pen ink just
below Yankee President Jacob Ruppert. Fully executed, the
legendary American League President Ban Johnson signed
the back. If you are into high-end baseball contracts or are
a very advanced Dodger or Yankee autograph collector, you
will want to take a good look at this true treasure. Completely fresh to the hobby, this is not something you can say
very often with pre-Rookie Hall of Fame player contracts!
JSA LOA (full).
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115 Large Print DiMaggio, Joe (rare image) 9.5........... 150
Offered is a simply wonderful and fairly unique Joe DiMaggio image that we have seen until now. The offered lot is a
candid photo of Joe laying on a ballpark field in full uniform, with his bat. A contemplative Joe DiMaggio is taking
in the quite scene around him. Joe signed this in Mint blue
sharpie ink in a perfect spot on his uniform. Very nicely
double-matted and framed, the total size is 26x22. It is very
unusual in this day and age to find a new Joe DiMaggio
signed oversize image of this quality come to market. PSA
DNA (full).

116 DiMaggio/Mantle Signed/Framed 11x14 9.5.......... 200
Very fresh piece, this very unusual 11x14 color print pairs
Yankee legends DiMaggio and Mantle. Obtained in person
by our consignor, the autographs are in matching bold blue
sharpie in perfect spots. Extremely fine and evocative image,
this is matted and framed to 18x22. JSA LOAA

118 Jeter/Rivera Signed Game Cletes 9.5..................... 200
How is this for some class? Offered are a wonderful matched
pair of Derek Jeter and Mariano Rivera signed game cletes.
Each comes with a Steiner LOA noting them as game used
and has a bold blue sharpie ink signature. The Jeter has
an MLB hologram dating this to 2002 as an action photo
oddly enough. These come in a large mirrored display; these
can be shipped without it at a substantially reduced cost if
desired. This is a great display piece of these beloved Yankee
legends. JSA LOAA.

119 NY Yankee Greats Signed Wall Clock
		
w/Mantle (12 sigs)
9........................ 250
Very fun 17 x 21 New York Yankee wall clock. This is terrific
as it has 13 signatures of various mainly 1950s Yankees.
Where possible, the player signed next to their uniform
number in a great touch. The autographs are in spotless blue
sharpie ink and include Mantle, Berra, Ford, Jackson, Rizzuto, Skowron, Bauer, Grim and McDougald. This is a fairly
unique item that displays very well. JSA LOAA.
120

117 Munson, Thurman Signed 1973 Large Format Ad
			
9.5..................... 200
Likely the only one of its kind, offered is a fully signed 17x11
ad for Yankee players to appear in 1973 in Long Island. This
handsome ad has large images of Thurman Munson, Sparky
Lyle and Ron Blumberg. All three signed on their images
at the time, the autographs look great. How many of you
advanced Munson collectors have this beauty signed? Very
nicely matted and framed, total size 21x16.
JSA LOA Full.

Detailed New York Yankee Autograph Binder
w/Mantle & Many Obscurities (221 pcs) 9......... 400
A great start to a comprehensive Yankee autograph collection, this clean binder is filled with signed postcards and
related size photos. These are from a very advanced collection and will likely have many autographs that hardly ever
come to market. The condition is quite clean overall, the
players go back to the 1940s, but are mainly from the 1950s
through the 1980s. Highlights include: Berra, Ben Chapman, Cone, Dahlgren, Leo Durocher, Doc Ellis, F. Fitzsimmons, W. Ford, Jim Hunter, Jackie Jensen, Darrell Johnson,
Roy Johnson, Art Jorgens, Dale Long, Mantle, Billy Martin,
Murcer, Mize, Neun, Pearson, Raschi, Rizzuto, Saltzgaver,
Scarborough, Tom Sheehan, Ben Shields, Ernie Shore, Eddie
Wells, Bill Wight, Mel Wright and Bill Zuber. There is very
light duplication, almost everyone is pictured as a Yankee,
this lot is loaded with obscurities that are probably impossible to find. The breakdown value here is presumably very
substantial. JSA LOAA.

Great Yankee Bats

Yankee Game Used & Collector Bats

121		
Berra, Yogi 1959 Game Index Bat................... 200
The closest most of us will ever come to a true 1950s Yogi
game used bat, offered is a fine 1959 H&B team ordered
index bat. The bat is 34 inches long and weighs 31.5 ounces.
This is an R43 model with moderate game used and a slight
repaired crack according to the included SCD LOA. The bat
is signed by Berra in flawless blue sharpie ink and displays
quite well.

122		
Jeter, Derek Rookie Game Used/Signed Bat
				
......................... 500
Terrific bat, this is a rare Rookie Era Derek Jeter pro model
bat. Signed by Jeter as a Rookie, this bat is special as it has
Jeter’s number two on the knob. The bat is a Louisville
Slugger P72 model, 33 1/2 inches long, 29.9 ounces. The bat
shows use but the use cannot be confirmed as being directly
from Derek Jeter according to the PSA DNA LOA. Either
way, this is a true Derek Jeter Rookie signed game bat, this
looks great, and is something you do not see very often.
JSA LOA (full).

123 Posada, Jorge 1999 World Series Game Bat
Signed by Yankee Team!
8.5..................... 300
Great Yankee item, this is a terrific 1999 Jorge Posada bat
used in the World Series. This M356 model bat is 34 inches
long and weighs 34 ounces. The bat is cracked by the handle,
has pine tar, tape and shows excellent use. There are 25
signatures on the bat. The autographs vary mildly in darkness but display very well overall. Loaded, the signatures
include Jeter, Rivera, Torre, Posada, O’Neill, El Duque, Tino
Martinez, Posada, Bernie Williams, David Cone and Roger
Clemens. Posada is a beloved Yankee, this is a truly great
item from a Yankee World Championship team that has
everything going for it. This comes an LOA from John Taube
from when it was purchased by our consignor. JSA LOAA.

124 Stanley, Fred Game Used 1976 Bicentennial Bat
Signed by 1976 Yankees Team w/Munson! 8.......... 500
Terrific item, this is a Fred Stanley gamer from 1976 that has
been cut in half and mounted to a special display. This came
directly from Stanley and comes with a signed LOA from
him. The bat has a full 28 signatures. A solid AL Championship team, this was the first Yankee team to appear in a
World Series in a generation. The autographs include a very
nice Thurman Munson, Billy Martin, Jim Hunter, Doc Ellis,
Elston Howard, Mickey Rivers, Chris Chambliss, Bob Lemon, Dick Howser, Yogi Berra, Ron Guidry and Graig Nettles.
The autographs vary slightly in darkness. Items of this
quality from these Bronx Zoo era Yankee teams are revered
by collectors. JSA LOA (full).
125 1977 Yankees Black Bat
NM................... 100
Bright and clean, this is a scarce black bat. This has bright
gloss and hardly any wear, the printed signatures are quite
vibrant and contrast nicely against the bat.
126 1996 Yankees Black Bat
NM................... 200
Key black World Series souvenir bat, this is a beloved team
that began a dynasty. Bright and clean, the printed signatures are in bright gold lettering and contrast very nicely
against the bat. If you are a big fan of these Jeter-Rivera
Yankee teams, this should really be in your collection.
Not easy to find, people ask thousands for these on ebay.
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127 1903 Original New York Highlanders
		
Stock Certificate
......................... 240
Very attractive original New York Baseball Association stock
certificate, this is undated. Visually striking, this certificate
valued shares at $100 each. The forerunner for the most
successful franchise in baseball history, early 20th century
New York Highlander items are prized by collectors. The
document remains bright and clean, with a subtle corner
crease at one corner and very little wear otherwise. This is
certificate number 19.

128		
1923 Yankee Stadium Seat
		
(fully original, low grade)		......................... 200
A seat from the ultimate baseball stadium, these are still
very popular among collectors and are great to put in a den
or office. The offered example is admittedly lower grade, this
is for a real purist. Seat number 10, this fully original seat
has had no restoration or paint work. The original green
paint from 1923 is plainly visible, this stands upright perfectly without assistance from a base. Affordable and very
fun item, who wants to add this to their Yankee or vintage
baseball memorabilia collection?

129 Original New York Yankees Dugout Bench!............ 500
One of the most interesting pieces of true Yankee Stadium
memorabilia that one might find, offered is the original
dugout bench from Yankee Stadium. We believe this was
used for decades, the original green paint is plainly visible
below the blue paint used at a later time when the stadium
was refurbished. Imagine the history that took place on the
this bench, much less all of the great pitchers. If you have
the space for it, this is simply terrific. This exhibits wear
from use of course, check our pictures for more condition
detail. The bench measures a robust 84 x 11 x 17 and the
buyer must arrange shipping for this lot.

130 PM10 Pins
Rare New York Name At Top Full Set (22 pcs)......... 200
An almost impossible run, these are all the very tough name
at top PM10 variations. The pins are all 2 inches in diameter,
five include the ornaments. The condition varies somewhat,
but is more than clean overall. The content is superb, with
note to Mantle, Maris, Ford, Berra, Martin, Rizzuto and
Lopat. Please note these list in the Muchinsky guide for
hundreds of dollars each; there was a sale years ago for over
$400 for just the Tom Morgan pin. The Whitey Ford may be
rare as well, we could not find any public sales for one. This
is a great lot to add to any quality vintage Yankee or
pin collection.
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131		 1903 W601		 New York Yankees (Highlanders)
			
(rare)						 ..................... 200
Fine early Yankee item as this has an early image of Jack
Chesbro. Rare, we cannot remember the last time we saw
a 1903 Yankees W601 come to market. Nicely framed, this
is matted, with no visible wear except for one spot on the
left border. The other two HOFers present are Wee Willie
Keeler and Clark Griffith (interestingly enough his name
is misspelled). This is the first year for this set and one of
the nicest Yankee oversize items one can find from this era.
Early 20th century premiums like this seem so undervaled
in today’s market. Total size 15x15.
132		 1906 Fan Craze Chesbro, Jack PSA 6............... 150
Fun and highly undervalued card of this famed early Yankee
HOFer, you have to love the picture on this card. The offered
card is ideal for the grade, it is bright and clean with only
very slight general wear, this is very nice.
133		 1906 Fan Craze Keller, Wee Willie PSA 6.......... 150
Neat card of the great HOFer Wee Willie Keeler, this has
a fine photo, clean borders and crisp edges. The back has
vibrant color, this has only slight general wear and is very
solid for the grade.
134		 1910 E105 Mello Mint Kleinow, Red PSA 1....... 200
Revered issue, this is a Yankee from one of the toughest
standard size E card sets. The offered card earns its 1 grade
with a major crease through the center. The back is actually
quite clean, the card otherwise retains its original color and
displays well.
135		 1910 E105 Mello Mint Knight, Jack PSA 1......... 100
Revered issue, this is a Yankee from one of the toughest
standard size E card sets. The offered card earns its 1 grade
with a major crease through the center and corner wear.
It retains it’s original color and actually has a nice back for
the grade.
136		 1910 E286 Ju Ju Drums Ed Sweeney PSA 2........ 200
So tough, this is an issue that almost never comes to market.
The offered card is a Yankee, it has a clean image and good
eye appeal. The back is perfectly clean, some light creases
keep this at a 2. A perfectly acceptable card for the grade,
how many of you advanced Yankee and type-card collectors
have one of these?
137		 1910 E286 Ju Ju Drums Jimmy Austin PSA 4.... 400
So tough, this is an issue that almost never comes to market.
Clean card has hardly any creases or wrinkles and only some
very minute surface wear. The edges are clean, the back
looks great. How many of you advanced Yankee and typecard collectors have one of these?
138		 1911 S81 Large Silk Russ Ford Ex-Mt............... 300
The only Yankee from this absolutely gorgeous and rare
issue, these are so undervalued right now. This retains its
original sheen and has gorgeous color and vibrancy. There is
hardly any wear, there is typical fraying and the top and bottom border. The borders are wide and look to be the proper
size, how many advanced Yankee or S81 Silk collectors have
one of these?
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139		 1912 Colgan Chips Red Border
		 Lew Brockett					
PSA 2............... 100
Another rarity, the front looks great with no creasing and a
vibrant red border. Wear in one area on the back keeps this
at a 2.
140		 1912 E300 Plow’s Candy
			
Hippo Vaughan
PSA 1............... 150
Super rare issue, how often do you find a Yankee from this
set? Cult favorite Hippo Vaughan is offered in a PSA 1
grade. The grade is a 1 due to some mild surface wear and
general wear, this is not a destroyed card by any means. The
rarity here should more than outweigh the condition, who
wants to add something (almost) no one else has to their
advanced Yankee or pre-war card collection?

141		 1912 L1 Leather		 Russ Ford		 ..................... 200
A legendary issue, the wonderful oversize L1 Leathers are
among the great issues of their era. Almost criminally
undervalued as they do not get slabbed, they are revered by
collectors. The offered piece is the only Yankee (Highlander)
in the set, Russ Ford. This has the usual pinholes by the corners and has a nice blemish-free image. This has mild toning
from age, and has a very nice antique period look and feel.
Framed, this card is needed by virtually every advanced
Yankee card collector and hardly ever comes to market.
In fact, we cannot find a SINGLE PUBLIC SALE on the
internet of this great piece.
142		 1912 T215 Red Cross Type 2
		 Jack Warhop					
PSA 1............... 200
Such a rare issue, these never come around. Offered is a
Yankee player, this one is a true 1 with extensive creasing,
corner wear and general wear. The back has no paper loss.
143		 1913 Cravats Felt Pennants
		 Hal Chase (rare, uncataloged!)		 ..................... 200
It is not every day you find an uncataloged item from a big
name player, but today is that day. From one of the best
Yankee collections in the world, this was obtained decades
ago. This very attractive nine inch pennant depicts Hal The
Fixer Chase as a New York Yankee. The color is vibrant, the
image of Chase has no wear, the edges are crisp. There is an
odd white substance at one spot on the right border, it can
probably be removed if desired. The back is clean, this looks
great. This lot is perfect for either a Hal Chase collector or a
very advanced Yankee collector who appreciate true rarity.
144		 1913 Cravats Felt Pennants
		 Ray Caldwell					
NM................... 100
Beautiful nine inch pennant, the condition on this Yankee
pitcher is superb.
145		 1913 Max Stein Postcard PC 758
		 Frank Chance				
SGC 3............... 100
Great early postcard, this one is special as it pictured
Chance as a New York Yankee. This has a fairly unique
image that displays very well. The surfaces are clean, the
blank back has not been mailed. A crease by the upper right
corner is the only real distraction here.
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146		 1914 Cracker Jack 91 Roger Peckinpaugh
								
PSA 3............... 200
Very tough 1914 Cracker Jack card of this popular Yankee
player, this has no visible creases or wrinkles. The corners
come to points, the edges are crisp. Centered to the left border, the staining is much less than usually found on a 1914
Cracker Jack. This card offers vivid color and a fine image.
147		 1914 T216 People’s Tobacco
		 Jack Knight					
PSA 2............... 100
Colorful card has a fine image, rich color and a clean back.
Very, very tough issue, one crease and corner wear keep
this at a 2.
148		 1914 T216 Mino		 Jeff Sweeney PSA 1 mk......... 100
Very tough issue, this card has bright color and good eye
appeal. Moderate creasing and the issue noted on the back
led to the somewhat harsh grade. The back is otherwise
clean and nice.
149		 1914 T216 People’s Tobacco
		 Roy Hartzell Batting
PSA 4............... 200
Very high grade card for the issue, this is well centered with
a superb image and no visible creases or wrinkles. The back
looks great, wear at the lower right corner is the only real
distraction here.
150		 1914 T216 People’s Tobacco
		 Wild Bill Donovan		
PSA 2.5............ 150
Very attractive card from a very difficult issue, this has
wonderful color and clean borders. The back has some fine
creasing but is also otherwise quite nice. This card has eye
appeal well beyond it’s technical grade.
151		 1914 T222 Keating, Ray
SGC 2............... 100
Very tough card of this Yankee pitcher, we hardly ever see
these. Creasing and some general wear keep this at a very
nice 2. Well centered, this has a fine image, a nice back and
a fresh overall period sepia look and feel.
152		 1916 Big Head Strip Cards
		 Baker, Home Run			
PSA A.............. 150
Revered strip card issue, these cards are very hard to find.
Offered is a freshly graded example of HOFer Home Run
Baker as a Yankee; this card has good color and a nice look.
Moderate creasing and corner wear are present, the back is
clean, this presents very well.
153		 1916 D303 Mother’s Bread Roy Hartzell PSA 3.150
Super bright 3 from a very, very scarce issue, this has amazing color. The image is almost perfectly registered, the card
has no creases. The back has some pinprick areas of wear, it
is also quite vibrant and nice. This is absolutely perfect for
a high-end type-card collection.

154		 1916 Fleischmann’s Bakery Hartell, R.A.
								
SGC 2............... 100
Extremely rare issue, these hardly ever come to market.
A Yankee player, how many advanced Yankee collectors have
one of these? With the tab, making this even more special,
the card has a sharp look and feel. Some very subtle creasing
and general wear led to the 2 grade, this is sure to please just
about any collector given the issue.
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155		 1916 H801-9 The Globe 27 Ray Caldwell
								
PSA 7.5............ 100
Well centered with sharp corners, this is a very fine condition card.
156		 1916 H801-9 The Globe
137 Roger Peckinpaugh
PSA 8.5............ 150
Extraordinary card, this is well centered with four super
sharp corners, bright gloss, a perfect photo and a spotless
back. A hair away from a Mint 9, this is probably one of the
very nicest condition examples of this card in circulation.

157		 1916 H801-9 The Globe 138 Wally Pipp PSA 6... 100
Well centered with four sharp corners, the borders and back
look great. This looks like an 8 and not a 6, we are not sure
why PSA graded this so harshly.

Herb Pennock. The other cards are Bush, Schang, Shawkey,
Jones, Bob Meusel, Scott, McNally and Pipp. This is literally
something you may never see again.

164		 1923 Tomas Gutierrez
		 Pair of Yankee Pages w/Ruth
Ex..................... 250
So rare, these are wonderfully designed 12x9 pages that
feature card-like images of ten players from the Yankees.
Babe Ruth is of course the key, this lot is great as it has both
sheets, with images of 20 Yankee players. 1923 was of course
the first Yankee World Championship team, making this
only more special. These have some moderate toning but
display quite well overall. This fine pair would look great in
the right framed display. We cannot remember the last time
we saw the two Yankee pages from this great set come to
market.

158		 1917 M101-6 Felix Mendelsohn
			
Peckinpaugh, Roger
PSA 2.5............ 150
Beautiful issue, the large size and great photography make
these among the most attractive cards of the era. Scarce, how
often do you find these coming to market? The offered card
has a beautiful image of popular Yankee Roger Peckinpaugh
from very early in his career. The image is strikingly nice,
corner wear and one small crease led to the 2.5 grade.
159		 1917 M101-6 Felix Mendelsohn
			
Pipp, Wally			
PSA 3............... 150
Beautiful issue, the large size and great photography make
these among the most attractive cards of the era. Scarce,
how often do you find these coming to market? Offered is a
fine looking Wally Pipp, this is a really nice VG with hardly
any creasing, even corner wear, great imagery and clean surfaces. The blank back is clean. How many advanced Yankee
collectors have one of these?
160		 1922 W503 1 Joe Bush
PSA 2.5.............. 75
Extremely attractive strip card issue that you just never see,
these are great looking cards. The offered card is well centered with a great photo, bright white borders and a clean
back. Moderate creasing that does not crack the paper keeps
this at a very nice 2.5.
161		 1922 W503 10 Norman McMillan PSA 2 mk..... 75
Extremely attractive strip card issue that you just never see,
these are great looking cards. Well centered, creasing keeps
this at a 2, the marks on the back led to the qualifier.
162		 1922 W503 51 Herb Pennock PSA 2 mk......... 100
Extremely attractive strip card issue that you just never see,
these are great looking cards. A HOFer from this issue that
we never see, this has a great photo that you do not see on
other cards. Creasing and some stray marks on the back led
to the 2 mk grade.
163		 1922 William Patterson V89
		 Lot of 11 different Yankees w/HOFers.................. 200
An almost profoundly rare offering, we hardly ever see or
hear of single cards from this 1920s issue, how often do
you see a big lot of the Yankees? Extremely attractive issue,
these seem so undervalued in today’s market. Our consignor
spent decades putting these together. The condition varies,
generally lower grade, everything will be pictured on our
website. The HOFers are Miller Huggins, Waite Hoyt and

165		 1923 V100 Willard’s Chocolates
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		 Lot of 14 different Yankees		 ..................... 150
So tough, when was the last time anyone saw this many of
these in one lot, much less all Yankee players? The cards
range widely in grade, Poor - VG-Ex, generally lower grade
but pleasing, everything will be pictured on our website.
Content is as follows: Dugan, Jones, Mays, Bob Meusel,
Meyers, E. Miller, Mogridge, Peckinpaugh, Pipp, Pratt,
Schang, Scott, Thormahlen, Ward and Witt.
166		 1923 Willard’s Chocolates
		 Baker, Home Run			
PSA 5................. 75
Very tough issue, this has a fine photo, super wide borders
and clean surfaces. Reasonably well centered, slight corner
wear keeps this very uncommon card at a 5.

167		 1923 Willard’s Chocolates
		 Hoyt, Waite					
PSA 3................. 75
Attractive card with a fine image, a slight crease at the lower
right corner keeps this at a 3.
168		 1923 Willard’s Chocolates
		 Huggins, Miller			
PSA 2................. 75
Well centered with a fairly unique image, this has a fine back
crease and a slight stain by the top border. This displays very
well for the grade.
169		 1924 Diaz Cigarettes
		 2 Waite Hoyt (pop 1/2
PSA 3............... 150
Clean 3 from a very scarce issue, how often do you see these?
Well centered with no creases and a clean back, corner wear
keeps this at a nice 3.
170		 1924 Diaz Cigarettes
		 92 Oscar Roettger (pop 1/1)
PSA 1................. 50
A 1 from a rare issue, how often do you see these? The only
PSA slabbed example, this has extensive corner wear, a
scrape on the back and other issues. Still a rare Yankee card,
something tells me this might be a popular lot.
171		 1925 MLB Die-Cuts New York Yankees Team Set
		 (14) w/Ruth & Gehrig		 ..................... 200
Such a neat lot, how often do you ever find the full Yankees
run from this truly oddball issue? Smartly presented in a
butterfly box, these include the original envelope and are
exceptionally crisp and clean overall.
172		 1926 Kut Outs Yankees Die-Cuts		
		 Pat Collins (rare)			
PSA AA........... 100
Super rare issue, how many have ever seen one of these? The
offered card is a handsome Pat Collins, someone just barely
retouched the top of his hat on the left side. The back is
clean, the image otherwise looks great. Who likes rare cards
of 1927 Yankee players?
173		 1928 W502 8 Herb Pennock
		 (highest graded)			
PSA 7................. 75
Superb condition card, this is well centered with four sharp
corners, spotless white borders and a perfect photo. It is
really hard to find this card in anything approaching this
quality.
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174		 1928 W502 30 Waite Hoyt PSA 6................. 75
Neat card, I love this novel image of HOFer Waite Hoyt.
Well centered, crisp and clean, this is another exceptionally
clean card.

175		 1932 U.S. Caramel 5 Earle Combs PSA 3.5......... 100
Elusive card of this 1927 Yankee HOFer, this one is well
centered with rich color and a great image. The corners are
about Ex, the borders are reasonably clean; one nick at the
bottom of the back likely led to the 3.5 grade.
176		 1932 U.S. Caramel 20 Red Ruffing PSA 5........... 125
Pretty 5, this has great color, a fine image and terrific centering. Wear at the lower left corner is the only distraction
here.

Rare Yankee Cards
177		 1932 U.S. Caramel 31 Lefty Gomez PSA 4.......... 100
Very strong 4, this is well centered with rich color. Corner
wear is mild and consistent, there are no visible creases or
wrinkles. The image of this HOF Yankee pitcher looks great.
178		 1933 Uncle Jacks		
		 Chapman, Ben (scarce)
PSA 6 st........... 200
Sharp looking card, we hardly ever see these. This card has a
terrific image of Ben Chapman sliding into a base. Centered
to the lower left corner, wax staining on the back led to the
qualifer. Strong card, there has not been a public sale for one
of these since 2014.
179		 1933 Uncle Jacks		 Pennock, Herb PSA 4........... 100
Sharp looking card, very uncommon. This has four solid
corners, great color and clean surfaces. Centered mildly to
the right border, there are no visible creases or wrinkles.
Slight typical staining on the back likely led to the 4 grade.
180		 1934 DeMaree Die-Cut D304
		 Lyn Lary					
PSA 4............... 100
Rare 1930s issue, this is full size and looks great. A Yankee,
how often do these come around? The edges are crisp, the
card displays very well. Wear in one spot by the center likely
led to the 4 grade.
181		 1936 R312		 Joe DiMaggio RC PSA 1............... 150
Key card of Joe DiMaggio, this issue is so condition sensitive
due to the paper used. The front is clean, with good color
and excellent centering. The blank back has mild damage,
hence the 1 grade. This looks better than 90% of the 1s that
trade.
182		 1937 OPC 108 George Selkirk PSA 4............. 50
Strong 4, this has no visible creases or wrinkles. Well centered, the surfaces are clean, the corners are not bad at all,
the die-cut is perfectly flat.
183		 1937 OPC 117 Tony Lazzeri PSA 2................. 60
Tough grade, this has no creases and clean surfaces. Well
centered with a nice image and clean surfaces, the corners
are not bad at all. Slight wear on the die-cut on the back may
have led to the tough grade from PSA.
184		 1937 OPC 119 Bill Dickey PSA 2................. 60
Tough 2, this has no visible creases or wrinkles and looks
good. Well centered, the image is solid. There is slight wear
on the die-cut on the back, we think the 2 grade is too low.
185		 1937 OPC 131 Monte Pearson PSA 2............. 40
Nice 2, this has a tiny wrinkle by the top border and slight
wear on the die-cut on the back. The image and surfaces
look good.
186		 1937 OPC 136 Red Ruffing PSA 4................. 60
Very nice card, most would grade this Ex. There are no
visible creases or wrinkles, the corners show even wear, the
surfaces are clean. Very slight wear on the back of the
die-cut appears to be the only issue here.

181.2 1936 World Wide Gum
		Lot of 9 different Yankees w/HOFers VG................ 100
Something you never see, offered are nine different Yankees
from this very tough set. Condition is a pleasing VG overall,
everything will be pictured front and back on our website.
Content is as follows: 27 Bob Seeds, 34 Bill Dickey, 38 Red
Rolfe, 56 Lefty Gomez, 90 Ben Chapman, 91 Frank Crosetti, 101 Lefty Tamulis, 102 Charlie Ruffing and 114 Monte
Pearson.
187		 1947 Tip Top Bread Yogi Berra RC PSA 1.5...... 150
His true Rookie Card, this is a very desirable card. This has
a nice image and a clean back. Well centered, this has a mild
stain by the upper right corner. Moderate creasing that does
not crack the paper keeps this at a 1.5.
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188		 1954 Dormand Postcards Lot of 33 different
		 Yankees w/2 Mantles & Scarcities		 ..................... 300
Great lot, these are beautiful and highly evocative color
postcards of the great Yankee players from the 1950s. Filled
with very tough cards, these are needed by so many Yankee collectors. Condition is mid to better grade but varies,
these key pieces come in the lot: Berra Ex, Collins (patch on
sleeve, autograph at top) Ex-Mt, Collins (patch on sleeve,
autograph at bottom) Ex-Mt, Crosetti Ex, Ford Ex++, Howard VG-Ex/Ex, Konstantly VG+, Mantle (bat on shoulder)
Ex-Mt, Mantle (batting stance,3-1/2 x 5-1/2) VG-Ex/Ex,
Skowron VG+, Slaughter Ex-Mt and Stengel (autograph at
top) Ex-Mt. The value of these cards as singles is substantial.

189		 1962 Canadian Post Cereal
		 Collection of 13 Yankees w/Mantle ..................... 150
Another lot you never see, offered are these very tough
Yankee cards from the scarce Canadian Post Cereal set.
These cards are in the lot: 1 Skowron, 2 Richardson, 3 Boyer,
4 Kubek, 5 Mantle, 6 Maris, 8 E. Howard, 9 Ford (2), 11
Blanchard, 12 Arroyo and 13 Stafford (2). The condition
varies, everything will be pictured on our website. The Mantle grades VG to our eyes.
190		 1962 Jell-O		
		 Collection of 10 Yankees w/Mantle ..................... 150
Rare 1960s issue, even single cards from this issue are
hard to find, how often do you find a Yankee run? Fresh to
market, this lot is as follows: 3 Boyer, 4 Kubek, 5 Mantle, 6
Maris, 7 Berra, 8 E. Howard, 9 Ford, 10 Terry, 11 Blanchard
and 12 Arroyo. Condition varies, please check the images on
our website.
191		 1963 Kahns		 Yankee Team Set (6) ..................... 100
1963 was the only Kahns set to include Yankee players, these
are missing from almost all Yankee card collections. Condition varies but is very clean overall, the lot is as follows: Boyer, E. Howard, Kubek (2), Richardson, Stafford and Terry.
191.2 1968 Topps Plak Checklists w/Mantle SGC A....... 200
Very neat oversize card, this has vivid black borders and rich
color. Mantle is on the card, along with five other HOFers.
SGC slabbed Authentic, these are very scarce & desirable.
192		 1968 Topps 3-D		 Bill Robinson PSA 5........... 100
A card we hardly ever see, how of you advanced Yankee collectors have one of these? Slabbed at the National, this looks
Near Mint to us but PSA deemed it an Ex 5.
193		 1970 Topps Candy Lids
		 Mel Stottlemyre			
PSA 9 mc......... 100
Extremely rare Topps test issue, these hardly ever come to
market. The only Yankee in the set, this is cut to the top
border as is typical and is otherwise perfect. The color is
striking, PSA graded this a Mint 9 mc, which seems right.
Do not assume one of these is coming around anytime soon!
194		 1974 Topps Deckle Edge
		 7 Thurman Munson (white back) PSA 8.5.......... 150
Superior card, this oversize issue is so nice when they can be
found in this condition. The offered card is strikingly nice,
PSA split hairs here not rating it a Mint 9. An upgrade for
almost anyone, how many advanced Munson collectors have
this great looking card in an 8.5?
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195		
Henry Boyle
SGC 1.5.............. 50
This card has an extremely nice image. Wear at the upper
right corner and slight writing on the back led to the
1.5 grade.
196		
California Brown Throw, R/hand chin high,
		
mask in L/hand- New Yorks PSA 5................ 100
Really nice card, this has a fine image, clean borders and
respectable corners. The back is perfect, these are not easy
cards to find in this quality.
197		
California Brown In mask, catch, hands chest
		
high-NYs
PSA 1.5............... 50
Honest lower grade card, this has a pleasing image. Extensive corner wear and some creasing keep the grade low;
the back is fine.
198		
Tom Burns Catch, hands head high-Chicago’s
				PSA 1.5 mk........ 50
Light image, creasing and general wear throughout the card
led to the grade.
199		
Tom Burns Catch, hands head high-Chicago’s
			
PSA AA.............. 50
Beautiful image, this looks to have been torn in half and put
back together.

207		
Dick Conway
SGC 3................. 75
Terrific card as it has a world class image. Well centered, this
has one slight nick on the right border and creasing on the
otherwise clean back. The image will amaze you.
208		
Cannonball Crane Bat in R/hand at side
		
-New Yorks
PSA 1 mc............ 50
Nice image, this has some pinpricks by the top and bottom
border, and is cut close at the bottom.

209		
Jack Clements Catch-C., Phila. PSA 2 mk....... 75
Pleasing Old Judge has a nice image and no creasing.
The front has some pinprick areas of surface wear, the
back has an owner’s stamp.
210		
Con Daley R/hand on hip, L/arm at side-C.,
		
Indianapolis
PSA 2.5............... 60
Very light image, general wear appears to be the only issue
here.
211		
Con Daley Throw, R/hand head high-C.
		
Indianapolis
PSA 2 mc............ 50
Respectable image, this has some stray creasing and is cut
close at the bottom border.

200		
Doc Bushong (Browns Champion) PSA 1...... 50
Great subset, corner clipping keeps this at a 1. The back is
fine, the image is not bad at all.
201		
John Cahill
SGC 1.5.............. 50
Clean card has a terrific image and no back damage. This is
cut to the bottom left corner, obscuring some of the bottom
portion of the manufacturer’s text.
202		
Jimmy Canavan (Omaha) SGC 5............... 125
Really nice card has a wonderful image. I love the photography here, the uniform is also great. Very clean, this is a well
centered card with strong corners and a clean back.
203		
Fred Carroll Bat Ready 60 Degrees PSA 1 mk.. 50
Low grade but not ugly, there is some stray writing on the
back.
204		
Dad Clark (Omaha)
SGC 5............... 125
Very nice card from an uncommon team, this has a terrific
image. The corners come to points, this is an exceptionally
nice Old Judge to our eyes.
205		
Spider Clark Bat at ready, at about 30
			
PSA AA.............. 50
206		
Bill Collins Catch-hands above head-full length
			
PSA 3.................. 75
Beautiful 3 has a wonderful image, no creases and clean
surfaces. The back is fine, corner wear appears to be the only
issue here.
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212		
Roger Connor Bat held up at 60-Script Name
			
SGC 3............... 900
Scarce HOF card, these hardly ever come to market. This
style is one of the most desirable in the entire Old Judge set
and is revered by advanced collectors. The image is admittedly light, but the card has no creases, consistent corner
wear and a respectable reverse. How often do these come
around?
213		
Tom Daly Bat in R/hand at side-Clevelands
			
PSA AA.............. 50
214		
Jim Donahue (NY AA- spotted Tie)
			
PSA 2 mk.......... 480
Rare spotted tie Old Judge, these are revered by collectors of
this great set. Just back from PSA, this card has a nice image
with mild general wear. The card has a nice antique feel to
it and displays well. The back has a stamp but no paper loss.
The corners exhibit consistent wear, this is a very solid card
for the grade. How many of you advanced type-card collectors have a spotted tie Old Judge?
215		
Mike Dorgan Bat at ready PSA 1.................. 50
Creasing and a tear keep this at a 1, the image is not bad.
216		
Mike Dorgan (Bat at almost 90) PSA 5 mc...... 75
Sharp card has a nice image and perfectly clean surfaces.
The corners are strong, this is fully cut to the right border,
hence the qualifier.
217		
Frank Dwyer (Chic-catch-sideview hands
		
reach out chest high)
PSA 3.................. 80
Very uncommon card, this might be the first one we have
had. The card has a nice image, clean surfaces and no back
issues. This looks to be a very high-end 3 to our eyes.
218		
Jay Faatz
SGC 1.5.............. 50
Clean card has a slightly light but still pleasing image. The
surfaces and back look good, we do not know why this card
was graded so low.
219		
Jay Faatz (Bat at 30, Capt.) PSA 3.................. 75
Pleasing card has no creases, a clean back and a nice image.
Corner layering at the upper left corner is the only distraction here.
220		
Bill Fagan Pitch, L/hand chin high R/foot
		
pointing L-Denver
SGC 2.5............ 125
Scarce team, we hardly ever see this card. Well centered, this
has a slightly light but still nice image. The back is clean,
wear at the lower left corner is the only real distraction here.
221		
Charlie Ferguson
SGC 2.5............ 100
Fine looking card has a stunning quality image. The back is
clean, the front looks great. Not sure why it is graded so low,
there is some sort of fold or line at the extreme top border.
222		
		

50

Thomas Flanigan (Clev-Lean back ball in
right hand head high)
PSA AA.............. 50

223		
Silver Flint (Catch mask on wait for pitch,
		
Chicago.)
PSA 2.................. 60
Classic 2, this has a terrific and fun image. Corner wear is
the main issue here, the back shows slight wear.
224		
Jim Fogarty (Bat over shoulder, ball in air)
				PSA AA............. 50

225		
Jim Fogarty (Bat over shoulder, ball in air)
			
PSA 2.5............... 60
Very low quality image, wear at the upper left corner is the
main distraction here.
226		
Jim Fogarty (Crawling on floor) PSA 1.5......... 50
Great image, we hardly ever see this card. Moderate creasing
and corner wear likely led to the 1.5 grade. The back is far
from terrible.
227		
Dave Foutz (St Louis Browns Champions)
			
PSA AA.............. 50
Cut short at the bottom border, this has a nice image and
otherwise displays well.
228		
Bob Gamble Ready to hit
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Nice image, I love the photography here; a fair amount of
corner wear and writing on the back led to the grade.
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229		
Jack Glasscock (Indy-arm back w/ball head high)
			
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Pleasing image, a stray ink mark at the lower left corner
and writing on the back are the main issues here.
230		

George Gore (Lean on bat) PSA 1 mk............ 50

231		
George Gore (Catch-hands and ball above head)
			
PSA 2.................. 60
Really nice 2, this has a quality image and consistent wear.
232		
Tom Gunning (Athletics-squating hands in front
of face to catch ball,C.)
PSA 1.................. 50
Uncommon card, we cannot remember seeing this one
before. Nice image, great photo, pinholes by the top border
keep this at a 1.
233		
Bill Hallman (Throw-arm back head high)
			
PSA 2 mk............ 50
This card has a light but certainly discernible image, the
back is fine, there is a fair amount of corner wear.
234		
Egyptian Healy (Indy-hands w/ball at chest,P.)
			
PSA 5................ 125
Cut to the right border, this has a nice image, clean surfaces
and no back issues. Nice card.
235		
Bill Holbert (spotted tie)
PSA 1 mk.......... 400
Rare spotted tie Old Judge, these are revered by Old Judge
collectors. One of the scarcer players in the run, this one has
general wear on the face of the player and the front of the
card. The corners show extensive wear, there is no creasing.
The back has no paper loss, but two initials are written in
period ink. Who wants to add an awfully tough Old Judge
card to their collection?
236		
Charles Hoover Catch-hands and ball chin high
			
PSA AA.............. 50
237		
Charles Hoover Catch-hands and ball chin high
			
PSA 1.................. 50
Pleasing card has a nice image, typical back issues keep
this at a 1.
238		
Nat Hudson (Brown’s Champions)
			
PSA 1 mk............ 50
Odd card, the wear at the top border might mean this was
rebacked. The back has a stamp, the image itself is clean
and fine.
239		
Dick Johnston Throw, R/hand chin high-C.F.,
		
Boston
PSA 1.................. 50
Pinholes keep this at a 1, the image is outstanding, the
back is otherwise fine.
240		
Tim Keefe (Bat near horizontal, Keefe, P.,
		
New Yorks)
SGC 1............... 200
Uncommon pose to our eyes, this has a medium quality
image. The 1 grade is due to a small chip at the upper left
corner and a notation on the back. The card is otherwise not
bad at all. This is perfect if you want to add an affordable
Old Judge HOFer to your collection.
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241		

Jim Keenan Hands on knees PSA AA.............. 50

242		
Ted Kennedy Pitch, R/arm extended at
		
side-Omahas (scarce)
SGC 1.5............ 400
Rare Old Judge image, we have not seen this one until now.
The image of this Omaha pitcher is simply gorgeous, you
have to love the great rectangular O on his uniform.
Corner wear keeps this at a 1.5, the back is clean. Scarce
team, amazing image quality.
243		
J.J. Kenyon Strike, ball thigh high, looking at
		
camera-Des Moines
PSA 1 mk............ 50
Tougher team, creasing and corner wear are the main issues
here. The image is fairly nice.
244		
King Kelly (Bat at 45, left handed, 10,000 Kelly,
		
Chicago jersey)
PSA A............... 150
Fun card, this is cut short at the top border and has extensive corner wear. The image has some general wear but is
far from terrible. The back is clean save for one corner.
This is an affordable example of a key Old Judge HOFer.
245		
Willie Kuehne Stooping to field grounder
		
-Pittburghs
PSA 1.5............... 50
Light image, the card is reasonably clean overall.
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246		
Lefty Marr Catch, hands held out neck high
		
-Columbus
PSA 1.5............. 150
Tougher team, this has creasing and some back wear.
The image offers good contrast and displays well.
247		
Bill McClellan Stooping, hands knee high
		
-Brooklyn
PSA 2.................. 60
Light image, I love the design on these cards; general wear is
present as well.

259		
Germany Smith Strike, looking at ball
		
by bat-S.S.,
SGC 1................. 50
Pleasing medium quality image, the back is not bad at all.
This grades a 1 due to a chip by the upper left corner and
corner wear.
260		
Germany Smith Throw, R/hand head high
		
-G. Smith
PSA 1.5............... 50
This card has a nice image, but there is some damage in one
spot on the front.

249		
Jocko Milligan (SL-lean on bat) PSA 2 mk...... 50
Not a bad card at all, the image is reasonably nice. Corner
wear and writing on the back led to the grade.

261		
Otto Schomberg (Throw-Hands Neck High)
			
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Stunning quality image, this has a gorgeous look to it.
Creasing and back issues led to the low technical grade.

250		
Nicol (With Reilly)
PSA 1.................. 50
Fun multi-player card, this has good color and a nice image.
Creasing, general wear and some back damage keep this at
a 1.

262		
Lev Shreve (Throw-right arm forward face
		
high, to his right)
PSA 1.5 mk......... 50
Nice image, a back crease and owner’s stamp on the back
led to the grade.

251		
Tip O’Neil (Brownie’s Champs) SGC 1.5....... 100
Attractive card from a desirable subset, this has a very nice
image. Some surface wear and back issues led to the 1.5
technical grade, but the card has solid eye appeal with its
uncommonly nice image.

263		
Lev Shreve (Throw-right arm forward cap high)
			
PSA 1.................. 50
Light but respectable image, extensive wear by the left
border keeps this at a 1.

252		
Fred Pfeffer Tagging player on ground-N.T.
			
PSA 1.................. 50
Great image, a pinhole at the top center keeps this at a 1.
This is a fun card to add to any Old Judge collection.
253		
		

Dick Phelan (Catch-hands together at face,
Des Moines)
PSA AA.............. 50

254		
Yank Robinson Brown’s Champions
			
PSA 1.5............... 50
Desirable subset, this card has a nice image. Extensive corner wear at the top and some general wear keeps this
at a very respectable 1.5.
255		
Amos Rusie Pitch, R/hand thigh high
			
SGC 3............. 1000
Key Old Judge HOFer, this is a very desirable and scarce
card. The image is not bad at all, the front has corner wear
but has a pleasing overall feel. The back has a few minute
nicks, no paper loss, certainly nice overall. Rusie went
245-174 in his HOF career.
256		
William Schenkel (Milwaukee) SGC 5........... 125
Super clean card has crisp corners and a fine back.The image
is nice, this is an awfully nice Old Judge card.
257		
Lev Shreve
SGC 2................. 50
Cut thin on the left edge, this has a nice image and is otherwise not bad at all.
258		
Elmer Smith Pitch, hands at chest-E. Smith,
		
P. Cincinnati
PSA 1 mk............ 50
This card has a light image and some staining, the back has
some issues as well.
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264		
		

Dan Stearns (KC-catch-stand hands out chin
high, ball above)
PSA AA.............. 50
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Bender (portrait)

265		
		

Larry Twitchell (Clev-throw, ball in right hand
cap high)
PSA AA.............. 50

266		
		

Stump Weidman Pitch, R/hand forward,
ball released
PSA A................. 50

267		
Mickey Welch
PSA 1................ 250
Terrific HOF Old Judge card, this is a very tough card. The
image is outstanding, this is wonderful photography. I love
the animated and focused Welch getting ready to throw a
strike. Condition issues include a chip at the upper left corner and moderate back damage. This is a card that we hardly
ever see.

SGC 5.5............ 200
A key T206 HOF card, these do not come around very often.
Very sharp card, this is cut to the left border. With a slight
diamond cut, the image has exceptional color and clarity.
279		
Burchell
SGC 5.5.............. 50
Well centered with only slight wear, this has great color and
is awfully nice for the grade.

268		
Buck West
SGC Authentic... 50
We are not sure why this came back Authentic, it has a nice
image and even corner wear. Possibly rebacked, as the back
is unusually clean.
269		
		

Bobby Wheelock Throw, R/hand chest
high-Right Field
PSA A................. 50

270		
Charlie Weber (Ball in Right hand face high)
			
PSA 1.................. 50
Rough card has a light image and several creases.
271		
Ned Williamson Catch, hands neck high
		
Chicagos
PSA 1 mk............ 50
This card has a gorgeous image. Severe damage to the upper
left corner is the main issue here.
272		
George Wood Stooping for grounder-Phila
		
.
PSA 1 mc............ 50
Very nice image, this is cut to the left border. There is slight
back creasing, the grade seems harsh here.
T206 Singles
273		
Abbaticchio (blue sleeves) SGC 5................. 75
The first card in the set, this is a very nice 5. Reasonably well
centered, this has bright white borders and a fine image.
This will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
274		
Anderson
SGC 6................. 75
Very sharp card, we have seen many weaker cards in 7 holders. Centered slightly to the upper left corner, this has clean
white borders.
275		
Baker
SGC 4 (Polar Bear)....... 100
Not an easy card to find with this back, this is very nice for
a Polar Bear. There are no creases and only slight tobacco
staining, the color is good, this has a slight diamond cut.
276		
Barry (Philadelphia)
SGC 5.5.............. 50
Well centered with super color, this is a very nice card for
the grade.
277		
Bell (hands above head)
SGC 5................. 50
Colorful card is centered to the upper left corner, the corners exhibit moderate wear.
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281 Cobb (portrait, red bckgrnd) SGC 2....... 400
Well centered, this has good color and a pleasing
image. Creasing and some general wear keep this
at a 2. The back is clean. This is a perfectly acceptable card for the grade.

280		

Cobb (portrait, green bckgrnd)
PSA 2 mk.........1000
One of the hottest cards in the world, everyone seems to be looking for one of these.
The offered card is well centered with rich
color and a beautiful image. The 2 mk is due
to corner wear, slight creasing and pinpricks
of wear. There is a tiny pinprick size scrape in
one spot on the back, and two flicks of white
are showing on his face. The borders look
great, the back is otherwise reasonably clean.
The color and clean white borders provide for
eye appeal well beyond this card’s technical
grade. Who wants to fill one of the ultimate
spots in their T206 set?
282		
Cobb (bat off shoulder) SGC 2.......... 400
My favorite of the four T206 Cobb cards, this one
earns its 2 grade. The corners show a fair amount
of wear, but it is consistent. Creasing is very minimal, there is some general wear. The back has no
damage. This card will fit nicely in a lower grade
set or tobacco card collection.
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283		
Collins (Phila)
SGC 3................. 75
Very colorful card has a striking image and white borders;
creasing and wear in some spots keep this at a very attractive
3.
284		
Demmitt (New York)
		
PSA 2.5 (Carolina Brights back!).................... 400
A real Carolina Brights T206 card, how many can say they
have one of these? The offered card has a super clean back
that looks great. Possibly oversize, this barely fits into the
PSA holder. The front is nice, with slight wear and a truly
minute surface wrinkle. Who wants to add one of the tougher T206 backs to their collection?
285		
Demmitt (St. Louis)
SGC 1.5............ 400
One of the absolute keys to a T206 set, the offered card is
well centered with rich color. The Polar Back is exceptionally
nice. The front shows several creases and some general wear.
The borders are clean, there is very little tobacco staining as
is typical for a Polar Bear back.
286		
Greminger
SGC 6............... 200
Southern Leaguer, this has four square corners, great color
and bright white borders. This is a very solid 6.
287		
Leifield (pitching) PSA 2.5 (Brown Hindu)... 100
Well centered with one fine crease, the front looks good.
The back is quite vibrant, with some nicks of wear by the
bottom border. Nice card.
288		
Lord
SGC 5................. 50
Colorful card is well centered with a very slight diamond
cut, nice card.
289		
Lundgren (Chicago)
SGC 3............... 100
Tougher variation, this looks to be a very nice 3. We cannot
see any creases, it is well centered, the borders are strong.
The back is clean, this appears to be undergraded but we are
not certain.
290		
Magee (with bat)
SGC 5................. 50
Very attractive card with a great image, this is centered
mildly to the right border. The corners exhibit moderate and
consistent wear.
291		
Manning (batting)
SGC 5................. 50
Solid 5 is well centered with only very mild corner wear.
292		
Mathewson (dark cap)
SGC 4.5............ 400
A key T206 HOF card, this one has stunning color and a
gorgeous image. The color is world class, the borders are
clean. Centered to the upper left corner, this has one very
subtle bit of wear on the bottom border. The back is clean.
The key T206 HOF cards have been white-hot in recent
years, it will be interesting to see where this ends up.
293		
McGraw (portrait, with cap) PSA 6.5............. 300
Really nice card, this has terrific centering, a perfect image
and great color. The borders are nice and white, the corners
exhibit only very slight wear. This is an ideal card for the
grade, and not at all easy to find in anything approaching
this quality in today’s market.
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294		
O’Hara (St. Louis)
SGC 1.5............ 500
Another absolute key to a T206 set, the offered card is a
pleasing 1.5. Reasonably well centered with good color,
creasing and corner wear keep this at a 1.5. The Polar Bear
back is clean, this retains good color and a very nice image.
Who wants to finally get serious about completing their
T206 set?
295		
Pfeister (seated)
SGC 5................. 50
Well centered with moderate corner wear, this has great
color.
296		
Speaker
SGC 3............... 200
A key T206 HOFer, this is a colorful 3. The image and color
are remarkably nice, the borders are white. Some subtle
creases and wear at the lower right corner keep this at a 3.
The back is clean, this card has tremendous eye appeal due
to the remarkably nice image.
297		
Tannehill (L. Tannehill on front) SGC 5.......... 50
Colorful card is centered to the upper left corner, the
corners exhibit moderate wear.
298		
Titus
SGC 3.5.............. 50
A cult favorite card with it’s fun image, this one is well centered and clean. There are no visible creases, the corners are
not bad at all, the grade might be a click low here.
299		
Willis Portrait
SGC 4............... 100
Attractive T206 HOF portrait has a beautiful image. There
are no creases, the back is clean. Corner wear keeps this
at a 3.
300		
Cy Young Bare Hand
PSA 5.............. 1200
Simply a great T206 card, offered is a beautiful, classic
PSA 5 example of this very condition sensitive Cy Young
card. Often found in worse condition than his other two
variations, it is not every day that this comes to market in
such quality. This card offers perfectly clean white borders,
a pristine back, great color and a perfect image. The corners
exhibit only very slight wear, the card is quite clean overall.
With the white-hot market for key T206 HOFers, it will be
interesting to see where this great looking card of one of the
ultimate names in baseball history trades at.
301 1910 E93 Johnny Evers
SGC 4............... 100
A card you just do not see, I cannot remember the last time
we had one of these. The offered card is a really nice 4 with
a great image, clean front and nice back. The borders are
white, the slightest surface wrinkle by the bottom on the
back likely led to the 4 grade, as this presents as a 5 or better.
302 1910 E98 Miner Brown
PSA 3................ 100
Fun card, these are not easy to find. This is a superb 3 with
four sharp corners, white borders and a clean back. There
must be a tiny wrinkle somewhere, because this card presents as a 7 or better!
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303		
Eddie Collins (small letters) PSA 8.................. 60
Centered to the top border, this appears to have almost zero
wear and looks great.
304		
Walter Johnson (small letters) PSA 8............. 150
Remarkable condition pin, this has a gorgeous front with
great centering and a pristine image. We cannot see any
wear on the front, the quality here is amazing.
305		
Christy Mathewson (small letters) PSA 7........ 75
Classic pin, this is bright and quite clean. There is no visible
wear to our eyes, the back is clean. Slight centering to the
top border may have led to the conservative 7 grade.
306		
Tris Speaker (small letters) PSA 8................ 100
Terrific condition pin has bright gloss and no visible wear
on the front. Well centered, this looks great.

314		 1933 DeLong 5 Charlie Gehringer PSA 5....... 150
Sharp card has four square corners and excellent centering;
toning by the upper left corner keeps this at a 5.
315		 1933 Sport King
		 20
Duke Kahanamoku			
PSA 5........ 100
Classic card of this beloved Hawaiian surfer, this used to be
the most popular card in the set. Well centered with great
color and clean white borders, nice 5.
316		 1933 Sport King
		 21
Johnny Weissmuller
PSA 6...... 100
Nice card of this legendary swimmer and future movie star,
this is well centered. The corners come to points, this has
great color.

307		
Cy Young (C on cap)
PSA 8................ 150
Super clean, this has a terrific image and no visible wear on
the front. Centered a hair to the top border, this otherwise
might have been a 9. These seem so undervalued in this
quality compared to their tobacco card counterparts.
308		 1911 E94 Close Candy Johnny Evers SGC 2....... 75
Well centered with no creasing, this is a card we hardly ever
see. The card has a nice image with rich purple color; corner
wear and slight caramel staining led to the 2 grade.
309		 1913 Lajoie Game Card
		 Blue Background					
PSA 9...... 42
Fun and affordable card in Mint condition, we do not see
these very often in this quality.
310		 1922 Haffner’s Bread		 Tris Speaker SGC 1.5.. 200
Very difficult card, this has a desirable back that hardly
ever comes to market. Well centered, this has no creases or
wrinkles and a clean back. CF has been erased at the lower
left corner, this is otherwise strikingly clean. Strong card
overall, this has great centering and mild corner wear.
311		 1922 W575-1 Zach Wheat
SGC 7...... 150
Scarce card in condition, this one actually originally came
from Zach Wheat’s family. Condition sensitive blank-backed
card, this has four very sharp corners and a perfectly clean
blank back. Heavy centering to the upper right corner keeps
this at a 7.
312		 1928 W502 29 Tony Lazzeri		
PSA 6...... 100
Really nice, this has four solid corners, a great and unusual
photo and clean white borders. The back looks great, this
is centered to the upper left corner, a superior card for the
grade and something you do not see very often.
313		 1931 W517 Mini Eddie Collins
PSA 2...... 50
Very unusual issue, this card has outstanding color and a
terrific image. Nicely cut, a very mild back crease likely led
to the somewhat harsh 2 grade. This is a perfect type-card.
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317		 1934 Goudey 21 Bill Terry
PSA 6.......... 100
Really nice card, this is well centered with a terrific image.
The card has excellent color and only slight corner wear.
318		 1934 Goudey 73 Wells
SGC 8............ 99
Well centered with four extremely sharp corners, this is a
terrific condition high number.
319		 1934 Goudey 79 Durham
SGC 8.......... 135
Well centered with four sharp corners, this has rich color
and very clean surfaces.

320		 1934 Goudey 82 Hallahan
PSA 8.......... 135
High number Cardinal, this is well centered with four sharp
corners. The borders are clean, the image has good color.
321		 1941 Cardinals Team Issue Hutchinson PSA 8.. 27
322		 1948 Bowman 4
Mize		
PSA 7.5......... 70
Very strong card, we have all seen weaker cards graded 8s,
PSA really split hairs on this one. Well centered with clean
white borders, the corners are very nice, the surfaces are
super clean.
323		 1948 Bowman 28 Verban SP
PSA 8............ 42
Fairly well centered with square corners, solid card.
1948 Leaf Short-Prints
324		 43
Stevens SP
PSA 5...................... 100
Bright card has excellent color and a nice image. The borders are white, there are no print issues. Centered mildly
to the left border, the corners come to points and are solid.
This is a higher-end 5 overall.
325		 51
Dark SP
PSA 7...................... 200
A very tough card to find in this quality, this card often has
major print lines and centering issues. The offered card has
four razor sharp corners, perfect borders and immaculate
surfaces. The color and image quality are superb, centering
to the top right keeps this at a terrific 7.
326		 78
Evers SP
PSA 5...................... 100
Nice 5 has excellent color and image quality. Centered to
the left border, the corners show even wear, the surfaces are
clean.
327		 88
Gustine SP
PSA 7...................... 200
Tough card, this example has four square corners, rich
color and no image problems. Centering is quite good, the
back is clean as well. Who wants to upgrade their set?
328		 88
Gustine SP
PSA 8...................... 400
Desirable 8, the last example sold for $1,680. Strikingly nice,
this card has four super sharp corners, great color, clean
borders and a terrific image. This will be a major upgrade
for almost all of you; how neat is it to find a 1948 Leaf shortprint in a true 8 holder?
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329		 165 Mitchell SP
PSA 7...................... 200
Very condition sensitive card, we always see these in low
grade. The offered card has four very sharp corners, great
color and a very fresh look. This is a funny image, you have
to love the photography here! Any short-print 1948 Leaf in
a 7 is very desirable, especially the cards near the end of the
set.
330		 168 Cavaretta SP
PSA 6...................... 200
The last card in the set, these usually have major condition
issues. The offered card is a very colorful 6. This card has
four square corners, rich color and a perfect image. The
surfaces are clean, this is centered to the top border. There is
some very subtle print by the top border.

Baseball Cards
331		 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
		 Elliott, Bob w/orig. envelope			
Ex...........125
Super fun issue, this is a true full cardboard die-cut display.
With the original easel and envelope of issue, this has the
usual slight crease on his neck but otherwise looks great. A
star player, this is perfect for any advanced oddball or Boston Braves collector. This card measures 9x12 and is something that looks so much nicer in hand.
332		 1949 Jimmy Fund Boston Braves Die-Cuts
		 Thompson w/orig. envelope			
NM.........160
Super fun issue, this is a true full cardboard die-cut display.
With the original easel and envelope of issue, the condition
is magnificent. Sharp and strikingly clean, this is perfect
for any advanced oddball or Boston Braves collector. The
condition is as nice as can be found for this issue, making
this ideal also for a top condition type-card collector. This
card measures 9x12 and is something that looks so much
nicer in hand.
333		 1950 Bowman 46 Yogi Berra		
PSA 7......... 150
Terrific 7, this is strikingly well centered. The corners come
to sharp points, the borders are nice and white. This is a very
difficult and underrated card in this condition.
334		 1950 Bowman 75 Roy Campanella PSA 7.......... 75
Colorful card is only his second-year card. This has a very
nice image and clean white borders. The corners come to
points, this is centered to the right border.
1951 Bowmans
335		 81 Furillo
PSA 8...................... 33
Classic 8, this has terrific centering and four sharp corners.
336		 259 Dressen
PSA 8...................... 40
Great high number card with the Dodger lineup behind
him, this has four very sharp corners. Well centered, this is
a very fine 8.
337		 261 Wally Moses RC

PSA 8...................... 24

338		 305 Willie Mays RC
PSA 1.5................. 300
Very attractive example of this vital card, the front has perfect color and registration. There are no obvious creases, the
borders are white, the corners are VG-Ex/Ex. The back alas
has some issues from scrapbook removal. Far from terrible,
there are scattered areas of paper loss and/or extra paper,
99% of the text is fully legible. This is a very fine looking
card for the grade, perfect for a collector looking to own a
key Rookie Card without breaking the bank.
339		 305 Willie Mays RC
PSA 3 (high-end)...... 1000
One of the hottest cards right now, this is a fresh card that
came from a very advanced Willie Mays collection and was
recently slabbed. We thought this would be a 4, PSA was
a bit tough here. This card has outstanding centering, rich
color, clean borders and a nice back. The corners show mild
and consistent wear. There is one very, very minute print
line and a subtle surface crease on the back, we have all seen
far worse cards in 4 holders. This is an extremely high-end
card for the grade that should really please the winner.
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353		 48.1 Joe Page (black back)

1951 Connie Mack All Stars

340		 Cochrane
PSA 5.............. 100
Bright card has a fine image and a clean die-cut; centering to
the right border is the main issue here.
341		 Collins, E.
PSA 4.............. 100
Bright and clean, this has no visible creases and a flat diecut. Fairly well centered, slight corner wear likely led to the
somewhat conservative 4 grade.
342		 Collins, J.
PSA 4.5........... 100
Sharp looking card has four square corners, bright white
borders and a perfect die-cut. A truly tiny wrinkle at the top
border above the die-cut kept this from contention for a
6 or a 7.
343		 Mathewson
PSA 6.............. 200
Exceptional quality for this neat card, PSA is so tough on
these oversize cards. The offered Matty card has four square
corners, bright white borders and a perfect image. The diecut looks great, this is in terrific condition
344		 Speaker
PSA 5.............. 150
Really nice card, this is well centered with quality corners.
The borders are white, the die-cut looks great, as does the
back. PSA is so tough on these.
345		 Wagner
PSA 5 mc........ 100
Just miscut to the bottom border, this is very subtle. A
desirable and very uncommon Honus Wagner card, this is
otherwise crisp, colorful and quite clean.
1951 Topps Red Backs
346		 8

Wynn

PSA 8................ 15

347		 15 Kiner
PSA 9................ 30
Mint HOFer from a widely collected set, this looks terrific.
348		 30 Spahn
PSA 9................ 60
Desirable Mint 9 card of this classic HOFer, this has outstanding centering and immaculate surfaces.
349		 50 Irvin
PSA 8................ 30
Sharp and clean, very slight centering to the top border
probably kept from grading a 9.
1952 Topps Singles
350		 1
Pafko
SGC 5.............. 200
Respectable mid-grade card, this has light toning and a
slight diamond cut. The corners are not bad, the image still
displays well.
351		 2
Runnells RC
SGC 6.............. 150
Such a condition sensitive card, so many 52 set collectors
want to upgrade these. The offered card is a sharp Ex-Mt,
centering to the right border keeps it from grading higher.
352		 37 Snider
SGC 6.............. 100
Very sharp card, this has bright white borders and great
color. Centered to the left border, this has a diamond cut.

SGC 6................ 50
Very nice 6, this has four square corners, clean borders and
a fine image. Centered mildly to the bottom border, this will
be an upgrade for most of you.
354		 48.2 Joe Page Error
SGC 5.5........... 250
Very nice example of this classic error card, this will be an
upgrade for most of you. Centered to the lower right corner,
this solid card offers square corners and clean white borders.
355		 88 Feller
SGC 6.5............. 75
Very nice card, this has outstanding centering. The image
looks great, the corners come to points and exhibit only the
slightest wear.
356		 98 Pierce
SGC 7.5............. 50
Extremely sharp card has a super fresh feel. Centered mildly
to the right border, 52s do not get much sharper than this.
357		 175 Billy Martin RC
SGC 6.............. 100
Condition sensitive card is usually found in terrible quality.
Undervalued in condition, this example has four square
corners and bright white borders. Typical centering to the
lower left corner keeps this at a very nice 6.

1952 Topps Singles
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358		 191 Berra
PSA 6.............. 150
A key to the basic set, this one is exceptionally nice. Somewhat harshly graded on-site at the National this year, this
card has four solid corners. The borders are bright white, the
image looks great, centering is not bad at all. We feel PSA
was at least a half grade low here.

369		 384 Crosetti
SGC 5.5........... 150
Popular high number card of this long-time Yankee coach,
I love the centering here. The corners come to solid points,
this is an awfully nice card for the grade.

359		 195 Minoso RC
SGC 6................ 60
Strikingly well centered, as good as we have seen. This fine
looking card has four sharp corners and a superb image, this
presents much nicer than its technical grade.
360		 261 Mays
SGC 5.............. 800
Vital card, these seem so undervalued in today’s market.
Willie’s first Topps card, an absolute key to this set. The
offered card has the richest color that we have ever seen on
this card. Centered to the right border, this has clean white
borders that exhibit only slight wear. The card has tremendous eye appeal and would be a great addition to any quality
vintage card collection.
361		 277 E Wynn
SGC 7................ 60
Super sharp card has wonderful color and a great image;
centering to the left border keeps this at a 7.
362		 301 Porterfield
SGC 8................ 75
Outstanding 8, this is well centered with four super sharp
corners. It does not get much nicer than this for a 52 Topps
card.
363		 312 Jackie Robinson
SGC 3.............. 300
A hot card, this one has rich color and a vibrant image.
Creasing and some general wear keep this at a 3. The borders are white, the corners come to points.
364		 321 Joe Black RC
SGC 6.............. 150
Very popular card, this has rich color and four square corners. Centering to the right border keeps this at a very solid
6.
365		 332 Bartirome
SGC 5.............. 300
Super hot card in recent years, this one has great color and
bright white borders. This has a very slight diamond cut and
quality corners. Possibly undergraded, we have seen very
similar cards in 6 holders.
366		 342 Labine RC
SGC 6.............. 150
Classic 52 high number, you have to love the color and the
image here. Centered to the top border, the corners exhibit
only very slight wear.
367		 346 Spencer
SGC 7.............. 150
Classic 7, this has superb centering. The borders are bright
white, the corners are all sharp, the image looks great.
368		 347 Adcock
SGC 6.5........... 150
Tougher high number, I really like the centering here. Sharp
card has four strong corners and a very slight diamond cut.
This will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
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370 1952 Topps 405 Pellagrini
SGC 7.............. 150
Well centered, which is very unusual. This sharp card has
four square corners that show hardly any wear. The borders
are bright white, the image looks great.

371 407
Eddie Mathews RC
SGC 4............ 1000
One of the ultimate post-war Rookie Cards, this is a revered
card. The final card to one of the ultimate baseball card sets,
offered is an ideal mid-grade example. This card has rich
color, clean white borders and no visible creases. Centered
mildly to the left border, not bad at all. The corners show
mild and consistent wear, this is a very attractive example of
this cornerstone card.
372		 1953 Stahl Meyer		Irvin
PSA 2.............. 100
Nice card, this is well centered with only very slight general
wear. The edges are crisp, the image looks good. There are
some very, very fine creases, the PSA 2 grade seems more
than a bit harsh to us here.
373		 1953 Topps 89 Stobbs
PSA 8................ 36
Classic 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners.
374		 1953 Topps 186 Bishop
PSA 8................ 35
Solid 8, this is centered very slightly to the right border.
The corners are sharp, the red borders have no chipping
and look great.
375		 1954 Bowman 147

PSA 8................ 17

376		 1954 Red Heart 15 Kuenn
SGC 9.............. 135
Classic Mint Red Heart, this has that signature Mint look
and feel. A perfect condition card to our eyes, this has four
dead Mint corners, excellent centering and perfect color.
377		 1954 Red Heart 17 Lollar
SGC 9.............. 100
Razor sharp Red Heart card, this has four perfect corners.
Very colorful and attractive card, this is centered just a hair
to the left border.
1954 Topps
379		 35 Gilliam
SGC 8................ 36
Very sharp and well centered, this is a very nice 8.
381		 131 Bertoia
SGC 9................ 75
Gorgeous condition card, this has outstanding centering
and four Mint corners. The surfaces are immaculate.
382		 132 Tommy LaSorda RC
PSA 8.............. 200
Beloved HOFer and iconic personality, this is his only regular issue card. Not easy to find in quality, the offered card
has four sharp corners, perfect white borders, extraordinary
color and a perfect image. The back is also quite sharp and
clean. This will be an upgrade for almost all of you; these
seem awfully cheap in our opinion at current market levels.
386		 198 Sawatski
SGC 8.5............. 53
This is a seriously sharp card, with four terrific corners,
rich color and bright white borders. We feel that this is a
strikingly sharp and clean 54 Topps card.
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390		 232 Limmer
SGC 8.5............. 53
Remarkably sharp 54 Topps card, you will not find better
corners on on this issue. Superb condition card is centered
very slightly to the left border, or it almost surely would
have been a 9 or higher.

1954 Topps
378		
380		
383		
384		
385		
387		
388		
389		
391
405
412		
413		
414		
415		
416		
		

26
108
138
143
181
214
215
229

Minner
Kipper
Borkowski
Hemsley
Roach
Portocarrero
McGhee
Talbot

Baseball Cards
SGC 8................ 15
SGC 8................ 15
SGC 8................ 15
PSA 8................ 15
SGC 8................ 12
SGC 8................ 15
SGC 8................ 15
SGC 8................ 15

1955 Bowman 167 Grim RC
SGC 7.5............. 14
1957 Topps 148
PSA 8.................. 9
1958 Topps 454 Hanebrink
PSA 8.................. 10
1958 Topps 473
PSA 8.................. 10
1958 Topps Yellow Letter 13 Hoeft PSA 7........... 40
1958 Topps Yellow Letter 100 Wynn PSA 6........... 20
1959 Fleer Ted Williams
47 Ted Crash Lands Jet
PSA 8.................. 14

392		 1955 Bowman 169 Furillo
SGC 8................ 35
Very popular Brooklyn Dodger, this is well centered with
four sharp corners and rich brown borders.
1955 Topps
393		
394		
395		
396		
397		
398		
399		
400		
401		
403		

46
48
53
78
90
104
112
114
117
185

Kazanski
Kennedy
Taylor
Jones
Spooner RC
Harshman
King
Ortiz
Roach
Ferrarese

PSA 8................ 17
PSA 8................ 15
PSA 8................ 20
SGC 7.5............. 26
PSA 8................ 24
PSA 8................ 21
PSA 8................ 21
PSA 8................ 26
PSA 7.5............. 20
PSA 8................ 40

402		 120 Kluszewski
SGC 7.5............. 32
Popular card, this has four very sharp corners and great color. Mild centering to the right border likely kept this from
grading higher.

406 1957 Topps 55 Ernie Banks
PSA 8.5............. 200
Simply an amazing condition card, this has nearly 50/50
centering, which is just so unusual on this card. In addition
to the superb centering, this great looking card has four
super, super sharp corners and perfect borders. So close to a
Mint 9, PSA seemed to really split hairs here. One this is certain however, this will be a major upgrade for 99% of you.
407 1958 Topps 1 Ted Williams
PSA 8................ 500
Usually found with major condition issues, this is a very
condition sensitive #1 card. Ted’s last Topps card, this
example is well centered with four very sharp corners. The
image has no registration issues and looks great. The color
is superb, the borders are bright white. Who wants to bring
their 1958 Topps set up a notch or two or three with this
great card?
408 1958 Topps 70 Al Kaline
PSA 8................ 100
Very attractive card has superb red color, sharp corners and
pristine surfaces. Centered slightly to the right border, this
is very nice.
409		 1958 Topps 304 Kuenn/Kaline PSA 8.................. 40
Strong 8, this has great color, strong centering and four
sharp corners.
410		 1958 Topps 354 Ditmar
SGC 8................. 60
Really nice card, this has great color, terrific centering and
four solid corners.
411		 1958 Topps 417 Furillo
SGC 8.5.............. 38
Well centered with four very sharp corners, this is a very
nice card. A 9 on the right day, this is in terrific condition.
417		 1959 Fleer Ted Williams
		 75 With Babe Ruth
PSA 8.................. 30
Fun card with Ruth and Williams, this is sharp and colorful. Moderate centering to the left border keeps this from
grading higher.

404		 189 Rizzuto
PSA 7................ 60
Tough high number to find with square corners, this is a
solid card. The corners are sharp, this is centered to the right
border.
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1960 Fleer

418		 Banks
PSA 1 mk........ 100
Very popular card, this is well centered with bright color
and clean white borders. The image looks great, the back has
an interesting stamp. Creasing seems to be the main issue
here, the 1 grade seems a bit harsh to our eyes.

428		 3
Babe Ruth
PSA 8................ 75
Neat card of Babe Ruth, this has four very sharp corners and
bright white borders. This is centered a touch to the bottom border, it otherwise may well have graded a 9, it is that
strong.

419		 Cerv, Bob
SGC 7................ 50
Outstanding 7 from this revered set, this card is well centered. The corners are all sharp, the borders look great, the
blank back is pristine. The grade does look a bit conservative
to our eyes.

429		 28 Gehrig
PSA 8................ 45
Very fine 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners. Great color, the borders could not be any whiter.

420		 Hodges
PSA 1.............. 100
Sharp looking card has four square corners and a basically
perfect front. Some paper residue from scrapbook removal
on the blank back led to the 1 grade.
421		 Killebrew
PSA 5.............. 200
Classic card of a widely collected player, you do not see
these every day. The card is quite clean, the corners come to
points, the surfaces are perfectly clean, the card has a very
fresh look. We feel this is graded at least a half grade too
low, this is an awfully nice 5 either way.
422		 Lemon
PSA 2.............. 100
Creasing by the bottom border led to the 2 grade. The card
otherwise displays well and is much nicer looking and
cleaner than your average 2.
423		 Robinson, Frank
PSA 3.............. 100
Clean card has square corners, super clean surfaces and
bright white borders. Very tough card of this great HOFer,
very, very fine paper wrinkles on the otherwise pristine
blank back led to the somewhat harsh 3 grade. The winning
bidder should really enjoy this card.
424		 Triandos
PSA 4.............. 100
Crisp and quite clean, the corners are very solid. We have
examined this closely and cannot see any creases or wrinkles, the grade seems very low but there might be a minute
technical flaw somewhere we did not see. Either way, the
card looks great.
425		 1959 Topps 20 Snider
PSA 8................ 50
Fine 8, this is strikingly well centered with four sharp
corners.
426		 1959 Topps 202 Maris
PSA 8.............. 150
Only Roger’s second-year card, this is reasonably well centered. This has four really sharp corners, a fine photo and
very clean surfaces. Not rare, but these seem awfully cheap
in 8 holders.
427		 1959 Topps 514 Bob Gibson RC PSA 7.5........... 400
Terrific card, this is one of the most popular Rookie Cards
from the 1950s. Undervalued in condition, the offered card
is well centered with four sharp corners, good color and
bright white borders. PSA really split hairs with the grade
here, there is the slightest suggestion of wear at the extreme
top border, this is a really nice card.
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430		 36 Mel Ott
PSA 9................ 42
Mint 60 Fleer HOFer, this has terrific centering, immaculate
white borders and four Mint corners.
431		 40 Tinker
PSA 9................ 27
Solid 9 has excellent centering and four Mint corners.
The borders are pristine.
432		 72 Ted Williams
PSA 8................ 50
Undervalued card, these are not easy to find in nice condition and this is also his true last card. Offered is a solid 8,
with sharp corners and excellent centering.
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434		 148 Yastrzemski RC
BVG 7.5.......... 100
Popular card, this has a terrific image and no print issues.
The corners are solid, centering to the left border keeps
this from grading higher.

435		 148 Yastrzemski RC
PSA 8.............. 500
Classic HOF Rookie Card, this one is well centered with four
very sharp corners. The image of Yaz has no print issues and
is uncommonly bright and vibrant. The back looks great,
this card is all about its four super sharp corners.

436		 326 Clemente
PSA 8.............. 250
Really nice card, this has exceptional color and image
quality. The corners are all super sharp, very slight centering
to the left border likely kept this from grading a 9, it is that
strong.
433		 Lefty Grove Wrong Back (Pepper Martin) Error
				
PSA 4............ 1500
One of the great rarities of its era, this is a 1960 Fleer #80
Lefty Grove, the final card of the set. Printed in error with
the back for Pepper Martin’s card, this is the first time in 30
years in the hobby that we have handled one of these. PSA
graded the card a VG-Ex 4. The card retains great color,
clean white borders and a nice back. Centering is to the bottom border, there is one incredibly minute surface wrinkle
on the front of the card. The PSA holder has a slight scratch,
I assume the winning bidder will resubmit it to fix the flip.

437		 381 Braves TC

PSA 8................ 12

438		 558 Mathews AS
PSA 8................ 30
Nice 8, this is well centered with four sharp corners and no
diamond cut.
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439		 10 B. Robinson
PSA 8.5............. 38
Very strong card for the grade, this is well centered with
four very sharp corners.
440		 180 Richardson

PSA 8................ 23

441		 228 Yankees TC
PSA 8................ 33
Neat card of a classic team, this is well centered with four
very sharp corners.
443		 472 Berra MVP SP
PSA 8................ 54
Super clean card, this has great color and razor sharp corners. Mild centering to the lower right corner keeps this
out of contention for a 9.
444		 478 Maris MVP
PSA 8................ 53
Exceptionally well centered, as nice as we have seen.
The corners are all sharp, the color is terrific.
445		 586 Ford AS
PSA 8................ 39
Fine 8, this is reasonably well centered with four very sharp
corners. The surfaces are perfectly clean, the images look
great. This will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
1963 Fleer
446		 5
Mays
PSA 8.............. 100
Fine card has a crystal clear photo. This card has four very
sharp corners, perfectly acceptable centering and bright
white borders.
447		 8
Yastrzemski
PSA 8................ 71
Razor sharp card looks to have four perfect corners and
immaculate surfaces. Mild centering to the upper left corner
likely kept this from grading a 9.
451		 41 Drysdale
PSA 8................ 53
Very sharp card has uncommonly rich color; centering to
the left border keeps this from grading higher.
452		 45 Spahn
PSA 8................ 45
Super sharp card looks great, slight centering to the left
border keeps this from grading a Mint 9.
448		 18		
449		 30 Stenhouse
450		 31 Hobbie

PSA 8................ 14
PSA 8................ 11
PSA 8.................. 9

453		 1963 French Bauer Reds
		 Frank Robinson
PSA 8.............. 180
Desirable 1960s oddball Reds issue, these usually have terrible condition issues. The offered piece is remarkably bright
and clean, PSA slabbed this a Nm-Mt 8.
454		 1963 Topps 553 Stargell RC
PSA 7.............. 150
Very popular card, this example is a really nice 7. Centered
mildly to the left border, this has four strong corners. There
are no chips in the color borders, the color is particularly
bright.
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455		 1963 Topps 562 McNally RC PSA 8................ 35
Well centered with four super sharp corners, we thought this
might come a 9 it is so nice.
1964 Challenge The Yankees
456		 Berra
PSA 6................ 25
Sharp and clean, this has great color and square corners.
457		 Ford		
PSA 6................ 25
Sharp and clean, this has great color and square corners.
458		 Mantle
PSA 6.............. 200
Very sharp and clean, this has great color, strong corners
and super clean surfaces. The back looks great, PSA may
have been a click low on this one, it looks really nice.
459		 Maris
PSA 5................ 20
Sharp and clean, a corner line by one corner may have led
to the tough 5 grade.
460		 Mathews
PSA 7................ 25
Extremely sharp and fine card, this is a superb 7.
461		 Snider
PSA 6................ 25
Pictured as a Met, this is awfully nice for the grade.
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462		 1964 Stand Up 48 Mays
BVG 7.5.......... 120
Super sharp card has no chipping, perfect color and sharp
corners. Centered slightly to the top border, this one is
really nice.
1964 Topps
465		 200 Koufax
PSA 8................ 68
A classic 8, this has an outstanding image and looks superb.
Well centered with four sharp corners, this is a fine looking
1960s Koufax card.

479		
480		
483		
484		
486		
487		
488		

27
145
259
290
361
369
373

1968 Topps

Hodges
Drysdale
Ken Boyer
McCovey
Killebrew AS
Yaz AS
F. Robinson

PSA 8.................. 9
PSA 8................ 17
PSA 9................ 21
PSA 8................ 15
PSA 9................ 20
PSA 9................ 23
PSA 8.................. 9

467		 225 Maris
PSA 8................ 60
Very attractive Maris card has a great photo. This is reasonably well centered with four sharp corners.
468		 331 Mantle/Maris/Cash/Kaline PSA 8.5........... 200
Great card, this is one of my favorites from the set. Often
found with major cutting issues, the offered card is a real
gem. Well centered with four sharp corners, this has bright
white borders and a perfect photo. A flick from a Mint 9,
this will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
463		
464		
466		
469		

81
120
205
393

Fox
Drysdale
N Fox
Stengel/Kranepool

PSA 8................ 18
PSA 8................ 18
PSA 8................ 12
PSA 8.................. 9

470		 1964 Topps Giants 51 Mays
PSA 8................ 53
A key to the set, this is well centered with four sharp corners. Freshly graded, we thought this might come back a 9.
471		 1965 Topps 187 Stengel
PSA 8................ 12
472		 1965 Topps 282 Murakami RC PSA 8................ 18
473		 1965 Topps 461 Carroll/Niekro PSA 8................ 38
Superb 8, this is very well centered with four super sharp
corners, PSA was tough on this card we thought would be
a 9.
478		 1967 Topps 604 Red Sox Team PSA 9.............. 200
Mint example of this very popular high number. Super fresh
card, this has four Dead Mint corners and outstanding centering. Freshly graded at the National, this has that signature Mint look and feel.
1966 Topps
474		 126 Palmer RC
PSA 8.............. 150
Popular card, this is a fine 8. Well centered with four sharp
corners, this has great color and bright white borders. Centering makes this card a real challenge to find as a pure 8.
475		 285 Tiant

PSA 8................ 14

476		 410 Kaline
PSA 8................ 30
Sharp card has bright white borders and great color. Slight
centering to the right border keeps this from grading higher.
477		 469 Murcer RC
PSA 8................ 27
Popular card, this is reasonably well centered with four
super sharp corners.
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481		 177 Ryan RC
PSA 7.............. 500
Solid 7, this is well centered with four sharp corners. The
image looks great, even the back is centered. This has rich
color and looks great for the grade.
482		 220 Killebrew
PSA 9................ 33
Superb condition card, this fully deserves it’s Mint 9 grade
with perfect centering and dead Mint corners.
485		 330 Maris
PSA 9.............. 125
Roger’s last card, these often have centering issues. The
offered card has outstanding centering, Mint corners and
an immaculate feel. This fully deserves its Mint 9 grade and
will be an upgrade for just about all of you. While not rare,
these still seem awfully cheap to us at current market levels
in a 9 holder.
489		 490 Kill/Mays/Mantle
PSA 7.5............. 84
Really nice card, this has four solid corners, great centering
and perfect surfaces. A flick of wear by one corner led
PSA to grade this a Near Mint Plus 7.5.
490		 530 Bird Belters/Robinson
PSA 9................ 53
Freshly graded Mint high number, this is always a popular
card. Who wants to add this to their high grade set?
491		 574 Reds TC
PSA 10.............. 75
A real 10 on a 1968 Topps card! Freshly graded, who wants
to move up on the set registry?
492		 1968 Topps Action All Star Stickers
Aaron Center Panel (Mantle/Gibson/Hunter) Ex-Mt.. 150
Very tough piece, this is a revered issue by oddball collectors of late 1960s cards. Centered heavily to the left border,
this is otherwise quite bright, crisp and clean. Hank Aaron
has the center spot, but Mickey Mantle is on the top panel;
fellow HOFers Gibson and Hunter also make appearances.
1969 Topps
493		 260 Reggie Jackson RC
PSA 8.............. 600
A key HOF Rookie Card, this card is all about the centering.
The offered card has excellent centering, four super sharp
corners, bright white borders and a wonderful image. The
back looks great as well. Who wants to fill in a key hole in
their 1969 Topps set of HOF Rookie Cards.
494		 416 McCovey

PSA 8................ 15

495		 533 Nolan Ryan
PSA 6................ 60
Only his second-year card, this has bright white borders
and a nice image. Typical centering to the bottom border
keeps this at a sharp 6.
496		 533 Ryan
BVG 8............. 120
Strong 8, this is only Ryan’s second-year card and undervalued in high grade in our opinion. Well centered, this has
four very sharp corners, perfect white borders and a great
image of a very young Nolan Ryan as a Mets pitcher.
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497		 1969 Topps Super 34 Aaron
PSA 9.............. 200
Really nice card has no visible wear on the edges, the Mint
9 grade looks great. Not rare, but still this seems like such a
bargain in today’s market in a PSA 9 holder.
498		 1970 Topps 10 Yastrzemski

PSA 8................ 23

499		 1970 Topps 550 Frank Howard PSA 10............ 100
A Gem Mint 10 of a name player, who wants to move up on
the set registry or simply add a PSA 10 vintage star card to
their collection?
500		 1971 Kelloggs 10 Willie Mays
PSA 9................ 47
A key to the set, this is razor sharp and Mint. The color and
corners could not be any better.
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501		 1971 Topps 72 Tom Seaver LL PSA 9.............. 100
Mint 1971 Topps card with three HOFers, this card is truly
razor sharp. The borders are jet black, this is a great card to
add to a super high grade 71 set.
502		 1972 Topps 50 Mays IA
PSA 8................ 41
Exceptionally well centered and sharp, this is a very fine
looking 8 that will be an upgrade for almost all of you.
503		 1976 Topps 550 Hank Aaron PSA 9.............. 200
Hank’s last card, this has four perfect corners. This has rich
color and bright white borders; the centering really makes
this card. Who wants to upgrade a vital card in their high
grade 1976 Topps set?
504		 1977 Topps Wax Pack
GAI 8................ 38
Sharp looking Nm-Mt pack from a good year, anyone feel
like opening this up?

1978 Burger King Tigers
505		 8

Jack Morris RC

PSA 8................ 25

506		 13 Lou Whitaker RC
PSA 9................ 40
Superb card, this is razor sharp with exceptional color.
These seem like really great deals in today’s market.
507		 15 Alan Trammell RC
PSA 9................ 40
Fittingly the mate to the Whitaker card, this is also a superb
card, razor sharp with exceptional color. These seem like
really great deals in today’s market.

508 1910 P2 Sweet Caporal Pins Collection
of 115 w/HOFers & PSA 8s
Ex-Mt/NM........ 500
Super fresh lot of P2 pins, these are strikingly clean and
nice overall. A very small percentage have staining, these
look great. Our consignor collected these decades ago, there
could be some condition gems here. An exact inventory will
be on our website. We sent these pieces to PSA: Home Run
Baker 7, Roger Bresnahan (mouth closed , small letters) 5,
Mordecai Brown (small letters) 7, Howie Camnitz (small
letters) 8, Frank Chance (small letters) 5, Ed Cicotte 7, Hugh
Duffy (small letters) 3, John Flynn 5, Miller Huggins (small
letters) 5, Hugh Jennings (small letters) 5, Ed Killian 6, Nick
Maddox 7, Rube Marquard 6, John McGraw (small letters) 7,
Fred Merkle 8, Nap Rucker (small letters) 8, Wildfire Schulte
6 and Bobby Wallace (w/o cap) 4. The balance of the lot includes Chief Bender (small letters), Mordecai Brown (small
letters), Fred Clarke (small letters), Birdie Cree, Hugh Duffy
(large letters), Johnny Evers, Miller Huggins (small letters),
Orval Overall, Bobby Wallace (with cap, small letters), Jack
Warhop and Art Wilson (Giants). There are approximately
95 different pieces in the lot. Sweet Caporal pin lots of this
quality seem to have almost disppeared from the hobby in
recent years.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday October 2.
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510		1914 B18 Blanket		73 different commons
		
Strong Ex-Mt/NM.............. 600
Smartly presented in one-pocket sheets in a binder, this is
a very nice lot. The condition varies only mildly, these were
culled from a larger quantity for condition and eye appeal.
It is fun to see all of the variations when you have a lot of
this size. If you are thinking of making this set, or need to
upgrade, it would be very, very difficult to improve on the
offered lot. These are almost invariably very well cut with
wide borders, crisp edges and vivid original color. This is an
extremely attractive issue when viewed in hand, the winning
bidder should really enjoy this fine lot.

509 1914 B18 Blanket
Cavanaugh (Red Infield, Extremely Rare) NM...... 1500
The red infield variations on the 1914 B18 Blankets have
always been truly rare. These hardly ever come up for
public sale and are missing from even the most advanced
collections in the hobby. The offered B18 is truly special as
we cannot find any public sales for this card. The color and
image quality are also simply phenomenal, this is a strikingly beautiful B18 blanket. There is the slightest hint of a fold
line from time of issue, the blanket is otherwise immaculate. Naturally this will be of tremendous interest to very
advanced B18 Blanket collectors, but this is also something
perfect for the savvy collector who knows great rarity and
beauty when they see it.

511		1922 Kolbs Mother’s Bread Pins
		Complete Set (32 pcs)
Ex-Mt/NM........ 200
Elusive Minor League pin set, the condition is clean. The
better names here are Chief Bender and Al Schacht. Desirable set, this lists for $1,700 in the most recent Krause guide
as a full set. This is smartly presented in a butterfly box.

512		1923 W515-1
Full Original Strip of 10 w/7 HOFers!...................... 250
Very desirable full 1920s uncut strip, this one has HOFers
Rogers Hornsby, Wilbert Robinson, Eddie Collins, Red
Faber, Zack Wheat and Ray Schalk. Bright and clean, there
is only damage to the cards on the either end. The condition
looks terrific overall. Quality uncut 1920s baseball card
strips have utterly disappeared from the hobby because of
slabbing.

513		1923 W515-1		
Full Original Strip of 10 w/clean Babe Ruth............ 500
Extremely desirable full 1920s uncut strip, this one is
outstanding as it has a sharp looking Babe Ruth card! The
Ruth card trades for tremendous prices, this should sell for
more than a Mint 9 given it is in it’s original state. The strip
has four total HOFers, with Ruth, Cobb, Hoyt and Bancroft.
Cobb has chipping at the corners, there is tape on the back
by the left edge that affects two commons. It would be nice
if this went to a collector and remained in it’s current state.
Quality uncut 1920s baseball card strips have utterly disappeared from the hobby because of slabbing.
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514		1925 W590
		Full Original Strip of 10 w/seven HOFers!............... 200
Terrific full uncut strip, this is quite clean with no chipping
and clean surfaces. The back is clean, hopefully these will
not end up chopped up in slabs. The display value is excellent, as is the star power. A remarkable 7/10 of the cards are
HOFers: G.C. Alexander, Speaker, Frisch, Harris, Bancroft,
Jackson and Carey.

515		1930 Baguer Chocolates
		Near-Set (82/90)				 ......................... 200
Tiny 5/8 x 7/8 inch issue, these offer generally different
images than usually found of the players in the set. 66 cards
in the lot are mounted into the album as intended. There
are 16 others that are loose, one (Stephenson) is an SGC 7.5.
Everything will be pictured on our website, it is possible that
there could be a duplicate. The HOF content (an amazing 26
different!) is as follows: Bancroft, Bottomley, Cochrane, Collins, Faber, Foxx, Frisch, Grimes, Harris, Hartnett, Hornsby, Jackson, W. Johnson, Lindstrom, Lopez, McGraw, Ott,
Pennick, Rice, W. Robinson, Ruth, Simmons, Sisler, Terry,
Traynor, Vance and Wilson. The image quality varies, they
are generally nice. This is the largest lot of these cards that
we have ever seen.

516		1931 W517
		Fred Lindstrom Original Artwork & Card............... 300
From the great Bob Bostoff collection, this is a true oneof-a-kind original artwork. Very nice image, this measures
nearly 5x7 as matted. With bright, original gloss, the image
quality is terrific. The artwork is smartly matted and framed
with HOFer Lindstrom’s original W517 card. Total size
16x13. The only recent sale we saw for a W517 artwork was a
Bob Meusel for $460 in 2016; as a HOFer, this should trade
for at least twice that.

517 1931 W517 Mini
Lot of 4 Different HOFers...... 100
Pleasing lot of HOFers from this
very difficult issue, all are in PSA
Authentic slabs. The cards display
well, and are as follows: Eddie Collins, Lefty Grove, Travis Jackson
and Dazzy Vance. The cuts vary,
everything will be pictured on our
web site.

518		1931 W517 Mini		Collection of 17 Cards.............. 150
Larger lot of cards from this very difficult issue, interesting
lot as the cards with duplicates are all different colors. The
exact content is as follows: Critz (3), Donahue (3), Judge (3),
Kamm (3), G. Kelly, Miller, O’Doul and Shires (2). The cuts
vary, everything will be pictured on our web site. It is very
unusual to find this many cards in one shot from this very
elusive issue.

519		1932 PR2 Orbit Gum Numbered Pins
			 Complete Set (58)
Ex-Mt............... 250
Not rare as singles, full sets do not come to market every
day. Colorful and attractive smaller size pinback issue, these
are smartly presented in a butterfly box. The condition
varies, the set is about 70% Ex-Mt or better, about 10 pieces
could use an upgrade. There are no less than 13 HOFers and
the set includes both O’Doul variations, which are not easy
to find. The high numbers can be scarce, the HOFers include
a very early Dizzy Dean, Jimmie Foxx, Lefty Grove,
Al Simmons, Mickey Cochrane, Earle Combs and Tony
Lazzeri. Nice little set.
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520		1933 Mrs Sherlock Bread Pins
			 Complete Set -1
Ex-Mt/NM........ 100
Very elusive 1930s Minor League pin issue is missing only
Scott. High book is $800 on the set in the most recent
Krause guide. Hal Trosky has staining, desirable pins
Galtzer, Winegarner and the rest of the set look great.

521		1933 PR4 Cracker Jack Pins
			 Complete Set (25)
Ex-Mt/NM........ 300
Fun smaller size color pin set, this is a quality issue as there
are 17 HOFers of the 25 pieces in the set! This is a fresh,
vibrant and colorful set, these exhibit hardly any wear.
Unpicked for grading, the set looks to be a very solid Ex-Mt/
NM to our eyes. The Dean is Near Mint, the Gehrig a strong
Ex-Mt. The other HOFers include Cuyler, Frisch, Gomez,
Goslin, Grove, Lazzeri, Simmons and Paul Waner.

523		1936 Goudey		Complete Set VG.................... 240
Somewhat elusive set, this smaller size 25-card set is lower
grade but not abused. The stars grade as follows: Greenberg
GVG, Cochrane VG-Ex/Ex, Crosetti VG-Ex, Ferrell VG-Ex/
Ex, Gomez VG, Cuyler VG-Ex, Klein GVG and Paul Waner
VG+. The balance of the cards range from Good to close to
Ex.

522		1935 Goudey		Complete Set,
			 all SGC Graded		......................... 750
Lower grade set, all but one are SGC graded. The grades
tend to be 1s and 2s, this is not for a condition conscious
collector. This set offers a remarkable number of HOFers,
especially big names, for such a small size set. The key card
is Babe Ruth’s last card. The many cards with HOFers are
SGC graded as follows: Bottomley (w/other Reds) 5, Ott 1,
D Vance 3.5, Cronin 3.5, B Herman (Pirates) 1, Lyons 1,
Bottomley 1.5, Ruth/Maranville 1, Cochrane/Gehringer 2,
Browns 5.5, Paul/Lloyd Waner 1, Dizzy/Paul Dean 1.5,
Cochrane/Simmons 1.5, Goslin 1.5, Cuyler/Grimes/Klein
1.5, Dickey/Lazzeri/Ruffing 1, Rick/Wes Ferrell 1,
Greenberg 1, Foxx 2.5, Manush 1, Jackson/Terry 1 and
Traynor A.

524		1936 Wheaties Series 5 Complete Set (12)
						
VG-Ex............... 135
Attractive Wheaties set, amazingly enough 11 of the 12
cards are HOFers! Condition is nicer than most Wheaties
that trade but still varies, these average a colorful VG-Ex
overall with mild variance. The sizes and borders vary as
always. The backs are clean. The key HOFers are Foxx (cut to
image), Ott, Hubbell, Grove, Dickey and Gehringer.
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526		
1938 Baseball Tabs		
Complete Master Set -1 + Extras (64 pcs)................. 600
A set you hardly ever see, this is a very interesting collector
set from the 1930s. These are 3/4 inch diameter metal tabs,
each has a portrait of an individual player or the name of
a team. Neatly presented in a butterfly box, the design is
supposed to simulate a baseball. Single pieces do not come
to market very often and are in great demand by advanced
player and team collectors. Full sets are almost unheard of.
The set contains 30 different players and 24 different teams.
This set includes an uncataloged tab of Buddy Myer.
The teams are only missing the Cardinals, and there are
34 total, with note to 10 doubles, all should be in varying
colors. These are a very difficult issue to grade, we will
have everything pictured on our website. Some tabs exhibit
wear, others are clean, they tend to be bright, colorful and
attractive overall. Of the players, a remarkable 20 are in the
Hall of Fame. The star power here is extremely impressive,
with note to Lou Gehrig, Joe DiMaggio, Jimmie Foxx, Hank
Greenberg, Bob Feller, Lefty Grove, Tony Lazzeri and Charlie Gehringer. Who wants to add a set to their collection that
almost no one else has?
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527		1947-66 Exhibit
		Near-Set (275 different) w/Mantle PSA 6 Ex-Mt.... 500
Offered is an extremely substantial lot of this revered postcard-size set. So big, this lot is filled with clean star cards,
team cards and star players, with some of the short-printed
cards. A completely fresh and unpicked lot, there should be
many cards in here for potential slabbing as our consignor
is a purist who does not like grading. The condition is about
60-70% Ex-Mt or better, the balance varies, mainly VG-Ex
or so and not bad at all. These better cards come in this lot:
Aaron, Banks Script, Yogi Berra (MADE), Cunningham
Batting, Drysdale Portrait, Jensen, Killebrew Batting, Kubek
Dark, Mantle Batting No Pinstripe 1st Name White, Mays
Batting, Mays Portrait, Musial Kneeling, F Robinson, J
Robinson, Roe, Thomas, Braves Team 1948, Indians 1948,
Phillies 1950, Yankees 1949, Yankees 1950 and Yankees
1951. It would be hard to come up with a better base than
this lot to make a complete set of this great issue; as presented, these cards should have a very substantial breakdown
value if desired.
528		1948 Los Angeles Angels Complete Team Issue Set
(26 pcs)
NM w/orig. envelope............ 240
Really clean oversize PCL issue, the condition here is
extraordinary. Each card is an individual holder for protection. There are no stars here, this is for a true vintage
Minor League collector.

529		1948 Swell Gum Babe Ruth Story
		Complete Set			
VG.................... 400
Oddball Babe Ruth set, full sets do not come to market very
often. The offered set mainly ranges from Good to VG Plus
and is not bad at all; one card is miscut, the #1 card is FairGood. The backs are fine, we have scans of every card on our
website. The key four cards that picture Babe Ruth are Good
overall. This is a charming set with wonderful period images
from the film.
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532		1950 Philadelphia Bulletin Pinups
			 Complete Set (26)
Ex-Mt............... 255
Very nicely designed 8x10 size set, these are clean images
of the cult favorite 1950 Fightin Phillies team. This is a very
fine looking and well preserved set, anchored by popular
early cards of HOFers Richie Ashburn and Robin Roberts.
About 90% of the set appears to be a crisp Ex-Mt overall,
only three cards appear to have any condition issues at all.
This is an elusive set that is missing from even many
advanced 1950s card collections.

531		1950 Drakes		Complete Set VG.................... 400
Very difficult set to assemble, these were issued on a limited basis and have wide black borders that often have huge
condition issues. The offered set is not something for the
registry, but is nonetheless a pleasing and reasonably consistent lower grade set. Condition varies mildly, 5-6 cards
are higher grade (Ex to Ex-Mt Plus or so), the balance are
Good or VG. The many stars grade as follows: 1 Preacher
Roe GVG, 5 Duke Snider Good, 6 Roy Campanella Good,
9 Bobby Thomson Good, 11 Gil Hodges Ex-Mt+, 13 Bobby
Doerr Good, 14 Warren Spahn Good, 18 Carl Furillo VG,
19 Pee Wee Reese VG-Ex/Ex, 23 Tom Henrich VG+, 24 Yogi
Berra Good, 25 Phil Rizzuto VG-Ex/Ex, 27 Joe Page VG+, 28
Allie Reynolds VG and 33 Dom DiMaggio Ex-Mt.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday October 2.

533		1951 Berk Ross		
Complete Set in Boxes on Panels Ex-Mt/NM......... 400
Creative set has athletes from several sports, some of whom
have hardly any cards. Our consignor purchased this in the
original boxes and it has not been touched for decades. The
cards are quite fresh, crisp and clean, but centering varies
as always. We feel the set grades a solid Ex-Mt/NM overall,
nothing has been picked for grading. The key cards are as
follows: Ashburn, BB; Cousy, BKB Ex, Berra, BB; Spahn, BB
Ex-Mt+, DiMaggio, BB; Hamner, BB Ex-Mt+, Ford RC, BB;
Roberts, BB Ex, Hart, FB; Hogan, Golf Ex-Mt+, Henrich,
BB; Musial, BB Ex-Mt+, Owens, Track; Sherman, Skating
Ex, Rizzuto, BB; Rosen, BB Ex-Mt ctd, Sharman RC, BKB;
Simmons, BB NM. The breakdown value as singles is several
thousand dollars on this neat set.
534		1952 Star Cal Decal
Original Advertising Sign w/six cards!..................... 200
Super cool piece, this is a highly evocative 13 x 21 original
cardboard store display from 1952. General wear is present,
but this nonetheless displays quite well. Four of the single
cards appear, and two of the dual-player cards. The decals
themselves appears to be fresh and untouched. A fun and
popular 1950s issue, how often do these signs come around?
This is just terrific.
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536		1952 Wheaties
		Complete Baseball Set (20 pcs)		......................... 200
Neat set does not come around every day, there are portrait
and in action cards for each player. HOFers include Berra,
Campy, Feller and Musial. Fresh set was obtained from us
many years ago, please note 14 of the cards retain a full blue
border throughout, providing for some serious grading
upside.

537		1953 H-O Instant Oatmeal
			 Complete Set (4)
Ex-Mt/NM........ 225
Neat 1950s set of records, full sets do not come around very
often. The condition is solid, the four players are Roy Campanella, Whitey Lockman, Allie Reynolds and Duke Snider.
All four will be pictured front and back on our website.
The color images are so evocative of this great era in baseball history.

535		1952 Topps Complete Set 1-310 GVG............... 1200
Honest lower grade basic 1952 Topps set, the condition
varies from Poor to VG-Ex, averaging about GVG overall to
our eyes. The low number commons are much better than
usually found in these types of sets. This is one of the most
collected baseball card sets, the lower grade allows one to
complete it without getting a second mortgage. Loaded with
value, the key cards grade as follows: 1 Pafko Good, 2 Runnells RC Fair, 11 Rizzuto Good, 20 Loes RC SP Fair-Good,
26 M Irvin Fair-Good, 29 Kluszewski Good, 33 Spahn FairGood, 36 Hodges Good, 37 Snider Good, 59 Roberts Good,
65 Slaughter PSA 1, 88 Feller Good, 129 Johnny Mize Good,
175 Martin RC GVG, 191 Berra Poor, 195 Minoso RC GVG/
VG, 216 Ashburn Good, 261 Mays BVG 1.5, 268 Lemon
GVG and 277 E Wynn Fair-Good.

538		1953 Red Man		Complete Set, no tabs Ex......... 125
Colorful and attractive set, please note four cards have the
tab. These present as a solid and consistent Ex to Ex Plus
overall but as always with Red Mans, there can be minute
wrinkles or other imperfections that can only be seen upon
very close inspection. Loaded with HOFers and recognizable players, we grade the key cards as follows: Casey Stengel
Ex, Yogi Berra VG+, Richie Ashburn Ex-Mt, Nellie Fox ExMt+, Roy Campanella VG+, Ted Kluszewski VG+ (w/tab),
Phil Rizzuto Ex, Pee Wee Reese Ex, Enos Slaughter VG+
(w/tab), Duke Snider VG (w/tab), Johnny Mize Ex, Warryn
Spahn VG-Ex/Ex and Stan Musial Ex.
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51 Mickey Mantle VG-Ex/Ex and 57 Phil Rizzuto Ex. Please
note the breakdown value here as single cards is several
thousand dollars.

539		1953 Red Man w/tab
		15 different w/7 HOFers
Ex+................... 100
Sharp and colorful Ex to Ex-Mt lot of fresh Red Mans,
nothing has been pulled for grading. These cards are in the
lot: 2 Bauer, 3 Berra, 5 N. Fox, 6 Jensen, 7 Joost, Lockman,
9 Mitchell,10 Reese, Rizzuto, 12 Woodling, 14 Wynn, 15
Dobson, 18 Mize, 19 Spahn and 23 McDougald.

540		1954 Dan Dee		Complete Set - Mantle.............. 300
Classic regional issue, these are such well designed and attractive cards. The cards are generally well centered and display well, conditionis somewhat mixed, but subtle creasing
and corner wear are the main issues for several of the cards.
We grade the many HOFers and scarce cards as follows: 3
Cooper GVG, 4 Doby Ex-Mt+, 6 Feller Ex, 11 Hodges Good,
13 Irvin Good, 15 Lemon VG-Ex/Ex, 16 Lopez GVG, 19
Rizzuto GVG, 22 Schoendienst VG+, 23 Smith Ex, 24 Snider
VG, 27 Thomas VG+ and 29 Wynn VG-Ex/Ex. This is a solid
overall set with some very clean cards.

541		1954 New York Journal American		
		Complete Set			
Ex+................... 500
Classic 1950s issue, these are among my personal favorites.
The cards picture the star players from the three New York
City teams at the time, so there is some serious star power.
As with so many other sets, it is the scarce short-printed
cards that make this a bear of a set to complete. The offered
set varies mildly, it is a solid Ex Plus overall to our eyes.
The many better cards in this fun set grade as follows: 1 Joe
Black VG-Ex/Ex, 2 Roy Campanella Ex+, 4 Carl Erskine VG,
5 Carl Furillo Ex, 7 Gil Hodges Ex, 6 Junior Gilliam VG, 9
Clem Labine NM+, 12 Don Newcombe Ex+, 13 Erv Palica
Ex-Mt, 14 Pee Wee Reese Ex-Mt+, 15 Jackie Robinson Ex+,
17 George Shuba VG, 18 Duke Snider Ex+, 19 Dick Williams VG-Ex/Ex, 22 Marv Grissom Ex-Mt+, 32 Willie Mays
Ex, 36 Wes Westrum NM, 37 Hoyt Wilhelm NM+,
41 76
Yogi Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 46 Whitey Ford Ex-Mt+,

542		1954 Red Heart		Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM........ 400
Sharp set varies slightly in centering, but is really nice
overall. A classic set with a great design, the key cards grade
as follows: 1 Ashburn PSA 7, 6 Erskine PSA 7, 9 N Fox NM,
10 Gilliam NM, 12 Kell NM+, 13 Klu NM, 14 Kiner NM, 16
Lemon NM oc, 18 Mantle PSA 6, 19 Martin PSA 6.5,
23 Musial PSA 5, 27 Schoendienst NM, 28 Slaughter NM oc,
29 Snider PSA 5 and 30 Spahn PSA 5.

543		1954 Topps		Complete Set
Minus Aaron & Banks (248/250) GVG................. 400
Lower grade lot of 54s, some cards have slight tape at the
top and other issues. With that disclosed, at least half of the
cards appear to be in the VG range, with some nicer. This is
your typical lot where the commons are much better than
the key stars. Far from ugly, this is a fully acceptable lower
grade example of a key 1950s set. We grade the key cards as
follows: 1 Williams Good, 10 Robinson Fair-Good,
13 Martin Fair-Good, 17 Rizzuto Poor-Fair, 20 Spahn Fair,
30 Mathews Good, 32 Snider VG+, 37 Ford Good, 50 Berra
Fair-Good, 90 Mays Fair-Good, 132 Lasorda RC Good (pinhole), 201 Kaline RC Good, 239 Skowron RC Good and
250 Williams Fair-Good.
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544		1955 Bowman		Complete Set Ex++............... 1200
One of my personal favorites, clean 1955 Bowman baseball
sets have dramatically risen in price in recent years as people have to come to realize the amazing value and uniqueness of this issue. The offered set was clearly assembled with
great care, and is one of the prettiest and most consistent
unslabbed set one is likely to find. The cards have consistently rich brown borders, good centering and respectable
corners. The high numbers, including the umpires, are very
solid and are a high point for this set. The overall condition
is about half Ex-Mt, a quarter Ex Plus or so, the balance
about Ex; we might be a bit conservative here. The many
key cards are as follows: 1 Wilhelm Ex-Mt+, 10 Rizzuto
Ex++, 22 Campanella Ex-Mt, 23 Kaline Ex-Mt+, 37 Reese
Ex+, 59 Ford Ex-Mt+, 68 Howard RC Ex-Mt, 103 Mathews
Ex+, 134 Feller Ex, 168 Berra Ex++, 179 Aaron Ex+, 184
Mays Ex, 202 Mantle Ex++, 242 Banks Ex+, 265 Barlick RC
Ex-Mt+, 267 Honochick RC Ex-Mt, 283 Chylak Ex+, 303
Conlan RC Ex++ and 315 Hubbard Ex-Mt. Typically 1955
Bowman sets have a weaker Mantle, Banks or the umpire
cards, the offered set has no such issues.

545		1955 Topps
		Complete Set w/scarce wrapper
Ex-Mt............. 1000
Very popular 1950s Topps set, this is anchored by key Rookie Cards of Sandy Koufax, Roberto Clemente and Harmon
Killebrew. The high number run here is not easy to complete, and includes many key stars. The offered set is smartly
assembled, about 70% Ex-Mt or better, the balance almost
all Ex or Ex Plus, there are no beaten up cards in this lot.
Some fine Near Mint cards are spread throughout the set.
The high numbers are exceptionally crisp and clean overall,
with many really fine commons. The star cards grade as
follows: 1 Rhodes Ex-Mt, 2 Williams Ex, 4 Kaline PSA 6, 28
Banks PSA 6, 31 Spahn VG-Ex/Ex, 47 Aaron Pro 8, 50 J Robinson Ex, 123 Koufax RC Ex+, 124 Killebrew RC Ex-Mt/NM,
152 Agganis RC Ex, 155 Mathews Ex-Mt+, 164 Clemente
RC PSA 6 oc, 187 Hodges Ex-Mt, 189 Rizzuto Ex, 194 Mays
PSA 6, 198 Berra VG-Ex/Ex, 200 Jensen PSA 6 and 210 Snider VG-Ex/Ex.
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546		1956 Topps Pins		Complete Set Ex-Mt/NM...... 1200
Classic 1950s pinback set, these are not easy to complete.
Full sets do not come to market very often and tend to be
fought over by collectors. This is the first full set we have had
in several years. The many stars and the three short-prints
have been frustrating collectors for decades. The offered is
filled with vibrantly colorful pins of marquis players, the
condition is a very solid Ex-Mt/NM overall (with note to the
inherent difficult in grading an item made out of metal!).
To our eyes. the keys grade as follows: Hank Aaron Ex-Mt+,
Ernie Banks NM, Yogi Berra NM, Chuck Diering Ex, Gil
Hodges NM, Al Kaline Ex-Mt+, Hector Lopez Ex-Mt, Ed
Mathews Ex-Mt, Willie Mays Ex-Mt+, Phil Rizzuto Ex-Mt,
Jackie Robinson NM, Duke Snider Ex-Mt, Warren Spahn
Ex-Mt+, Chuck Stobbs NM and Ted Williams Ex-Mt. This
is an exceptionally well collected example of an extremely
scarce and desirable classic pin set.

547		1957 Topps		Complete Set VG-Ex............. 1000
Classic Topps set, these are beloved by most collectors. The
offered set is a very nicely assembled VG-Ex overall, there is
variance from Good to Ex-Mt Plus, but the cards tend to be
solid, well centered mid-grade pleasing cards. Interesting
set as it has a sharp Brooks Robinson Rookie but a lower
grade Mantle, often times it is the other way around. The
key semi-high number is very solid, with some sharp Ex-Mt
and nicer cards. The key cards are of course the main show
here, and they grade as follows: 1 Williams VG-Ex ctd, 2
Berra VG+, 10 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 18 Drysdale RC VG+ ctd, 20
Aaron Ex+, 25 Ford VG-Ex, 35 F Robby RC VG, 55 Banks
Ex++, 76 Clemente Ex, 95 Mantle Good, 97 Yanks TC Good,
125 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 165 Klu VG+, 170 Snider Good, 210
Campanella GVG, 212 Colavito RC VG-Ex/Ex, 286 Richardson RC VG-Ex/Ex, 302 Koufax VG+, 312 Kubek RC VG, 324
Dodgers TC GVG, 328 B Robby RC Ex-Mt+, 338 Bunning
RC Ex-Mt, 400 Dodgers Sluggers VG-Ex, 407 Berra/Mantle
Ex+, Checklist 1/2 Good mk and Checklist 3/4 Good mk.
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548		1957 Topps		Complete Set Ex.................... 1100
Nice mid-grade 57 set, this was assembled with care by our
consignor. The condition varies from VG to Ex-Mt+, it is
50-60% or so Ex or better, the balance is mainly VG-Ex.
Centering is very nice for a set in this grade, the semi-high
numbers have some very strong cards. A classic set this is
always a great value, this is one is anchored by an awfully
nice Brooks Robinson Rookie that could be a 7 on the right
day (our consignor is a purist who does not like grading).
Overall, this is a very solid mid-grade 57 set. The key cards
grade as follows: 1 Williams VG-Ex/Ex, 2 Berra VG-Ex/Ex,
10 Mays VG, 18 Drysdale RC VG+, 20 Aaron Good, 25 Ford
Ex, 35 F Robby RC Ex, 76 Clemente VG-Ex/Ex, 95 Mantle
VG-Ex/Ex ctd, 210 Campanella Ex, 212 Colavito RC Ex, 302
Koufax Ex++, 324 Dodgers TC VG-Ex/Ex, 328 Brooks Robinson RC Strong Ex-Mt+, 338 Bunning RC VG-Ex/Ex, 400
Dodgers Sluggers VG-Ex/Ex and 407 Berra/Mantle VG+.
Please note the key cards below Ex tend to have incredibly
minute corner wrinkles by the tips, they look much nicer
than their technical grade.

549		1958 Hires Root Beer
Complete Set (no tabs)
Ex...................... 450
Classic 66-card 1950s set, these are such attractive cards.
These are all missing the generic tab. The cards are bright
and clean, they average a solid Ex or better overall to our
eyes. We grade the key cards as follows: 10 Richie Ashburn
VG-Ex/Ex, 13 Don Newcombe Ex, 17 Larry Doby Ex-Mt,
23 Pee Wee Reese Ex-Mt+, 25 Willie Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 36 Bill
Mazeroski Ex-Mt, 42 Johnny Podres Ex-Mt+, 44 Hank Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 46 Bobby Thomson Ex-Mt, 55 Don Drysdale
VG-Ex/Ex, 56 Jack Jensen VG-Ex/Ex, 61 Duke Snider
VG-Ex/Ex and 67 Ted Kluszewski Ex. The VG-Ex/Ex cards
tend to be very nice but will tend to have a tiny corner line
or other minute flaw. This is a very attractive and colorful
overall set.
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550		1958 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex............... 800
Not a bad set at all, this is perfect for someone looking for
a mid-grade 58 set. Each card is in an individual holder for
protection. The cards average a pleasing VG-Ex overall, with
mild variance in both directions. This set is loaded with
value. The lot also includes the contest card and felt penny
insert. The lesser grade star cards can easily be upgraded if
desired. We grade the many star cards as follows: 1 Williams GVG, 5 Mays GVG, 25 Drysdale Good, 30.1 Aaron
Ex, 47 Maris RC VG, 52.1 Bob Clemente VG, 70.1 Al Kaline
VG-Ex/Ex, 150 Mantle VG, 187 Koufax VG-Ex, 246 Yanks
TC Ex, 285 F Robby VG-Ex, 288 Killebrew VG-Ex/Ex, 307
B Robby VG, 310 Banks VG, 321 Klu/Williams VG+, 343
Cepeda RC VG-Ex, 370 Berra VG, 418 Mantle/Aaron GVG/
VG, 436 Mays/Snider VG, 485 Williams AS Ex-Mt

551		1959 Fleer Complete Set w/real #68....................... 150
Mixed grade set could benefit from some fairly simple TLC.
Most of the cards appear to be in the Ex Plus to Ex-Mt range,
some will have tiny wrinkles but otherwise look sharp.
The keys are not great and we grade them individually as
follows: 1 Early Years Good, 2 Babe Ruth Ex-Mt/NM hand
cut, 11 1935 - With Jimmie Foxx PSA 5, 63 All Star Record
VG+, 67 With Sammy Snead Ex, 68 Ted Signs 1959 PSA 1.5,
70 With Jim Thorpe Ex-Mt+, 75 With Babe Ruth GVG, 79
Where Ted Stands Ex and 80 Teds Goals 1959 VG-Ex/Ex.
The many clean commons and the real #68 provide for some
very solid value. Please note the #68 card alone in a
1.5 trades for roughly $270.
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Clemente (company) Ex-Mt+, 135 Bill Virdon (box) Ex,
145.2 Willie Mays (box) Ex-Mt, 163 Mel Roach (box) ExMt+, 182.2 Frank Robinson (company) Ex-Mt+ and 183 Roy
McMillan (box) GVG. The extra cards are either a box or
company variation, so there is a basic set of 200 cards in the
lot, plus an additional 112 variations.

552		1959 Topps
Complete Set w/Gibson PSA 4
VG to VG-Ex.... 800
Not a bad set at all, this low to mid-grade 59 is unlike many
others as it has nice examples of the key Mantle and Gibson
cards. The high numbers are also a step above the rest of the
set, providing for some solid value. The condition ranges
from VG to Ex-Mt, but is mainly VG to VG-Ex, there are
definitely much cleaner cards scattered throughout the set.
We grade the many key cards as follows: 10 Mantle VG (ctd,
no creases), 40.2 Spahn (partial 31) VG+, 50 Mays VG-Ex,
150 Musial VG+, 163 Koufax VG-Ex/Ex, 202 Maris VG+,
380 Aaron VG, 461 Mickey Mantle HR VG+, 478 Clemente
VG+, 510 Yankees TC Ex-Mt+, 514 Bob Gibson RC PSA
4, 515 Harmon Killebrew VG-Ex/Ex, 543 Trio/Clemente
VG-Ex/Ex, 550 Campanella Good, 561 Aaron AS VG, 563
Mays AS VG and 564 Mantle AS VG+. Please note this set is
loaded with star cards, making it extremely popular among
dealers; the Gibson and Mantle themselves should be worth
about $600.

554		1961 Post Cereal		Complete Set + Many Variations
			 (312 cards)			
Ex+................... 400
Quality 1961 Post Cereal set, these are generally well cut and
very clean. The cards present very well, and vary only mildly
in grade. Nothing has been picked for grading, there are
many fine condition cards throughout the set. A somewhat
hot issue of late, the key cards grade as follows: 4.2 Mickey Mantle (company) VG-Ex/Ex, 5 Bob Turley (company)
Ex++, 7.2 Roger Maris (company) Ex-Mt, 10 Gil McDougald
(box) Ex-Mt+, 23 Bob Shaw (box) Ex, 35.1 Al Kaline (box)
VG, 55.2 Frank Sullivan (company, Phillies) Ex-Mt+, 73
Chuck Estrada (company) VG-Ex/Ex, 92.1 Harmon Killebrew (box, Minneapolis) Ex+, 94 Chuck Stobbs (company)
NM, 106 Ed Mathews (company) Ex-Mt, 107.1 Hank Aaron
(box) Ex-Mt, 131.2 Bob Clemente (box) VG, 132.2 Bob

555		1961 Topps		Complete Set NM................. 1200
Key set is loaded with value, especially with the great high
number run. The offered set includes seven PSA 7 commons. The offered set is very nice, it is about 70% Near Mint,
the balance almost all Ex-Mt, with some centering issues.
The high number run is a real high point of the set, these are
very nice cards. The many key cards are as follows: 2 Maris
SGC 6, 35 Santo RC Nm-Mt, 41 Groat/Mays/Clemente
LL PSA 7 , 43 Banks/Aaron/Math/ LL PSA 7 , 44 Mantle/
Maris/Colav LL Ex, 150 Mays NM, 211 Gibson PSA 8 pd
, 290 Musial NM oc, 300 Mantle NM oc, 307 Mantle WS2
NM, 344 Koufax Ex++, 388 Clemente PSA 8 oc, 405 Gehrig
Streak NM oc, 406 Mantle 565’ HR NM, 415 Aaron Nm-Mt,
417 Marichal RC SP Ex-Mt oc, 425 Berra Strong Ex-Mt+,
475 Mantle MVP PSA 8 oc, 542 Twins Team Card NM, 572
B. Robinson AS Ex-Mt+, 575 Banks AS Ex++, 576 Maris AS
PSA 7, 577 Aaron AS Ex-Mt, 578 Mantle AS Ex-Mt+, 579
Mays AS Ex-Mt+, 580 Kaline AS NM, 581 F. Robinson AS
Nm-Mt, 586 Ford AS Ex-Mt+ and 589 Spahn AS NM. Please
note our consignor is a real hobby purist and does not really
like grading, so there may well be some condition gems
hiding in this very nice 61 set.

556		1962 Kahns Atlanta Crackers
			 Complete Set
Ex-Mt/NM.................... 240
Fun 24-card regional issue of this Minor League team, these
do not come around very often. The high book in the Krause
guide is $2,000 for this, which seems a bit strong. The key
McCarver Rookie is a PSA 6, the Mike Shannon a 5. The remaining cards appear to our eyes (PSA is notoriously tough
on oversize cards) to be a very strong and consistent Ex-Mt/
NM overall with hardly any variance.
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558		1962/1963 Exhibit Card Advertising Display
w/Mantle				......................... 100
Very neat display item, this is a well rendered 12 x 18 store
display paper sign. Nine paper stock Exhibit cards are
mounted to the sign, with Baseball Stars printed at the top
in bold lettering. The cards exhibit general wear that can
be felt more than seen, they do display very well. The three
HOFers are Mickey Mantle, Ernie Banks and Brooks Robinson. The other players include Frank Howard and Maury
Wills.

559		1963 Topps High Grade Collection of 107
		w/13 PSA 7s and 8s			
NM................... 125
Very sharp Near Mint overall lot, these are very clean cards.
There are 11 semi-high numbers and some high numbers.
This lot has many star cards, the breakdown value here is
surely substantial. These better cards come in the lot: 1 Dav/
Musial/Aaron LL PSA 7, 2 Runnells/Mantle LL PSA 7, 120
Maris Ex-Mt+, 126 Uecker PSA 7, 205 Aparicio PSA 7, 219
PSA 8, 282 PSA 8, 323 Mazeroski PSA 7, 345 B Robinson
Ex-Mt+, 360 Drysdale PSA 7, 375 Boyer PSA 7, 486 PSA 8,
491 PSA 8, 525 Fox PSA 7, 571 PSA 8 and 576 Temple NM.
The SMR on just the 13 slabbed cards is $367.
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560		1964 Topps Stand Ups
High Grade PSA Slabbed Set w/many 7s and 8s.... 1000
Sharp set, these are all PSA graded, there are no qualifiers.
These are fine looking cards for the grade. Nicely presented
in 4-pocket sheets in a binder, this is an extremely popular
1960s Topps limited edition set. A full inventory will be in
our website. There are 12 8s, 4 7.5s, 27 7s, 9 6.5s, 23 6s and
2 5s. The key cards grade as follows: Aaron PSA 5, Banks
PSA 6, Cash PSA 7, Clemente PSA 6, Drysdale PSA 7.5,
Kaline PSA 7, Killebrew PSA 6, Koufax PSA 6, Mantle PSA
6.5, Marichal PSA 7, Mathews PSA 8, Mays PSA 6, Maz PSA
7, McCovey PSA 7, B Robby PSA 7, F Robby PSA 6, Spahn
PSA 8, Williams PSA 6, and Yaz PSA 6,
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562		1966 Topps Complete Set
Ex...................... 900
Desirable set with it’s tough high number run, the offered
set is about half Ex-Mt or better, the balance is almost all a
solid VG-Ex to Ex, with some weaker cards scattered about.
This is the kind of set that could benefit from some fairly
simple and inexpensive upgrading. The high numbers are a
fairly well centered Ex overall with mild variance. We grade
the key cards as follows: 1 Mays VG+, 30 Rose VG-Ex, 50
Mantle VG-Ex/Ex, 100 Koufax Ex, 126 Palmer RC NM, 215
Clemente/Aaron Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 254 Jenkins RC Ex+, 288
Sutton RC VG-Ex/Ex, 300 Clemente Ex, 365 Maris Ex++,
390 B. Robinson NM, 500 Aaron VG-Ex/Ex, 526 Twins
Team VG-Ex/Ex, 530 Roberts Ex++, 540 McLain Ex++, 550
McCovey SP VG-Ex/Ex, 580 Williams SP Ex+, 583 Tigers
Team Ex-Mt+, 591 Jackson RC SP Ex and 598 Perry VG-Ex/
Ex. Please note many additional checklist variations come
with the set.

561		1965 Topps Complete Set
w/Koufax 7 & Mantle 4
Ex-Mt............. 1200
Quality Topps set, the design makes these very popular
among collectors. The offered set has a few issues but overall
is a fine, high quality example. There are hundreds and
hundreds of super sharp and clean cards, with bright white
borders and terrific corners. The set is probably 80-90%
sharp, with some off-center cards, the balance is not bad
either. The high numbers are strong, nothing has been
cherry-picked for grading. With moderate work, this could
become a strong Ex-Mt/NM set. The key cards are as follows:
3 Kill/Mantle Ex-Mt, 16 Morgan RC Ex, 134 Mantle WS
NM, 155 Maris NM oc, 160 Clemente Ex, 170 Aaron Ex++
ctd, 207 Rose Ex+, 250 Mays Ex-Mt, 300 Koufax PSA 7, 320
Gibson Ex-Mt oc, 350 Mantle PSA 4 (well ctd, no obvious
creases or wrinkles), 385 Yastrzemski Ex-Mt, 400 Killebrew
Ex-Mt+, 461 Carroll/Niekro NM oc, 470 Berra PSA 7, 477
Carlton RC PSA 4, 510 Banks Ex-Mt, 526 Hunter RC PSA 6,
540 Brock NM ctd and 581 Perez RC Ex-Mt.
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563		1968 Topps Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex......... 500
Offered is a pretty nice 1968 Topps set. Condition varies,
but is about half Ex to Ex-Mt and quite clean, the balance is
mainly VG to VG-Ex. The set has well centered examples of
the key Ryan and Mantle cards. Much better than most sets
at this grade level, the offered set has many really nice star
cards. We grade the key cards as follows: 45 Seaver VG-Ex/
Ex, 50 Mays Ex, 80 Carew NM, 110 Aaron Ex++, 150 Clemente Ex++, 177 Ryan/Koosman RC VG-Ex ctd, 230 Rose Ex
ctd, 240 Kaline VG-Ex/Ex, 247 Bench RC Ex, 280 Mantle VG
ctd, 330 Maris VG-Ex/Ex, 480 Oliva/Cardenas/Clemente ExMt, 490 Kill/Mays/Mantle NM oc, 528 Tigers Team NM oc,
530 Bird Belters/Robinson Ex-Mt+ and 575 Palmer VG-Ex/
Ex.

564		1969 Topps Complete Set
NM................... 600
Assembled with great care by a hobby old timer over many
years, this is one of the nicest 69 sets that we have seen in
some time. The condition looks to be about 70% Near Mint
or better, the balance almost all a nice Ex-Mt. Our consignor
does not like grading, so there may be some serious upside for our winning bidder if they decide to go that route.
Nothing has been picked for grading for this reason, and
there should be many solid candidates with this very smartly
assembled and sharp set. We grade the key cards as follows:
50 Clemente NM, 95 Bench Ex ctd, 100 Aaron Ex-Mt+, 120
Rose Ex-Mt+, 190 Mays Nm-Mt, 255 Carlton Ex-Mt, 260
R Jackson RC Ex++, 480 Seaver Ex-Mt, 500.1 Mantle NM,
510 Carew NM oc, 533 Ryan Ex-Mt+, 550 B. Robinson NM,
573 Palmer NM oc, 597 Fingers RC NM+ and 630 Bonds RC
Ex+.
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565		1970 Kelloggs Complete Set w/one PSA 10
		 			
NM to Nm-Mt.......... 100
Sharp untouched set, a handful of cards may have tiny
cracks, mainly at a corner, including the Mays. We sent these
cards to PSA: 27 Clemente PSA 8, 29 Stargell PSA 10,
32 Reggie Jackson PSA 9, 40 Ernie Banks PSA 8 and
58 Bench PSA 8.
566		1971 Dell Complete Set in original folder NM...... 180
Mammoth set is in the original form with loads of players like Ryan, Mays, Seaver, Aaron et al. A very tough and
undervalued set, this one is nice as it is in the original box.
Slabbing has made full uncut sheets hard to find.

567		1971 Kelloggs
		Complete Set w/PSA 9 Keys NM to Nm-Mt............ 250
The key Kelloggs set, this is an unpicked set that our consignor obtained decades ago. The cards are a fresh NM to
Nm-Mt overall with only very slight variance. We sent these
cards to PSA: 5 Clemente PSA 6, 10 Mays PSA 9, 17 Brock
PSA 8.5, 33 McCovey PSA 9, 50 Banks PSA 8, 51 Gibson
PSA 8, 55 Killebrew PSA 8, 58 Perez PSA 9, 60 Palmer PSA
8, 61 Billy Williams PSA 8, 62 Torre PSA 9 & 65 Rose PSA 8.
568		1971 Topps
Complete Set
Ex-Mt............... 300
Exceedingly nice set for the grade, there is mild variance due
to mainly to centering. This set is filled with sharp looking cards, with note to very strong keys and a terrific high
number run. Interesting set as the condition improves as
the numbers go up. We split hairs on the grades with the key
cards, the Ex-Mt Plus and Near Mint cards are very similar. A great value set, we grade the key cards as follows: 5
Munson Ex-Mt, 20 Jackson Ex, 100 Rose Ex-Mt+, 160 Seaver
Ex-Mt+, 250 Bench Ex-Mt, 341 Garvey RC NM, 400 Aaron
NM, 513 Ryan Ex-Mt+, 525 Banks Ex, 530 Yaz Ex-Mt, 570
Palmer NM, 600 Mays VG-Ex/Ex, 625 Brock Ex-Mt+, 630
Clemente Ex-Mt+, 640 F Robinson Ex-Mt+, 650 Allen SP
Ex-Mt, 688 Anderson NM, 709 Baylor/Baker RC NM and
740 Aparicio NM.
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569		1972 Topps		Complete Set NM................... 400
Extremely fine Near Mint example of this desirable set,
these are revered by dealers for their tremendous break
value. Higher grade sets have become hard to find in the age
of slabbing, this is a completely fresh set from an old time
hobby person. Assembled 10-20 years ago, these are really
nice cards. Nothing has been picked for grading, the high
numbers look great. Centering varies slightly as always, the
condition looks to be 80-90% Near Mint or better, the balance almost all Ex-Mt or so, or Near Mint but off-center. The
many key cards grade as follows: 49 Mays NM, 79 Fisk RC
NM, 299 Aaron NM, 309 Clemente NM, 310 Clem IA NM,
433 Bench Ex-Mt ctd, 435 Jackson Ex-Mt+, 445 Seaver NM
oc, 550 B Robby NM, 559 Rose NM, 560 Rose IA NM, 595
Ryan NM, 668 Rangers NM, 686 Garvey NM oc, 695 Carew
NM oc, 696 Carew IA NM, 751 Carlton Tr Ex+, 752 Morgan
Tr NM and 754 F Robby Tr NM. It will not be easy to find a
set of comparable quality without getting into slabbing, this
is an outstanding set for the grade.

570		1972 Topps
Complete Set w/both Clementes PSA 8 NM to Nm-Mt.. 400
Extremely fine Near Mint example of this desirable set,
these are revered by dealers for their tremendous break
value. Higher grade sets have become hard to find in the age
of slabbing, this is a completely fresh set from an old time
hobby person. Assembled 10-20 years ago, these are really
nice cards. Nothing has been picked for grading, the high
numbers are a strong Near Mint or better overall. Centering
looks to be quite good overall, but varies slightly as always.
The cards look to be 80% Near Mint or better, the balance
almost all Ex-Mt or so, or Near Mint but off-center. The
many key cards grade as follows: 49 Mays PSA 7, 79 Fisk RC
NM, 299 Aaron NM+, 309 Clemente PSA 8, 310 Clemente
IA PSA 8, 433 Bench NM, 435 Jackson NM oc, 445 Seaver
NM, 550 B Robby Nm-Mt, 559 Rose Ex-Mt, 560 Rose IA
Ex-Mt, 595 Ryan NM, 668 Rangers TC Nm-Mt, 686 Garvey
NM, 695 Carew NM, 696 Carew IA NM, 751 Carlton Tr NM,
752 Morgan Tr NM and 754 F Robby Tr NM. Slabbing has
creating a great scarcity for 1972 Topps of this quality.
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571 1972-1983 Kelloggs Set Run NM to Nm-Mt.......... 100
Fresh lot of Kelloggs sets, this is a full run from 1972-1983
with both 1972 sets. Our consignor picked these up decades
ago, they should be very sharp. We sent four cards to PSA:
72 Kellogs 1 Seaver PSA 8, 1975 Kelloggs 1 White PSA 3, 7
Bench PSA 9 and 55 Fingers PSA 6, so this can be used as
a rough guideline. This lot should have many, many Mint
cards but there is some natural variance as is typical.
572		1973 Topps Complete Set w/Schmidt PSA 7 NM.. 150
Very sharp and fine 1973 Topps set, this is quite fresh and
clean. Centering varies but is much better than usually
found. The high numbers are a strong Near Mint overall. We
grade the key cards as follows: 1 Aaron/Ruth/Mays Ex-Mt+,
50 Clemente Ex-Mt+, 67 Carlton/Ryan NM, 100 Aaron NM,
130 Rose NM, 174 Gossage RC NM, 193 Fisk NM, 220 Ryan
NM oc, 255 Jackson Nm-Mt, 305 Mays Nm-Mt, 350 Seaver
NM, 472 Gehrig Ex-Mt+, 474 Ruth Ex-Mt+, 588 Checklist
529-660 Ex-Mt+, 614 Evans RC NM and 615 Schmidt RC/
Cey PSA 7.

576		1921 Exhibit		Eppa Rixey
PSA 7................ 450
Great signed card, this is something you just do not see.
Obtained years and years ago, this is fresh to the hobby. The
front of the card has a terrific image and looks great. Rixey
signed this neatly in black fountain pen ink in a good spot
by the right side of the card. The back has been in a photo
album but is also otherwise clean. Rixey died in 1963, and
does not have very many cards, how many of these can
possibly be around? PSA slabbed Authentic, grade 7.

573		1975 Topps Complete Set
w/Brett RC PSA 8.5
NM to Nm-Mt.............. 150
Sharp set, our consignor worked on this decades ago. Condition varies very mildly, this is a sharp, fine and unpicked
set. Three cards are PSA graded: 7 Ryan LL PSA 9, 228
George Brett RC PSA 8.5 and 300 Reggie Jackson PSA 8.
The Yount RC came back miscut by PSA, we feel it grades
Ex-Mt+. The other star cards are as follows: 1 Aaron HL NM,
5 Ryan HL NM, 61 Winfield NM+, 70 Schmidt NM+, 260
Bench Nm-Mt, 320 Rose Nm-Mt, 500 Ryan NM oc, 616 Rice
RC NM, 620 Carter RC NM and 660 Aaron Ex-Mt+.

575		1921 Exhibit Joe Bush
8.......................... 50
Quality pitcher with the great Bullet Joe nickname, one
hardly ever sees signed 1920s cards from him. The offered
card displays well, with pencil notations on the blank back,
Bush signed this in blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOAA.

574		1991 Topps Desert Shield
		Complete Set w/Chipper Jones 8 NM to Nm-Mt.. 200
One of the great modern sets, it is so neat that Topps made
a set for our valiant warriors. Very popular and scarce, full
sets hardly ever come to market and are very desirable. The
offered set is completely fresh and unpicked, we sent the
these cards to PSA, they came back as follows: 1 Nolan Ryan
8, 79 Frank Thomas 8, 100 Mattingly 8.5, 333 Chipper Jones
RC 8, 293 Ken Griffey AS 8 and 790 Ken Griffey 8.

578		1925 Exhibit Aaron Ward (rare) 9 ......................... 100
From an amazing Yankee collection, this was obtained
decades ago. This is a clean card with a terrific image, Ward
signed this in fountain pen at the time. The blank back has
various statistical details about Ward. Ward played from
1917-1928 for the Yankees, White Sox and Indians; he was a
1923 Yankee. Ward died in 1961, and is a tough autograph,
particularly on one of his few cards. JSA LOAA.
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577		1921 Exhibit Wally Schang
8.5....................... 50
Another signed card you just never see, this is signed in
fountain pen. From a decades old Yankee collection, this
looks great. Quality 1920s Yankee player, Schang died in
1965. JSA LOAA.
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579		1925 Exhibit Bob Meusel
9.......................... 50
Star 1920s Yankee player, this is special as it is signed in
fountain pen ink on his clean original 1925 Exhibit card.
Purchased decades ago, this is rare and looks great.
JSA LOAA.
580		1933 DeLong
4 Bill Terry
9........................ 150
Very neat signed card, the scarcity and price of this issue
makes signed cards quite scarce. The card itself is well
centered, crisp and clean. The borders are white, the corners
come to points, this has fine imagery. There are some subtle
surface creases by the upper right corner, the back is clean.
This is signed near the top in bold and spotless dark ink.
PSA slabbed, this is very nice.

581		1933 Goudey 37 Jimmy Wilson 8................... 200
Rare signed original 1933 Goudey card, Jimmie Wilson died
in 1947 at only age 46. A desirable autograph on any medium, he hardly ever comes up on a vintage card. Offered is a
colorful lower grade 1933 Goudey card, signed in fountain
pen ink. The front has wear but displays reasonably well, the
back has extensive damage. PSA slabbed.
582		1933 Goudey 93 Johnny Welch (rare) 9.......... 300
Lesser pitcher from 1926-1936, Welch died in 1940 at only
age 33. A rare autograph, how many of his signed Goudey
cards can possibly be around? Offered is a nice, colorful card
in VG to VG-Ex condition. This has a large and really nice
signature on the left side. PSA slabbed.
583		1934 Diamond Stars
			 Carl Hubbell			
PSA 10.............. 100
Lower grade but pleasing card, this has good color and
centering. The back has a light owner’s stamp. HOFer King
Carl Hubbell signed this in black sharpie ink by the bottom
border, PSA graded the autograph a 10.

584		1954 Topps 1 Ted Williams
9........................ 200
Lower grade card has corner wear and creasing by the top
border. The color and image are good, this has a solid blue
sharpie ink signature in a very good spot. These are very
scarce cards to find with original signatures. JSA LOA (full).
585		1954 Topps Reprints
		Complete Set w/215 signed cards 9.5..................... 350
Very substantial lot, these are great cards to collect when
signed. This lot contains no less than 25 HOFers (some are
part of the extended set). The autographs are generally in
bold blue sharpie ink. These are some of the better signatures: Adcock, Ashburn, Berra, Blackwell, Boone, Doby,
Ford, Haddix, Janowicz, Lopez, Mathews, Minoso, Mize,
Newhouser, Reynolds, Rizzuto, Sauer, Spahn and Wilhelm.
JSA LOAA.

586		1960 Topps 421 Duke Maas
9........................ 300
Very, very scarce and desirable signed card, former Yankee pitcher Duke Maas died in 1976 at age 47. Revered by
signed card collectors, his signed Yankee cards are trophy
cards in this genre. The offered card is a crisp, clean and colorful 1960 Topps that looks great. Maas signed this in bold
blue ballpoint ink in a perfect spot on the left border.
PSA slabbed Authentic, do not assume another one of these
will be coming around anytime soon!
587 1961 Topps 2 Roger Maris 9.5..... 300
Key signed card, one of the most popular
signed cards from the 1960s. Offered is
a colorful and attractive card, a pensive
Roger Maris is about to achieve more fame
than perhaps he wants. This is a very clean
mid-grade card with clean surfaces and
no creases or wrinkles. Maris signed this
in large and solid blue ballpoint ink in a
good spot by the bottom border. JSA LOA
(full).
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588		1974 Laughlin Old Time Black Stars
			 Willie Wells			
9.5..................... 125
Very tough and desirable signed card, this sharp card looks
great. Produced in 1974, this is smartly signed: Mint in
sport 5-6-78 Willie Wells in blue ballpoint ink. A HOFer
and former Negro League player, a signed card of this quality of Wells hardly ever comes to market. PSA slabbed.
589		1986 TCMA Simon’s Super Stars
			 DiMaggio/Mantle
PSA 10.............. 100
Very neat oversize card, this is a classic image of Joe and
Mickey posed patriotically with the American flag in the
background. This is signed by both DiMaggio and Mantle
in Mint blue sharpie ink in good spots, PSA graded the autographs a 10 and slabbed the card. There are probably not
many of these in circulation in this quality.
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590		1980 Perez Steele		50 different w/Aaron & Yaz
						
9........................ 200
Solid lot of these great postcards, the autographs vary
slightly but are strong overall, an exact inventory will be
on our website. These better pieces come in the lot: Aaron,
Bell, Bunning, Carew, Dickey, Drysdale, Gehringer, Gomez,
Hubbell, Jackson, Travis, Lopez, Mathews, Reese, Robinson,
F, Stargell, Terry and Yaz. The retail value of these as singles
is over $1,500, 20 come with individual JSA or PSA LOA
cards. JSA LOAA.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday October 2.

591		1985 Perez Steele Greatest Moments
		54 different w/Mantle, Koufax & Aaron 9.5............ 450
A substantial lot of these very popular and attractive signed
cards, the condition looks great. These better cards come in
the lot: 9 Hank Aaron, 11 Stan Musial, 16 Sandy Koufax, 19
Mickey Mantle, 21 Ernie Banks, 26 Pee Wee Reese, 31 Charlie Gehringer, 37 Bill Dickey, 53 Yogi Berra, 62 Jim Hunter,
64 Al Lopez, 72 Carl Yastrzemski, 77 Rod Carew, 81 Hal
Newhouser and 82 Early Wynn. An exact listing will be on
be on our website, these is one double. As singles, these can
run over $2,400 JSA LOAA.

592		1989 Perez Steele Celebration
		Complete Set w/39 signed cards 9.5..................... 400
Extremely attractive and well designed set, this comes in the
custom original display case. The autographs are super bold,
the set could not be any cleaner. These keys come in the lot:
Hank Aaron, Cool Papa Bell, Charlie Gehringer, Catfish
Hunter, Al Lopez, Mickey Mantle, Stan Musial, Pee Wee
Reese, Joe Sewell, Ted Williams and Carl Yastrzemski. As
singles, these can sell for over $1,700. An exact listing will be
on our website. JSA LOAA.

593 500 Home Run Club Extremely Rare
			 Signed Small Print
9.5..................... 500
Rare, this is the smaller size print that is almost always
fake. The first real one that we have ever seen or handled,
this measures 10 1/2 x 5 1/4. Smartly presented on a custom plaque, this is signed by all eleven players in bold blue
sharpie. Total size 13x10. JSA LOA (full).
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594 8 x 10 1981 Yankee Old Timers
			 w/DiMaggio & Mantle
9.5..................... 200
Beautiful original 8x10 color photo, this high quality image
is from the 1981 Yankees Old Timers Day game. This pictures and is signed by DiMaggio, Mantle, Ford, Skowron,
Arroyo and Boyer. The autographs are in matching flawless
sharpie ink. It is not every day you see a quality new DiMaggio/Mantle signed photo. The signatures have all been graded 10 by PSA. PSA DNA (full).

597 Burke Cooper, Mort (very scarce) 9.5..................... 180
Star 1940s Cardinals pitcher, he won over 20 games in each
of the three years and received the 1942 Most Valuable Player award after posting a 22-7 record with 10 shutouts and a
1.78 earned run average, the lowest by any NL righthander
between 1920 and 1967. We offer an original Burke sepia
toned matte finish photo in a Cardinals uniform that is
signed in superb green fountain pen. D’1958 at the age of
45, this is a very desirable Burke. PSA DNA (card).
598 Burke Cuyler, Kiki		
9........................ 180
Likely trimmed at the borders, this otherwise early style
3.25 x 5.5 Burke looks great. HOFer Kiki Cuyler is batting in
this image; Cuyler signed and inscribed this in period green
fountain pen ink as a player in the 1930s. Please note HOFer
Cuyler died in 1950 at only age 51, and is always very scarce
on a signed photo, especially a Burke. JSA LOAA.

595 Postcard Agganis, Harry
9........................ 240
Beautiful signed postcard from this tragic figure, Agganis
famously passed away in 1955 at only age 26. Removed from
an album, this handsome postcard of Agganis in a Red Sox
uniform has a large and exceptionally bold blue ballpoint
ink signature. JSA LOAA.
596 8 x 10 Campanella, Roy (scarce) 8.5..................... 180
Something you just never see, offered is a beautiful 8x10
print by the Zaso company of Roy Campanella. The print
was produced in 1988, Roy only had five years to sign one of
these. The first signed example that we have seen, this has a
large and almost perfect blue sharpie ink signature.
JSA LOA (full).

599 8 x 10		 DiMaggio/Mantle/Ford
9.5..................... 200
Terrific original 8x10 color photo, this high quality image is
from the 1981 Yankees Old Timers Day game. This pictures
and is signed by DiMaggio, Mantle and Ford. The autographs are in matching flawless sharpie ink. It is not every
day you see a quality new DiMaggio/Mantle signed photo.
The signatures have all been graded 10 by PSA.
PSA DNA (full).
600 8 x 10		 DiMaggio/Mantle/Williams 9.5.................. 250
One of the ultimate signed 8x10s, this is a classic b/w image
of these three legendary HOFers posed with bats in hand.
Each has signed on their image in bold and spotless blue
sharpie ink, this looks terrific. This is nicely matted and
framed. JSA LOA (full).
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601 Burke Hartnett, Gabby
9.5..................... 180
Classic 4 x 6 Burke of Chicago Cubs HOFer Gabby Hartnett.
This is neatly signed To My Pal Leo Gabby Hartnett in dark
period ink. Nice. JSA LOA (full).

605 Check
Cobb, Ty		
9.5..................... 400
Clean Ty Cobb check from 1951, this one is interesting as
it is payable to the American Museum of Natural History.
Showing a different side of Ty Cobb, this is signed in clean
green ink. Classic autograph collectible. JSA LOA (full).

602 Postcard Maris, Roger (Rookie Signature) 9........... 240
Beautiful postcard with a great signature, this was signed
by Maris as a Rookie Cleveland Indians player. The postcard
itself looks great, Maris signed this in lovely flowing period
blue ballpoint ink in a perfect spot. JSA LOAA.

603 8 x 10 Collection of 29 different HOFers
		w/Aaron & Mays			
9.5..................... 200
Obtained in person at shows in the late 1980s, this is a
perfectly lot of color HOFer signed 8x10 photos. The autographs look great, there are no condition issues. The content
includes Aaron, Banks, Bench, Berra, Brock, Bunning, Carlton, Gibson, Gwynn, Hubbell, Kaline, Killebrew, Mathews,
Mays, McCovey, Musial and O. Smith. Lots of this condition
quality with some solid content are not easy to find and are
always desirable. JSA LOAA.

606 Check Robinson, Jackie Signed 1958 Check
						
PSA 9................ 500
Spotless Jackie personal check, we do not see this style very
often. PSA graded the signature Mint 9, it is signed Jack B.
Robinson in perfect blue ballpoint ink. This comes with an
LOA from Rachel Robinson.

607 Check Wagner, Honus
8........................ 600
Very desirable signed check from this legendary HOFer, it is
PSA slabbed Authentic. Honus handwrote this large format
check dated October 16, 1916. This is signed neatly John H.
Wagner in flowing black fountain pen ink. JSA LOAA.

604 8 x 10		Substantial Brooklyn Dodgers Collection
(114 pcs)			
9........................ 450
Loaded with lovable obscure players, this is a fine Brooklyn Dodgers 8x10 collection that must have taken years to
assemble. The images are both b/w and color, the autographs
are quite clean and fine overall. There is little to no duplication, the solid content includes: Joe Black, Branca, Dolph
Camilli, Chuck Connors, Eisenstat, Erskine, Galan, Gentile,
Gionfriddo, Babe Herman (scarce), Dixie Howell, Lavagetto,
Al Lopez, Newcombe, Podres, Reiser (postcard), Roseboro,
Snider, Stanky, Rube Walker, Dick Williams and Wyatt.
There could be some buried treasure here. JSA LOAA.

608 3 x 5 Baker, Home Run
9.5..................... 120
Perfect quality, the 3x5 itself is immaculate, the signature is
in Mint blue ballpoint ink. This example is nice as it has a
full Frank Home Run Baker signature. JSA LOAA.
609 3 x 5 Bender, Chief
9.5..................... 120
Perfect quality, this has a spotless ballpoint ink signature on
the lined side of a 3x5. Popular HOFer, D’1954. JSA LOAA.
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610 Cut Berg, Moe (1939)
9.5..................... 120
Exceptional quality signature, this is a lovely fountain pen
signature on a blank business card. Moe signed this as
follows: “With best wishes Moe Berg Boston Red Sox 1939”.
Signed as a player, this is in lovely period fountain pen. Moe
Berg needs no introduction to our customers, this is really
nice. JSA LOAA.

614 Cut Hornsby, Rogers
9........................ 180
Gorgeous fountain pen signature, this is signed on a business card. Legendary HOF hitter, it does get much nicer
than this. Please note almost all Hornsby signatures like
this that trade are in ballpoint ink from the 1950s and early
1960s. JSA LOAA.
615 Album Page Maris, Roger (vintage, superb) 9.5..... 180
Gorgeous signature, this is a huge over three inch long
signature that is world class. Signed on the front of a 1960s
autograph album page, it does not get any nicer than this for
a vintage Maris signature! JSA LOAA.

611 Cut Clemente, Roberto
9........................ 600
Beckett slabbed, this is a really large and nice Roberto Clemente autograph. Signed in flowing blue ballpoint ink, this
large cut is mounted to a 3x5 and fills up almost the entire
width. This is one of the prettiest Clemente signatures that
we have seen.

616 Nichols, Kid Signed Souvenir Day Card 9.5............ 400
Popular card produced for Kid Nichols Day in 1949, this
is full size and looks terrific. Signed by 19th century HOF
pitcher Nichols in bold and spotless blue ballpoint ink, this
has a full Charles Kid Nichols signature. JSA LOAA.

612 3 x 5 Foxx, Jimmie
9.5..................... 210
Always a very desirable 3x5 of this beloved slugger, the
offered piece is of exceptional quality. The 3x5 itself is absolutely immaculate, this has a perfect large and Mint black
ballpoint ink signature. It truly does not get any cleaner or
nicer than this. JSA LOA (full).
613 Heilmann, Harry Signed Briggs Stadium Card
				9....................... 150
Terrific signature on a very attractive medium, Heilmann
and his broadcasting partner Ty Tyson signed this 2x5
autograph card from 1942. The signatures are both in lovely
period fountain pen ink. HOFer and former .400 hitter
Harry Heilmann died in 1951 and is a very tough autograph.
JSA LOAA.
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617 Cut Young, Cy
9.5..................... 420
Classic HOF autograph, the offered example is PSA slabbed.
The autograph is almost four inches long and of truly exceptional quality. Signed in huge and flawless blue ballpoint
ink, this looks great. JSA LOAA.
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618 GPC Boston Braves Autograph Collection
(68 pcs)
9........................ 180
Offered is a very well collected and presented collection of
GPCs, 3x5s and related flats. Neatly presented in a binder
on custom pages, these look terrific. There is little to no
duplication. Content includes 64 GPCs. Condition is very
clean overall, autographs include: Adcock, Dark, Bob Elliott
(D’66), Glenn Elliott (D’69), Grimm, Holmes, Jethroe, E.
Mathews (1952, slightly trimmed), Spahn and Bucky Walters. JSA LOAA.
621 Yellow HOF Plaque
Jimmie Foxx (front signed)
3........................ 200
Very odd piece, this plaque has an original signature on the
front and a stamped signature on the back. The signature
on the front is admittedly very light and has been taped
over. The autograph is certainly fully legible and will fill one
of the ultimate spaces in any serious signed Yellow HOF
Plaque collection. JSA LOA (full).
619 GPC Collection of 152 different w/HOFers 9.......... 450
Quality lot of GPCs from the 1950s, the condition is clean
overall. There are 11 HOFers. Signatures are mainly in ink,
some are in pencil. The better pieces are as follows: Dickey,
Dykes, Fitzsimmons, Sid Gordon (D’75), Grimm, Hack,
Harridge, Hubbell, J. Jensen (D’82), Kluszewski, Konstanty
(D’76), Lollar, Medwick, Billy Meyer (D’57, scarce), Mize,
Moses, Post, Reiser and Rolfe (D’68). JSA LOAA.

620 3 x 5 Collection of 61 different HOFers
		
w/good content
9........................ 200
Solid lot of HOFer signed 3x5s, each is in an individual
hard holder for protection. The autographs are quite clean
overall. Highlights in the lot include: Aaron (lined), Berra,
Brett, Carey, G. Carter, Combs, Frisch, Giles, Greenberg,
Grove, Hafey, Hartnett, Hooper, Murray, Musial, Sisler,
Stargell, Stengel, Winfield & Yount. Some of the autographs
are vintage, nice lot. JSA LOAA.

622 Yellow HOF Plaque Collection of 64 w/some keys
			
8.5..................... 300
Fine lot of signed plaques, each is in an individual hard
holder for protection. The autographs vary in darkness but
are more than clean overall, these better pieces come in the
lot: Walter Alston, Richie Ashburn, Joe Cronin, Joe DiMaggio (Dexter), Ford Frick, Frankie Frisch, Hank Greenberg,
Jesse Haines, Freddie Lindstrom, Eddie Mathews + Dexter,
Joe McCarthy, Red Ruffing and Lloyd Waner + Dexter. An
exact inventory will be on our website, the value here as
singles is surely quite substantial. JSA LOAA.
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623 Yellow HOF Plaques Collection of 47 different
w/Greeberg, Koufax & Mays
9........................ 250
Fine lot, this has many better pieces that usually do not
come in these types of lots. Condition varies only slightly,
some come with individual LOA cards. An exact listing
will be on our website, these can run over $1,500 as singles.
These better pieces come in the lot: Sparky Anderson, Max
Carey, Joe Cronin, Larry Doby, Hank Greenberg, Sandy
Koufax, Freddie Lindstrom, Eddie Mathews, Willie Mays,
Joe McCarthy and Willie Stargell. JSA LOAA.

626 Large Print Collection of 9 Cope Collection
		
w/Aaron & Mays
9.5..................... 150
Very unusual item, these are all limited edition runs of 1,000
pieces from the 1980s. Produced by a Montana company,
this fully licensed product is a high quality (23x16 but
varies) plaque with a large player image and his career stats.
Each is signed on their image in bold ink. The content is
very strong, all HOFers: Aaron, Feller, Killebrew, Mathews,
Mays, Musial, B. Robinson, Snider & Spahn. These look
great and would make a great display if you have the space.
We have not seen these until now. JSA LOAA.

627 Large Print Mantle/Mays/Snider 9.5..................... 150
Gorgeous piece, offered is a strikingly nice and clean 22 x 28
poster signed by Mantle, Mays and Snider. A licensed piece,
this is extremely well done. Printed on better stock, this is
almost begging to be framed. The autographs are all large
and in spotless blue sharpie ink. PSA DNA (full).

624 1955 Wheaties Large Format Ad Signed
by Mantle, Mays & Kaline
9.5..................... 150
Really nice item, something you never see. Smartly matted
and framed, this terrific 20x14 large format Wheaties paper
ad has images of these three HOFers plus Ted Kluszewski.
There are terrific blue sharpie signatures of Mantle, Mays
and Kaline on their image. Very cool signed piece, total size
26x20. JSA LOAA.
625

1962 Mets Comprehensively Signed 1962 Yearbook
11x14 Print (29 sigs!)
9.5..................... 150
Very nice piece, this is an 11x14 print of the classic first-year
1962 Mets yearbook. The autographs are in bold blue sharpie ink. Obtained decades ago, this includes Gus Bell (D’95)
and Charlie Neal (D’96), who are missing from most 1962
Mets signed items. The other autographs include Ashburn,
Throneberry, Mizell, Woodling, Zimmer, Labine and Bill/
Bob Miller. This eagerly awaits your choice of frame.
JSA LOAA.
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628 Large Print Williams, Ted (Cope Collection) 9.5..... 75
Very unusual item, this is a limited edition run of 1,000
pieces from the early 1980s. Produced by a Montana company, this fully licensed product is a high quality 13x22 plaque
with a large image and career stats. Ted signed this on his
image in large and flawless blue sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
629 Large Print Williams, Ted (w/Babe Ruth) 9.5......... 150
One of the ultimate signed photos in baseball history, these
seem to have really dried up in recent years. Offered is a
wonderful 20x24 huge color image of the two best hitters
in baseball history. Ted signed on his image in large and
perfect blue sharpie ink. This comes with a Green Diamond
LOA and Ted’s hologram. Very nice. JSA LOAA.
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630 Letter Collins, Eddie (To Eddie Plank!) 9............... 450
Offered is one of the most interesting letters from one
HOFer to another that we have ever seen. This lot is an April
19, 1946 TLS on Boston Red Sox letterhead. HOFer and then
Red Sox-exec Eddie Collins writes to his former HOF teammate Eddie Plank. Collins apologizes for not writing sooner
in this warm letter. This has a large flowing black fountain
pen ink signature at the close. The letter has some general
wear but displays well. Matted and framed with a nice photo
of Collins, total size 21x18. JSA LOA (full).

631 Letter Criger, Lou (D’1932, rare) 9........................ 100
How is this for a neat letter? Offered is a handsome threepage ALS dated 1931. The letter has some general wear but
displays well. This has a huge and gorgeous flowing signature at the close. The content is wonderful as he discusses
the 1932 Philadelphia A’s and Connie Mack. Deadball era
player Criger sadly died the following year, in 1932, at age
62. Letters of this quality from this era are almost impossible to find. Please note Criger played from 1896-1912 for
several teams. He was a 1903 Red Sox, 1910 Yankees and
1910,12 Brown. JSA LOAA.

Go to cleansweepauctions.com for
many additional images.
Initial bids must be placed by 6 PM EST
on Wednesday October 2.

632 1954 Brooklyn Dodgers Yearbook
		
w/Jackie Robinson
9........................ 700
Great piece, this original 1954 Brooklyn Dodgers yearbook
is loaded with 28 bold period blue ink signatures. The spine
is reinforced with tape, this otherwise displays well. The
content is superb, with note to a beautiful Jackie Robinson signature, HOFers Alston, Reese, LaSorda, Snider and
Williams, scarcities Don Hoak (D’69), Jake Pitler (D’68),
Jim Gilliam (D’77) and the beloved Gil Hodges (D’72). It is
so great that items so comprehensively signed from the great
Brooklyn Dodger teams remain complete in their original
state in this market. In many ways, this is so much nicer
than a higher grade team ball. JSA LOA (full).

633 1960 Milwaukee Braves Signed Yearbook 9.5........ 150
A fantastic combination of autograph and program, offered
is a superb fresh Near Mint 1960 Milwaukee Braves team
yearbook. The cover is very well designed and looks great.
There are 24 superb quality VINTAGE blue ballpoint ink
signatures that look terrific. The content is superb, including
Aaron, Mathews, Spahn, Chuck Dressen, an incredibly early
Charlie Lau, Schoendienst, Burdette, Adcock, Bruton and
Crandall. True vintage signed yearbooks from this era are
very scarce and desirable, the condition of both the yearbook and the autographs brings this to another level.
JSA LOAA.
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Single Signed Baseballs

636		
George H.W. Bush
9........................ 120
Really nice George H.W. Bush single, this has a particularly
large and bold blue ballpoint ink signature on the sweet
spot. The ball itself is an ONL White model. JSA LOA (full).

634 Very Comprehensively Signed
1964 World Series Program (51 sigs!) 9................. 200
Very good piece, this clean 1964 World Series program is
loaded with over 40 signatures. The program is crisp, clean
and scored for one inning. The autographs include Mantle,
Elston Howard, Warren Giles, Berra, Combs, Dickey, Ford
from the Yankees and executives section. The Cardinals signatures include the always desirable Johnny Keane (D’67),
Schoendienst, Ken Boyer, Groat, White, Brock, McCarver
and Uecker. There are also autographs from other players
who attended games. The signatures are a mix of vintage and
sharpie, how often do you find something like this with over
50 signatures? Great signed program. JSA LOA Full.

635 1967 Red Sox Reunion Signed Jersey (24 sigs)
			
9.5..................... 200
A classic Boston item, offered is a handsome snow white
MLB Authentic Red Sox home white jersey. This is signed by
24 members of the fabled 1967 Red Sox team. The autographs are in uniformly bold blue sharpie ink, and include
Yaz, Dick Williams, Lonborg, Scott, Petrocelli and Reggie
Smith. The death of some team members has greatly limited
the amount of these to come to market. PSA DNA (full).
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637		
Jimmie Foxx (mini-ball)
7.5..................... 600
Adorable piece, offered is a potentially rare Jimmie Foxx
Restaurant souvenir mini-baseball. The ball has general
wear but retains a charming antique feel. Signed by Foxx in
blue fountain pen on the sweet spot, this is a nice signature.
A true Foxx single, this is a great option for someone doing
a 500 Home Run or HOF run who does want to spend a fortune on a full size Foxx single. Fresh to the hobby, very nice.
JSA LOA (full).

638		
Burleigh Grimes
9........................ 150
Uncommonly nice, this is an elusive single as HOFer Grimes
died in 1985 and did not do shows. Offered is a lightly toned
ONL Feeney ball. The autograph is in black sharpie ink and
is uncommonly bold, clean and nice - it is signed on the
sweet spot. JSA LOA (full).

Lot 642 HOF Singles (21 pcs)

Baseball Autographs

639		
Roger Maris 8 (OAL MacPhail)................. 300
Choice real Roger Maris single, I like this one. Roger signed
this on a lightly toned OAL MacPhail model ball, the autograph is a classic exemplar. Maris signed this in large and
clean blue ballpoint ink on the sweet spot, this displays very
nicely. JSA LOA (full).

640		
Ted Williams (.406) 9 (UDA, ltd edition).... 450
Very desirable Ted Williams single, this is in the original
UDA box with the paperwork. Limited edition (154/1941),
this has a strong blue ballpoint ink signature on the sweet
spot. In a great touch, Ted penned .406 on the sweet spot
in memory of his historic 1941 season, he remains the last
player in baseball history to have batted .400 for a full season. JSA LOAA.

641		
Collection of 33 w/stars
9........................ 150
Strong lot of singles, all on official balls, all were obtained
in person. These better balls come in the lot, some have nice
inscriptions: Elden Auker, Bert Campaneris, Elroy Face,
Rick Ferrell, Juan Gonzalez, Don Gutteridge, Tom Henke,
Tom Henrich, Billy Herman, Ferguson Jenkins, Billy Jurges,
Ralph Kiner (3), Bake McBride, Mel Parnell, Kevin Seitzer
and Ruben Sierra. The balance tend to be Cardinal or Royal
related players. JSA LOAA.
642		
HOF Singles (21 pcs)
9........................ 150
Clean overall grade lot of HOF singles, all are in cubes.
Everything is on an official ball, there is no duplication.
Content is as follows: Appling, Boggs, Chandler, Day, Fingers, Glavine, Herman, Kaline , Lemon, Leonard, McCovey,
Niekro, Palmer, Ripken, Sandberg, Schoendienst, Sewell,
Snider, Spahn, Sutton and Wynn. A few balls have condition
issues, most are nice. JSA LOAA.

643 Collection of 45 different Braves Related Singles
		
w/Dark & Thomson
9........................ 200
From a very advanced Milwaukee Braves single signed ball
collection, this collector was obsessed with obscurities. The
balls are clean overall, nearly everything should be a former
Brave on an official ball with little to personalizations. An
inventory will be on our website, there may be some very
tough obscure balls in the lot. The autographs include: Johnny Blanchard, Sam Calderone, Clay Carroll, Ty Cline, Gene
Conley, Al Dark, Andy Pafko, J.W. Porter, Sibby Sisti, Enos
Slaughter, Bobby Thomson, Frank Torre and Bob Uecker.
JSA LOAA.

644 93 Assorted Secondary Stars
w/many Yankees
9.5..................... 450
Larger lot, these are nice as they are all in the original boxes.
Obtained in person by a former Yankee player, these have
been reviewed one-by-one by JSA. The balls are official
balls and very clean overall. Duplication can be up to 10 of
a few players, several will have better inscriptions. There
are no rarities, but this lot is filled solid content, mainly
stars and former Yankees, including: Clete Boyer, Branca,
Byrne, DeMaestri, Erskine, Garvey (2 w/better inscriptions),
Gumpert, Henrich, F. Howard, Linz (good inscription),
Lonborg, McDougald, McLain, Noren (w/full team history),
Pierce, Richardson, Shantz, Shea, Shea, F. Thomas (original), Tiant, Tresh, Jake Wood and Zernial. JSA LOAA.
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Multi-Signed Baseballs

645 1940s Old Timers w/Lazzeri & DiMaggio 8.5....... 300
Clean Interscholastic League ball has 13 total signatures.
This fine ball was signed at a Christmas party in 1940 by various players with PCL connections. The autographs include
the very elusive Tony Lazzeri (D’46), a beautiful early Joe
DiMaggio, Lefty O’Doul and Dick Bartell. PSA DNA (full).

646 1950s HOF Induction Signed Ball (21 sigs)
		
w/Ty Cobb & Cy Young!
9...................... 1000
Great, great ball that was signed in the early 1950s, this is
consigned directly by the son of the Yankees trainer at the
time and is completely fresh to the hobby. The star power
here is truly historic, with no less than 19 HOFers of the 21
on the ball! The only non-HOFers are Roger Cramer and
HOF exec Paul Kerr. No doubt signed at a HOF Induction,
the autographs are uniformly bold and look great. The
content is truly amazing, with: Ty Cobb, Cy Young, Jimmie
Foxx, Tris Speaker, Joe DiMaggio, Dazzy Vance, Home Run
Baker, Ray Schalk, Fred Clarke, Ed Walsh, Paul Waner, Al
Simmons, Lefty Grove and Mickey Cochrane. This is the
kind of ball that whatever it sells for, it is almost not enough.
Who likes truly great vintage signed baseballs?
JSA LOA (full).

648 Cardinals Old Timers w/both Deans 7.................. 300
Very interesting ball, the autographs are of late 1930s Cardinals and Reds players. The ball itself is a pleasing off-white
ONL Giles model. There are 20 consistent vintage blue ballpoint ink signatures. The content is terrific, with Dizzy and
Paul Dean and HOFers Medwick, Frisch, Lombardi, Mize,
Musial, Slaughter and Fox. The other signatures include
Johnny Keane (D’67), Mike Higgins (D’69), Allie Reynolds
and Terry Moore. JSA LOAA.
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647 1950s HOF Induction Signed Ball (21 sigs)
w/Young, Foxx & Hornsby!
8.5..................... 600
Great, great ball that was signed in the early to mid 1950s,
this is consigned directly by the son of the Yankees trainer at
the time and is completely fresh to the hobby. The star power here is truly historic, with no less than 19 HOFers of the
21 on the ball! The only non-HOFers are Bump Hadley and
George Wiltse. No doubt signed at a HOF Induction, the autographs are uniformly bold. The content is truly amazing,
with: Jimmie Foxx, Rogers Hornsby, Cy Young (only light
signature), Joe DiMaggio, Ed Walsh, Fred Clarke, Mickey
Cochrane, Frankie Frisch, Gabby Hartnett, Paul Waner,
Dazzy Vance, George Sisler and Lefty Grove. This is the kind
of ball that whatever it sells for, it is almost not enough.
Who likes truly great vintage signed baseballs?
JSA LOA (full)

649 Dean/Reese (signed early 1960s) 7.5.................... 240
Very fun and interesting signed baseball, offered is an
OAL Cronin game ball. This is signed by the beloved HOF
broadcasting pair of Dizzy Dean and Pee Wee Reese. Each
signed on their own panel and there is a funny notation on
the sweet spot. This is from the early 1960s and is nice as it
offers a larger earlier Dizzy Dean signature than is usually
found, this is also the case for Pee Wee Reese. The Dean
has a nice flow and displays well, it is 100% displayable as a
single signed ball. How many of these can be around?
JSA LOA (full).

650		
High Quality Old Timers
		
w/fine Foxx signature
9........................ 450
Beautiful ball, this comes with the original bag and is in
terrific condition. Offered is a very well preserved OAL
Harridge model ball; there are 18 fine period blue ballpoint
ink signatures. Likely signed at a HOF induction, this ball is
notable for one of the biggest Jimmie Foxx signatures one is
ever likely to find on a baseball. There are no less than
10 HOFers of the 18 signatures on the ball! The other autographs include DiMaggio, Grove, Terry, Averill, Lombardi,
Gomez, Cronin, Maisel, VanderMeer, Rolfe, Henrich and
Higgins. Nice ball. JSA LOAA.
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651		
Mantle/Mays/Snider 9.5 (OAL Brown)........ 150
Perfect quality, this immaculate ball is signed by one of the
ultimate trios. Mickey is on the sweet spot as usual, each
signature is in perfect blue ballpoint ink. JSA LOA (full).

652

Stunning Condition Casey Stengel
80th Birthday Signed Ball (31 sigs) 9.................... 150
Great ball, this was signed in 1970 at a big birthday party for
the legendary Casey Stengel. The ball itself is a remarkably
nice ONL Feeney model, the autographs are in uniformly
superb blue ballpoint ink. There are six HOFers on the ball,
and great overall content. This remarkable ball starts with
sweet spot signatures from Joe DiMaggio, Mickey Mantle
and Monty Irvin. The other seal has a terrific Elston Howard
autograph. The other autographs include Billy Martin,
Carl Furillo, Travis Jackson, Van Lingle Mungo, George
Kelly, Charlie Keller, Allie Reynolds and Eddie Lopat.
How many of these can be in cirulation, particularly in this
quality? JSA LOA (full).

Team Signed Baseballs
653		 1938 Cubs Team Ball w/Dean & Lazzeri 7.5..... 300
Quality ball, the 1938 Cubs were the NL Champions, with
89 wins. This clean ONL Frick model ball has 25 total signatures. Keys include Dizzy Dean, the very elusive Tony Lazzeri (D’1946), and HOFers Gabby Hartnett and Billy Herman.
Other better signatures include DeMaree (D’58), Root, Page
(D’51), Asbell, Cavaretta and coach Red Corriden. The autographs vary in darkness, some are very solid, others light
but everything is legible. JSA LOA (full).

654		 1946 Giants Team Ball w/Ott & Hubbell 8.5... 250
High grade Reach Official League ball looks great. This was
probably signed in spring training based on some of the
signatures. The autographs display very well, Ott and Hubbell are on the same panel. Other signatures include a very
early Sal Maglie, Johnny Mize, Dick Bartell, Hal Schumacher, Sid Gordon, Harry Danning and John Hubbell. There
are 33 total signatures. JSA LOAA.

655		 1951 AL All Stars Team Ball
7.5.............. 200
Very uncommon All Star ball, this is a mildly toned OAL
Harridge model. There are 24 signatures, some are light.
Joe DiMaggio and Ted Williams understandably share
the sweet spot. The other signatures include Doby, Doerr,
Hutchinson, Kell, Lemon, Lopat, Rizzuto, Minoso and
Dom DiMaggio. Fresh to the hobby, this is from the
collection of a former Yankee trainer. JSA LOAA.

656		 1952 NL All Stars
		 Team Ball w/Jackie Robinson
8................. 500
Very fine and desirable vintage All Star ball, this is consigned directly by the son of the Yankees trainer at the time.
There are 27 consistent and fine period blue ink. The ball
itself is an ONL Giles model in the box, evenly toned and
nice. There are 11 HOFers on the ball. The content is terrific,
starting with key Brooklyn Dodgers Jackie Robinson,
Roy Campanella, Gil Hodges, Duke Snider, Pee Wee Reese
and Carl Furillo. Other signatures include a rare real period
Durocher, Musial, Maglie, Thomson, Kiner and Roberts.
Great ball. JSA LOA (full).

657		 1955 Tour Of Japan
Team Ball (Japanese players)
8................. 100
Very neat ball, this is consigned directly by the son of the
Yankees trainer at the time. The ball is a mildly toned
unmarked ball with signatures from the Japanese baseball
team the Yankees played against in 1955. New York Yankees
1955 Japan Tour All Japan Team is written on one panel in
period ink. JSA did not opine on this ball.
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658		 1958 White Sox		
Team Ball 8................... 75
Bright white White Sox model ball, this has 27 total signatures. There are no clubhouse autographs, the autographs
vary in darkness. The keys here include four HOFers (Fox,
Aparicio, Lopez, Wynn). The other signatures include
Goodman, Pierce, Donovan, Landis and Boone.
JSA LOA (full).

659		 1959 White Sox		
Team Ball 9................. 300
A beloved cult favorite team, this is a desirable team ball
that you do not see every day. The offered ball is a lightly
toned official White Sox model. There are a full 29 signatures, these are in uniformly bold and strong period blue
ballpoint ink. There are five HOFers on the ball: Aparicio,
Doby, Fox, Lopez & Wynn). The other signatures include
two Rookie Norm Cash autographs, Pierce, Simpson, Goodman and Lollar. AL Championship team, this is a really nice
ball. JSA LOA (full).

660		 1961 AL All Stars
		 Team Ball w/real Mantle & Maris
7................. 300
Very desirable team ball from one of the great years in baseball history, offered is a pleasing OAL Cronin model ball.
There are 25 total signatures, some a bit light, everything is
fully legible. This ball has some serious star power, headined by real Mantle and Maris autographs from one of their
ultimate seasons. No less than seven HOFers are on the ball,
other highlights include Nellie Fox, Elston Howard, Yogi
Berra, Harmon Killebrew, Tony Kubek and Paul Richards.
The Mantle on the sweet spot is very light but discernible,
the other signatures tend to be much nicer. JSA LOA (full).

Lot 664 1974 All Stars Signed Baseball
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661		 1967 Mets Team Ball (exceptional quality)
								
8.5................ 75
Vital Mets team ball, for whatever reason, these are almost
always found in terrible condition. Consigned directly by
the son of the Mets trainer at the time, this is a clean ONL
Giles model ball. There are a full 29 signatures. The autographs are in varying inks and contrast nicely against the
ball. The absolute key here is a fine Rookie Tom Seaver
signature. The other autographs include Ken Boyer, Ed
Kranepool, Bud Harrelson, Dick Selma and Harvey Haddix. Berra and Westrum are stamps. This is by far the nicest
condition example of this ball that we have ever seen or
handled. JSA LOA (full).

662		 1968 Mets		 Team Ball
9.5................ 75
Stunning condition team ball, this is signed on an official
Mets model baseball. Consigned directly by the son of the
Mets trainer at the time, the autographs are in amazingly
clean and bold period blue ballpoint ink. There are a full 29
signatures. The Hodges is a stamp. The other autographs include a very early Seaver, Berra, Jones, Agee, Frisella, Selma
and Koonce. JSA LOA (full).

663		 1971 NL All Stars w/Clemente
8................. 500
Desirable ball from a famous All Star Game, offered is a
clean off-white OAL Cronin model baseball. There are 22
consistent period blue ink signatures. The absolute key here
is Roberto Clemente. The other signatures include Seaver,
Anderson, Carlton, Jenkins, Stargell, Santo, Murtaugh,
Brock, Marichal, Torre and Bonds. Fine ball, there are an
impressive 10 HOFers among the 22 signatures.
JSA LOA (full).
664		 1974 All Stars Signed Baseball
8.5.............. 125
Strong condition All Star ball, this is consigned directly by
the son of a Mets trainer. There are 29 signatures in varying
shades of ink. The ball itself is a quite clean Spalding ONL
Feeney model. There are seven HOFers on the ball. A mix
of AL and NL players, content includes Bench, Rose, Perez,
Morgan, Concepcion, Anderson, Carlton, Berra, Brock,
Cedeno, Garvey and Simmons. JSA LOAA.
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Signed Bats

665		 1976 Reds		Team Ball
9................. 450
Exceptional quality, this is a gorgeous Spalding ONL Feeney
model ball. There are 29 solid blue ink signatures on this
white ball. Keys include Bench, Rose, Morgan, Perez, Anderson, Griffey, Kluszewski, Foster, Geronimo and Eastwick.
JSA LOA (full).

666		 1979 Reds Team Balls (lot of 12,
all w/Anderson, Morgan & Seaver) 8................. 180
Pleasing lot of ONL Feeney models, some may have seen
some game use. A lot with some character, these balls tend
to have 25-28 signatures per ball. Nearly every ball should
have Tom Seaver, Joe Morgan, Sparky Anderson, Ted
Kluszewski, George Foster, Mario Soto and Ray Knight.
JSA LOAA.
667		 1982 Reds Team Balls (lot of 12,
all w/Bench & Seaver		
240
Quality lot of clean Reds team balls, each is on an official
ONL Feeney ball. The balls tend to have 28-30+ signatures
per ball and are nice. Each ball has Johnny Bench, Tom
Seaver, Dave Concepcion, Cesar Cedeno, Tom Hume and
Ron Oester. JSA LOAA.

668		 2008 American & National League
All Star Team Balls (MLB Authenticated) 9.5.............. 360
Nice lot, offered are a pair of balls signed during the 2008
All Star Game. The first ball is a has 28 blue ballpoint ink
signature. The keys on this ball include Chipper Jones, Adrian Gonzales, Billy Wagner, David Wright, Lance Berkman,
Matt Holliday and Tim Lincecum. The second ball has 25
signatures with Roy Halladay, Joe Mauer, Ichiro Suzuki,
Cliff Lee, Evan Longoria and Jim Leyland. Both balls have
MLB holograms that detail the signatures. These are special
as this was the final All Star Game at old Yankee Stadium.
ice pair. JSA LOAA.

669 1986 Mets Signed High Quality Cooperstown
Custom Bat - Signed With Player Nicknames! 9.5....... 300
Far from your garden variety 1986 Mets signed item, offered
is a strikingly nice custom Cooperstown Bat Company silver
1986 Mets model bat. There are over 30 strong blue sharpie
ink signatures throughout the bat. The keys here include
Carter, Gooden, Strawberry, Knight, Johnson, Foster, coach
Bill Robinson (D’2007), Hernandez, Dykstra and Wilson.
As if that was not enough, each player penned their nickname just below their signature! How often do you see
something this cool from such an iconic Championship
team? JSA LOA (full).

670 Red Sox HOFers* Signed Bat (6 sigs) 9.5................. 250
A great story, our consignor purchased this Cooperstown
Bat Company Red Sox bat and proceeded to have it signed
in the late 1980s. The autographs are Ted Williams, Yaz,
Rice, Cepeda, Marichal and Mike Greenwell. Greenwell
hesitated when asked to sign the bat as he saw the other signatures, but our consignor (as did many others at the time)
felt he would eventually be a HOFer. The signature can of
course be removed but we think the story of this bat is just
great. The autographs are all in spotless blue sharpie ink,
the bat looks great. PSA DNA (full).

671 Williams, Ted (perfect quality)
9.5.................... 225
Immaculate Ted Williams signed player model bat, this has
a large and spotless blue sharpie ink signature. The placement of the autograph is perfect, this has Ted’s personal
hologram. While not rare, Ted’s signed bats seem awfully
cheap due to their relative scarcity compared to a signed
baseball. JSA LOA (full).
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672 Document Monroe, James
8........................ 300
Handsome original James Monroe Presidential document,
this is dated February 3, 1824. The document measures
15 1/2 x 10 and has a sharp and fine looking Presidential
seal. The document has been folded at one time, but is more
than clean overall. Monroe’s signature is very distinct at the
lower right corner, 8/10 in our opinion. The document itself
is a land grant to a Charles Little for sixty five plus acres of
land in the district of Detroit, Michigan. JSA LOAA.

678 Obama, Barack Signed 2008 Backstage
		
Staff Pass Ticket
Beckett 10......... 300
A true piece of American history, offered is a backstage pass
from August 28, 2008 to the Democratic National Convention. Signed by President Obama, Beckett graded the signature Gem Mint 10 and it is slabbed as such. Nice piece.

673 8 x 10 Eisenhower, Dwight
9.5..................... 200
Handsome original image of Ike, this is a fine image of Eisenhower in formal attire greeting someone at the Waldorf
Astoria hotel in New York City. Signed in spotless blue ballpoint ink in a perfect spot by the upper right corner, this is a
handsome image with hardly any wear. JSA LOA (full).
674 8 x 10 Ford, Gerald
9.5....................... 30
Color image of Ford likely as President, this is signed in
spotless silver sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
675 Letter Ford, Gerald ALS
9.5....................... 75
Offered is a scarce 6x8+ full ALS on Ford’s personal letterhead. Warmly written in friends in Arkansas, this has a
Mint red sharpie ink signature. This comes with the original
transmittal envelope. Mounted onto a scrapbook page, the
back has a Ford family photo. JSA LOAA.

676 8 x 10 Carter, Jimmy
9.5....................... 25
Classic color portrait of President Carter, this has a Mint
signature. Matted. JSA LOAA.
677 Bush, George H.W. (w/Babe Ruth 9.......................... 60
A classic b/w image pairing a future President with none
other than Babe Ruth, President Bush signed this in black
sharpie ink. Very nicely matted and framed, total size
13 x 16 1/2. JSA LOA. JSA LOAA.
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679 Cut Byrnes, James
9.......................... 23
Handsome cut on business card stock, this has a fine looking
black ink signature. An interesting person, Byrnes was from
South Carolina, and served in all three branches of government. D’72. JSA LOAA.
680 Hughes, Charles Evans Signed Supreme Court Card
			
9.5....................... 75
Important figure in early 20th century U.S. history, Hughes
was a 1916 Presidential nominee, Governor of New York,
Secretary of State and a Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
Offered is a beautiful Supreme Court card, signed in large
and immaculate black fountain pen ink. The autograph and
inscription could not be any cleaner. JSA LOAA.
681 Murphy, Frank Signed Supreme Court Card 9.......... 60
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing dark
fountain pen ink signature. Justice Murphy served on the
Supreme Court from 1940 to 1949. An important justice, he
was the Mayor of Detroit and denounced the internment of
Japanese Americans during World War Two. Murphy sadly
died in 1949 at only age 59, this is a desirable autograph.
JSA LOAA.
682 Roosevelt, Eleanor Signed White House Card 9..... 120
A great way to collect the autograph of the beloved Eleanor
Roosevelt, this is a clean White House card from the early
1940s. Signed at the time in black fountain pen ink, this
looks terrific. JSA LOAA.

Historical & Entertainment Autographs
Entertainment Autographs
Signed 8x10s

683 Stone, Harlan F. Signed Supreme Court Card 9.............. 75
Spotless Supreme Court card, this has a fine flowing black
fountain pen ink signature. Impressive quality, this is especially desirable as Stone died in 1946. Stone was a former U.S.
Attorney General and Chief Justice in the 1940s, he was a big
advocate of judicial restraint. JSA LOAA.
684 Letter Rickover, Hyman
9.5........................... 120
Clean TLS from 1957, this is on US Atomic Energy Commission letterhead. Content relates to an invitation for a science
center preview, Rickover signed this in perfect black ink.
Rickover is known as the Father of the Nuclear Navy and died
in 1986. JSA LOAA.
685 Cachet Collection of 10 signed Astronauts 9.................. 60
Mainly cachets, this lot contains signatures from astronauts
Belery, Boesin, Buckli, Crippen, Gemar, Good, Koontz,
Lousma, Morin and Ready (ALS). JSA LOAA.

687		
Astaire, Fred
9.5............................. 50
Fun glossy publicity still for a radio musical titled Stepping
Toes, the image looks great. The legendary Astaire signed this
in a perfect spot in large and flawless black sharpie ink.
JSA LOAA.
694		
Colbert, Claudette
9................................ 50
Famous French actress, D’1994. This is an fine original 7 x 8 1/2
orginal publicity photo from 1938, signed and inscribed
in super bold black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
696		
Davis, Bette
9.5............................. 75
Amusing photo of an older Davis holding a cigarette. Signed
and inscribed with a funny inscription, she signed this Bette
in quotes. Perfect quality, signed Dear Tom Here’s To Love and
Laughs! JSA LOAA.
697		
Davis, Bette
9.5............................. 96
Wonderful original press photo from a radio show Forsaking
All Others. The image is a stunner of a young Davis, signed
Bette Davis hello to Thomas Gates in Mint black sharpie ink.
It does not get much better than this. D’89. JSA LOAA.
698		
Dietrich, Marlene
9................................ 38
Charming full color magazine photo, this is a great image.
The legendary Dietrich signed this in large and flowing silver
sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
701		
Gordon, Ruth
9................................ 42
Versatile star died in 1985. Fine 8x10 publicity image from
Rosemary’s Baby, signed neatly Happy Birthday Ruth Gordon
in clean black sharpie pen. JSA LOAA.
707		
Jory, Victor
9................................ 35
Fine looking image of this Gone With The Wind actor in full
period costume. Signed in the center of the image in black
sharpie, this is super clean. D’82. JSA LOAA.
709		
Kennedy, Arthur
9................................ 19
Handsome 7.5 x 9.5 image, this lists for $142 in the Sanders
guide. Sepia toned image has a nice fountain pen signature.
D’90. JSA LOAA.
711		
LeGalienne, Eva
9................................ 20
Engaging 5 1/2 x 9 image from her work in Romeo and Juliet,
this is signed and extensively inscribed in vintage black ink.
JSA LOAA.
718		
Montand, Yves
9.5............................. 36
Attractive 7x9 publicity still, this is signed in bold black ink in
a perfect spot on the image. JSA LOAA.
719		
Moore, Colleen
9................................ 34
Great looking sepia image, 7 1/2 x 10. Signed and inscribed
in solid black sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
720		
Morgan, Helen
7................................ 31
Desirable 8x10, she was a noted blues singer and the first Julie
in Show Boat. Fine 8x10 portrait image, signed in flowing blue
ink. D’41. JSA LOAA.
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725		
Price, Leontyn
9.5....................... 25
Opera singer, this fine b/w portrait is signed and inscribed
in attractive green ink. JSA LOAA.
728		
Rogers, Ginger
8.......................... 38
Offered is a stunning 7.5 x9 portrait image of the beautiful
Rogers. Rogers signed this in large and flowing sharpie ink
in a perfect spot. This is a gorgeous glamorous signed photo
of the beloved Rogers. JSA LOAA.
729		
Stewart, James
9.5....................... 50
Pricey photo, this lists for $330 in the Sanders guide. Legendary movie star, this is a fine color portrait image, very
engaging. This is signed in perfectly bold and large black
sharpie ink in a perfect spot by the left border. JSA LOAA.
730		
Sweet, Sarah Blanche
9.......................... 38
Important Silent Film star, this is a terrific sepia toned image on better stock. Signed and inscribed in spotless
black sharpie ink, very nice. D’86. JSA LOAA.
731		
The Seekers (5 sigs)
9.5....................... 19
1960s Australian group, this is a fun image with strong
signatures. JSA LOAA.
732		
Turner, Lana
9.5....................... 38
This is a simply stunning image of the beautiful Lana Turner. A great photograph, this beguiling image is signed and
inscribed by Turner in flawless red sharpie ink. JSA LOAA.
733		
Who’s The Boss (5 sigs)
9.5....................... 50
Fun color 8x10 from this classic 1990s sitcom. Signed by all
five pictured, the autographs look great. The signatures include Tony Danza, Alyssa Milano and Judith Light. Matted
and framed. JSA LOAA.
737		
Wray, Fay
9.......................... 50
Beloved actress from the first King Kong movie, her autographed are extremely prized and desirable among collectors. Offered is a lovely b/w image of a glamorous Wray with
dark hair. Signed in large black sharpie ink, this is a nice
signature. D’98. JSA LOAA.
686		
689		
690		
691		
692		
693		
695		
699		
700		
702		
703		
704		
705		
706		
708		
710		
712		
713		

Aherne, Brian (JSA LOAA)
Barnes, Binnie (JSA LOAA)
Black, Shirley Temple (JSA LOAA)
Blaine, Vivian (JSA LOAA)
Canova, Judy (JSA LOAA)
Claire, Ina (JSA LOAA)
Cronyn, Hume (JSA LOAA)
Fairbanks, Douglas (JSA LOAA)
Gish, Lillian (gorgeous) (JSA LOAA)
Greenwood, Joan (JSA LOAA)
Hasso, Signe (JSA LOAA)
Hayes, Helen (JSA LOAA)
Howard, John (JSA LOAA)
Jones, Allan (JSA LOAA)
Joy, Leatrice (JSA LOAA)
Lederer, Francis (JSA LOAA)
Lindfors, Vivica (JSA LOAA)
Loudon, Dorothy (JSA LOAA)

100
100

9.................. 13
9.5................. 8
9.5............... 13
9.5............... 19
9.5............... 15
9.5............... 10
9.5............... 21
8.................. 19
8.5............... 18
9.5............... 15
9.5............... 15
9.5............... 20
9.................. 15
9.................. 13
7.................. 13
9.5............... 19
9.................. 15
9.5............... 13

714		
715		
716		
717		

MacKall, Dorothy (7x9) (JSA LOAA)
Madison, Guy (JSA LOAA)
McGuire, Phyllis (JSA LOAA)
Miles, Sylvia (JSA LOAA)

9.................. 15
9.5............... 13
9.5................. 8
9.................. 10

721		
722		
723		
724		
726		
727		
734		
735		
736		
738		
739		
740		

Morgan, Michelle (JSA LOAA)
9.5............... 10
Paige, Janis (JSA LOAA)
8.................. 19
Parker, Ceciia (JSA LOAA)
9.................. 23
Pavarotti, Luciano ( JSA LOA Card) 9 pers.......... 19
Rainier, Louise (7 1/2 x 9) (JSA LOAA) 9.5............ 20
Raymond, Gene (JSA LOAA)
9.5............... 13
Wilson, Julie (JSA LOAA)
9.................. 11
Windsor, Marie (JSA LOAA)
9.5............... 10
Wood, Peggy (7x9) (JSA LOAA)
9.5............... 13
Wyatt, Jane (JSA LOAA)
8.5............... 10
Wyler, Gretchen (JSA LOAA)
9.5............... 11
Young, Robert (7x9) (JSA LOAA)
9.5............... 15

742 Bari, Lynn Signed Vintage Large Format Photo 9..... 50
Offered is an absolutely gorgeous original 11x14 larger format photo, Bari (1913-1989) was a stunning beauty who specialized in playing sultry, statuesque man killers in various
1940s films. Signed at the time, this is signed as follows: To
Doris The #1 member of the wrecking crew With love from
The Wreck 1943. Signed in beautiful blue fountain pen, this
is wonderful. JSA LOAA.
743 Chorus Line Signed Animation Cell 9.5................... 50
Great looking animation, this very large 23x13 cell was produced in 1990. Hand-signed by the legendary Fretz Freleng,
this is very nicely matted and framed to a total size of 31x21.
JSA LOAA.
741 3 x 5 Bacall, Lauren (JSA LOAA) 9.5....................... 10
744 Postcard Fairbanks, Douglas Jr. (JSA LOAA) 9.5...... 15
745 Ferrell/Galfianakas Signed Baseball (JSA LOAA) 8... 15

Entertainment Autographs

746 Album Page Fine Early 1930s Music Collection
		
(42 pcs, 50+ sigs)
9.......................... 75
Fresh collection, this is a full autograph album from the
early 1930s. All were signed at the time neatly in pencil or
period fountain pen, many are dated. We could not recognize all of the autographs, but everything should be pictured
on our web site. This appears to be a fantastic collection
of Big Band leaders and related musicians, two of which
are signed by many members of an orchestra. For the right
collector, this should be a real find. These are the autographs
we could readily find: Blanche Calloway, Bennie Carter, Al
Donahue, Eddie Duchin, Jan Garber, Mal Hallett, Claude
Hopkins, Jimmie Joy, Casa Loma Orchestra w/Glen Gray,
Guy Lombardo, Red Nichols, Tommy Tucker, Rudy Vallee
and Ted Weems. JSA LOAA.
747 Postcard Gobbi, Tito (JSA LOAA) 9.......................... 12
748 Greenwood, Charlotte Signed Vintage Large
Format Photo (JSA LOAA)
9.......................... 21
749 Hanna & Barbera Signed Small Print 9.5.................. 45
Very colorful and attractive piece, this 5 1/2 x 4 image has
bold black ink signatures from these legendary animators.
Framed. JSA LOAA.
750 Cut Hepburn, Katharine
9.5....................... 30
Spotless black ink signature, this is on of all things a card
denying an autograph request! Nicely matted with a b/w
photo of the legendary Hepburn, total size 11x14.
JSA LOAA.
751 Hope, Bob Signed Book (JSA LOAA) 9.5.................. 15
752 3 x 5 Loren, Sophia (JSA LOAA) 9.5....................... 15
753 Postcard Murphy, Audie
9........................ 100
Important soldier from World War Two, he became a beloved actor and died in 1971. The offered example is special
as it was obtained in person by a rigger for a Hollywood studio in 1954. This has a fine ballpoint signature and inscription to this person’s niece. JSA LOAA.
754 Letter Novak, Kim (lot of 3)
9.......................... 40
Matched trio of small 4x6 handwritten letters from this star;
each is written in pencil with varying signatures. JSA LOAA.
755 Power, Tyrone Signed Vintage Large Format Photo
			
9........................ 120
Stunning original 11x14 large format photo, this is such an
evocative image from the Golden Age of Hollywood. Extensively inscribed to an editor, this is signed Tyrone in superb
quality black fountain pen ink. Earlier signed image of this
landmark movie star; D’1958 at only age 44. This is a special
signed photo. JSA LOAA.
756 Photo Rand, Sally
9.......................... 38
Fan dancer from the 1920s and 1930s, D’79. This is a terrific
5x7 image, signed and inscribed in red ink. JSA LOAA.
757 Photo Sheldon, Herb 5x7
9.......................... 30
Entertainer appeared on Wonderama and hosted The Looney Tunes Show. Sheldon died in 1964 at age 41. JSA LOAA.
758 Shor, Toots Signed Book (JSA LOAA) 9.5................. 25
Fun 1st edition from 1969, this is signed by both Shor and
the author. This has a very clean dust jacket and looks great.

759 Smith, Buffalo Bob Signed Record 9.5..................... 30
Colorful 10x10 sleeve and record, this has a Mint signature
from Buffalo Bob Smith. Charming piece. JSA LOAA.
760 Photo Tamara
9.......................... 30
Fine looking 5x7 photo, signed and inscribed neatly in black
ink. Prominent Broadway star died in a plane crash in 1943
at age 33. JSA LOAA.
761 Turner, Ted Signed 1977 S.I.
9.......................... 50
Very scarce signed issue, this has Ted racing in the
America’s Cup. Signed by Ted in bold black ink, the autograph looks great. JSA LOAA.
762 Cachet Collection of 29 different
Music Autographs
9.5..................... 150
Interesting lot of signed cachets and 3x5s, the cachets go
back to the 1970s, the autographs look great. Content
includes: Chubby Checker, Rita Coolidge, Dion, Bruce
Hornsby, Julio Iglesias, Patti LaBelle, Jerry Lee Lewis, John
Mellencamp, Janis Paige and Kenny Rogers. JSA LOAA.
769 1981 Timberlake Limited Edition Lithograph
(February at Riverwood) 435/1000 NM.................. 120
February at Riverwood, 435 of 1000. This beautiful 27x32
lithograph is professionally framed and triple matted.
Released in 1981, February at Riverwood is considered a
Timberlake classic. The scene features the Conestoga wagon
that also appears in Late Snow at Riverwood. These have a
list price of $3,500 each.
770 Large Print Cauthen, Steve (lot of 30) 9.5............... 180
Large lot, all are the same image, each has a 1978 Triple
Crown inscription. JSA LOAA.

Entertainment Autographs/Non-Sports Cards
763 Hanna Barbera Signed Jetsons Cell 9.5................... 50
Highly evocative piece, this is a charming larger size 16x13
cell of the beloved Jetsons family. Limited edition piece
(95/300), this is signed by legendary animators Hanna and
Barbera in perfect black sharpie ink by the bottom border.
Framed, total size 24x21. JSA LOAA.
764 Michigan Frog Animation Cell
(signed Chuck Jones)
9.5....................... 50
Desirable piece, similar items have sold for $500 over the
years. The offered piece is a very handsome 9x11 cell from
1989. Hand-signed by Chuck Jones, this limited edition
piece (133/950), is smartly matted and framed to 17x19.
JSA LOAA.
766 Hanna Barbera Signed Crossing the Delaware Cell
			
9.5..................... 150
Pricey item, these have sold for as high as $1,400 over the
years. A simply wonderful animation piece, this huge 23x13
image shows so many classic characters mimicing President
Washington’s fateful crossing of the Delaware River during
the Revolutionary War. Limited edition piece (73/400), this
comes with the original paperwork. Hanna and Barbera
signed this in spotless black sharpie ink by the bottom border. Very nicely matted and framed, total size 33x23.
JSA LOAA.
767 Vintage Unsigned Hollywood Photo Collection........ 30
From the same collection as the Elvis Presley signed photo
and other Hollywood pieces, this is a collection of six original 8x10 photographs (circa 1939-1952), these came from
a Hollywood Studio employee. Four of the photos picture
her, including one with Debbie Reynolds, and another with
Bing Crosby from the set of the 1944 film, Going My Way.
Another is a studio publicity still from the 1939 film Second
Fiddle,’ and another picturing a portrait of an unidentified
actor.
768 1969 Woodstock Full Ticket
PSA 9.................. 30
Mint full ticket from this vital cultural event, nice collectible.

Non-Sports Cards

771 Extremely Comprehensive Butterfly Silk Collection
(113 pcs) w/2 possible sets		 .............. 100
Very attractive lot of colorful butterfly silks. Our consignor
believes this to be a full set but we are not certain. The lot
contains six different larger format 6 x 5 (approx.) silks and
89 different standard size silks. All but 13 of the silks are
Tokio Cigarettes versions, the balance are Old Mill (10), Clix
(1) and two with the manufacturer name cut off. There are
18 doubles in the lot for a total of 113 pieces in the lot. The
condition varies somewhat, some are cut short, others have
some staining and others are gorgeous. The lot is bright and
clean overall and may be one of the most comprehensive
collections in circulation.
772		 1909 T76 Turkish Trophies Jigsaw Puzzle
		 Collection of 27 different
VG-Ex/Ex.... 90
Very colorful and attractive issue, condition varies only
mildly, this is a very solid mid-grade lot overall.

773		 1909 T73 Hudson Fulton Series
		 Complete Set (25)
GVG.......... 100
Not an easy set, this might be the first one we have handled.
Lower grade but not abused, the cards tend to have honest
corner wear and good color. Some cards have a number
written on the back in ink. We will have front and back scans
of all of the cards on our website. Please note we saw public
sales for single cards in the set in PSA 4 holders for $80, so
there should be some real value here.
774		 1909 T99 Sights & Scenes of the World
		 Complete Set (50)
Ex-Mt........ 100
Gorgeous set, these have wonderful gold borders and terrific
color images. The condition here is also really nice, some of
these cards might be gradeable. The set is mainly a superior
Ex-Mt or better, there is only mild variance below Ex-Mt.
The winning bidder should really enjoy this beautiful set.
775		 1910 T59 Flags of All Nations
		 Complete Set (200)
Ex.............. 100
Colorful set, these are very well designed. Offered is a
clean mid-grade set that varies mainly from VG-Ex
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776		 1910 T70 Historical Events
		 Complete Set (24)
Ex-Mt.......... 60
Very uncommon issue, these are slightly larger in size and
look great. The offered is set is a fresh and consistent Ex-Mt
overall, there is only very slight variance. PSA 4 singles have
sold for $20, the breakdown value here may well be substantial.
777		 1910 T98 Leroy Cigars Rulers of the World
		 Near-Set (45 different)
VG-Ex/Ex.... 50
Uncommon non-sport issue, these cards seem to come in
two sizes. The condition is a clean mid-grade overall, with
mild variance. PSA 5 singles have sold for $75, the breakdown value could well be very substantial.

778		 1912 T68 Men of History		
		 Complete Set (100)
VG-Ex/Ex.. 200
Not an easy set to make, the larger size makes these a challenge for many collectors. These cards were clearly collected
with care, and are a really nice VG-Ex/Ex overall to our
eyes; only about 10% of the cards have back damage. The
cards tend to have great color and fun images, this is a very
interesting set that does not come to market very often as a
complete set.

779		 1926 INS American History Cards		
Complete Sets Series A-D w/original boxes Ex-Mt....... 25
Oddball oversize 1920s issue, these large format b/w cards
vary in grade but are about Ex-Mt overall. These come with
the original boxes and other paperwork.
780		 1930 Jig Saw Nougat 30 Calvin Coolidge Good..... 30
Very unusual and scarce issue, creasing keeps this at Good.
The back is fine, there are no technical flaws.
781		 1933 Goudey Indians		
		 Collection of 15 - All 312 Series
Good........... 90
Larger quantity from the tougher series, all will be pictured
front and back on our website. The cards tend to be honest
Goods with corner wear.

782		 1935 Mickey Mouse
		 Lot of 3 Cards

Poor............ 23

783		 1945 Peerless
		 Complete Set (8), all PSA Slabbed		 .............. 100
Interesting smaller size card set, we are told that this is a
full set. Content is as follows: Como PSA 9, Dunne PSA 8,
Gabor PSA 9, Kirk PSA 10, Martin PSA 7, Montgomery PSA
8, Powell PSA 9 and Wood PSA 7.
784		 1948 Western Exhibits
		 Collection of 32 different
NM.............. 40
Sharp lot of these fun cards, the condition is quite clean
overall.

785		 1951 Bowman Fight The Red Menace		
		 Complete Set
VG-Ex....... 150
Very colorful and attractive set, this is ideal for the grade.
Consistent with only a handful of weaker cards, this is an
ideal mid-grade set. The key Ghost City card is a PSA 3, the
cards tend to be unusually well centered.

786		 1953 Topps Look n See		
		 Complete Set
Strong Ex-Mt/NM...... 300
Super sharp set, this is a very, very strong example of this
extremely popular 135-card set. Completely fresh, nothing
has been picked for grading. There are about 20 cards with
PSA 8-9 potential but no guarantees of course. These cards
almost invariably have very sharp corners and particularly
bright white borders. Centering varies as always, but is not
bad at all overall. Sets of this quality have become really
hard to find because of slabbing. The key Rembrandt card
is Ex and well centered; the Ruth is Nm-Mt and centered
heavily to the bottom border.
787		 1956 Davy Crockett Orange Border		
		 Complete Set
Ex.............. 165
The scarcer of the two Davy Crockett sets, offered is a midgrade set that varies a bit in terms of centering, a few cards
could use an upgrade. Condition averages about Ex overall,
this is not bad at all.
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788		 1956 Topps Davy Crockett Orange Back (80)
		 Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex.. 180
Mixed set ranges from VG to Ex-Mt Plus with typical centering issues. About half the cards are Ex to Ex-Mt with some
fine looking very well centered cards, the balance varies.
This should not be a difficult project to upgrade if desired.
789		 1957 Oak Airplanes		
Lot of 11 different w/Boeing Superfortress Ex-Mt/NM.. 12

795		 1957 Topps 17 Bob Cousy RC
PSA 7........ 300
Vital basketball card from this truly beloved HOFer, these
are not easy to find in quality condition. The offered card is
quite sharp and clean, the color and image quality are very
strong. Centered mildly to the right border, this is a very
fine 7 overall.

790		 1957 Topps Robin Hood (60)
		 Complete Set
Ex-Mt........ 150
Better 1950s non-sports set, full sets are not easy to find.
These cards are generally well centered with wonderful period color images. There is only very mild variance in grade,
this is a solid and consistent set.
791		 1963 Topps Famous Americans Stamps
		 Collection of 52 pcs		 ................ 90
Colorful lot of these desirable stamps from 1962, there is
moderate duplication. Condition varies extensively, with
several miscut stamps. Content includes 24 Presidents (with
duplication), Einstein, Lindbergh, R.E. Lee, MacArthur and
Henry Ford. These have sold for strong prices over the years.
Fresh lot.
792		 1964 Donruss Voyage Bottom Sea		
		 Complete Set
Ex-Mt.......... 50
This is a 66-card black and white set. Ex-Mt overall, centering is not bad at all, the condition is reasonably consistent.

793		 1966 Topps Monster Laffs Cello Box (36 packs)
					 .............. 240
Very fun piece, this is a full cello box from this black and
white 1960s set. The packs look great, nothing has been
picked for grading. How often do you find 1960s cello boxes
since slabbing became popular?

796		 1969 Topps Complete Set
Ex-Mt/NM...... 250
Very sharp, clean and consistent set, nothing has been
picked for grading. The checklist is unmarked, these are
very well centered overall. A classic set, we grade the many
key cards as follows: 1 Chamberlain NM ctd, 2 Goodrich
RC Ex-Mt+ tiny wrinkle, 20 Havlicek RC Ex, 25 Alcindor
RC Ex-Mt, 35 Baylor Ex-Mt, 40 Cunningham RC Ex-Mt+,
43 Bradley RC Ex-Mt+, 50 Robertson Ex-Mt+, 56 Unseld
RC Ex-Mt+, 60 Reed RC NM, 75 Hayes RC Ex-Mt+, 90 West
Ex-Mt+ sl. Back wear, 98 Frazier RC NM and 99 Checklist
Ex-Mt+.
797		 1970 Topps Complete Set Strong Ex-Mt/NM..... 450
Very solid and sharp set, these are really nice cards. The set
is about 25% Near Mint or better, 50-60% Ex-Mt and the
balance mainly Ex. This is a fresh set that does not look to
have been picked for grading. The Maravich RC could easily
be a 7 on the right day. We grade the key cards as follows:
1 Alcindor LL Ex, 2 West LL SP NM, 7 Bradley Ex-Mt+, 10
Havlicek SP Ex-Mt, 13 Riley RC VG+, 24 Checklist Ex-Mt+,
50 Chamberlain Ex-Mt+, 65 Baylor Ex++, 75 Alcindor NM,
100 Robertson Ex-Mt+, 123 Maravich RC Strong Ex-Mt+
and 160 West NM.
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798		 1962 Celtics Team Signed Basketball
		 w/Russell & Auerbach (10 sigs)
9.5............. 300
Terrific limited edition signed basketball (550/1000), this
looks great. The 10 signatures on the ball include eight
HOFers! Uniformly signed in bold sharpie ink, the autographs include Russell, Auerbach, Cousy, KC and Sam
Jones, Heinsohn, Ramsey and Sharman. PSA DNA (full).

799 1962-63 Vintage Signed All Star Game Program
		 (23 sigs!)
9 .............. 250
Very desirable true vintage signed NBA piece from a great
era, these items are so much scarcer than their baseball and
football counterparts. The program has some slight staining
but displays well, the autographs are in uniformly bold period ink. Signed at a benefit game in the Catskill Mountains
at the famed Kutsher’s resort, this is loaded with 12 HOFers.
The autographs include a terrific early Oscar Robertson,
Red Auerbach, Tom Gola, Nat Holman, Bob Knight, Joe
Lapchick, Dick McGuire and Jerry Lucas.
JSA LOAA.

800		 Jordan UDA Book Rare Air (no paperwork, in box)
		2152/2500
9.5............. 200
Gorgeous 1st edition from 1993, this beautiful 11x13 hardcover book titled Rare Air celebrates Michael Jordan. An
Upper Deck piece in the original box, this is a limited edition (2192/2500). You have to love the Jordan signature that
is eight inches long and as nice as can be! Any big basketball
fan will marvel at this treasure. JSA LOAA.

801		 Jordan, Michael UNC Huge Framed Display
		(UDA)
9.5............. 450
Great and fairly unique Jordan display piece, our consignor
is a huge fan! Offered in this fine 32 x 26 framed display is
a terrific 16x20 of MJ wagging his tongue while dunking in
a UNC uniform. In a great touch, this is presented with a
ticket and program from the 1982 NCAA Championship
game. This was a classic game that UNC won over a Patrick
Ewing Georgetown team, Jordan hit the game winning shot.
This is one of the most creative and interesting MJ signed
display pieces one will see. The original UDA paperwork is
included. JSA LOA (full).

804		 Jordan, Michael Signed Floor Display From Final
Game (UDA, Framed)
9.5............. 600
Terrific Michael Jordan display item, offered is a tremendous UDA shadow box celebrating MJ’s final game as a Bull.
This was a famous game 6 in Utah as Jordan hit a classic shot
to win his final NBA Championship. This piece has a very
limited edition Mint signed 8x10 photo (13/230) of Jordan
making his final shot as a Chicago Bull and a 7 x 4 wood
piece from the floor on which Jordan made this famous
shot. The total size is 17 x 29, this is a true conversation
stopper. Please note the UDA paperwork is included with
this truly special Jordan item.
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802 Auto Basketball Jordan, Michael (HOF, UDA)
							 9.5.............. 480
Very desirable, this is a limited edition (34/223) Michael Jordan
signed Jordan 23 Hall of Fame model basketball. In the original
bag from UDA with the paperwork, this has the hologram. Jordan signed this in large and flowing black sharpie ink, a classic
exemplar.

805		 1910 T9 Turkey Red
		 Lot of 10 w/James Jeffries		 ................... 360
Very pleasing and attractive lower grade lot, these do not have
any obvious pinholes. All pieces have corner wear, some have
staining, the backs are fine overall, there are no clear technical
flaws. This is a perfect lot for a collector of these beautiful and
underrated cards. Anchored by boxing HOFer James Jeffries,
the other pieces in the lot are #s 53-4, 58-9, 62, 65-6, 68 & 72.
Everything will be pictured front and back on our website.

806 Ali, Muhammed Vintage Signed Rare
1970 Maurice Stokes Program		 ................... 210
Almost a poignant item, offered is a scarce program from a
1970 benefit game to honor Maurice Stokes. Stokes tragically
died from an injury the basketball court at only age 36. Ali,
ever the classy person, attended this event in New York and
signed this at the time in the center of the front cover. Six
baskeball players signed this as well, including Dolph Schayes,
Cazzie Russell and Sam Lacy. The interior scoresheet is partially scored and loose. Beckett LOA (full).

803 Jersey Jordan, Michael (UDA, framed) 9................. 600
Classic Michael Jordan Chicago Bulls red jersey, this is perfectly presented in a custom 33x41 framed display. Jordan signed
this on his number in flowing silver sharpie ink. This has the
proper UDA hologram but no paperwork. How much would
this beauty cost to replicate as offered in today’s market?
JSA LOAA. We can remove this from the frame to save shipping costs if desired.

807		 Ali 1967 Vintage Signed I am the Greatest Album
							 9.5.............. 150
This I am the Greatest record album recorded by Cassius Clay
(Muhammad Ali) boasts a rare vintage Ali signature. Boldly signed and dated Muhammad Ali 9-6-67, in vintage blue
ballpoint pen. This album was released in 1963 with a selection
of Ali’s famed and somewhat comic poetry and signed by Ali
in 1967 during a pivotal time in his life after he refused to be
inducted into the U.S. Army based on religious convictions.
JSA LOAA.
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808		 1949 Leaf		 Complete Set
VG-Ex/Ex......... 500
Pleasing mid-grade set is at least half Ex, the balance are
almost all nice VG-Ex cards. Very solid for the grade, the keys
grade as follows: 1 Hendren VG-Ex/Ex, 15 Luckman Good, 22
Dudley Ex+, 26 Baugh PSA 5, 28 Pihos VG-Ex/Ex, 40 Connor
VG-Ex, 49 Conerly Ex, 56 Lujack VG, 67 Layne PSA 5, 79 Van
Buren Ex++, 89 Waterfield PSA 4.5 and 134 Bednarik PSA 4.5.
809		 1952 Bowman Large
		 67 different commons w/many SGC Cards................ 450
Solid mid-grade of 1952 Bowman large commons, this is
almost half of this vital football set. The lot contains 20 SGC
graded cards: SGC 6 (5), SGC 5.5 (5), SGC 5 (2), SGC 4.5 (2)
and SGC 4 (7). The remaining cards vary from VG to Ex, mainly VG-Ex to Ex and include a few HOFers and secondary stars.
This is a terrific value lot.

810		 Original 1952 & 1955 Collection (51 cards) w/stars.. 150
Fresh lot of cards, our consignor obtained these at time of issue. Colorful and attractive lot, these are about 40% Ex-Mt, the
balance are mainly VG to Ex with some variance. The lot breaks
down as follows: 1952 Bowman Large (8) w/16 Gifford RC,
19 Connor, 20 Chandnois, and 56-58; 1955 All American (45)
w/6 Kinnick, 24 Strong, 37 Thorpe, 52 Lujack, 82 Woj., 85
Luckman & 89 Goldberg (2). Nice lot.

811		 1955 All American Complete Set Ex-Mt............... 500
A classic 1950s football set, this is loaded with star power.
Always popular, the offered set is a pleasing Ex-Mt overall.
Centering varies a bit, these are nice cards overall with only
very mild variance in grade. The many key grades rate individually as follows: 1 Hickman NM mc, 6 Kinnick RC Ex-Mt, 12
Graham Ex-Mt, 16 Rockne Ex, 20 Baugh VG+, 21 White RC
NM, 27 Grange NM oc, 29 Nomellini Ex++, 35 Harmon RC NM
oc, 36 Edwards PSA 7, 37 Thorpe VG-Ex/Ex, 38 Stagg RC Ex,
56 Nevers RC PSA 7, 68 Four Horsemen RC SGC 6, 85 Luckman Ex-Mt+, 97 Hutson RC VG-Ex/Ex, 98 Feathers Ex-Mt+
and 100 Henry RC Ex.

812		 1956 Topps		 Complete Set w/checklist Ex............. 300
Nice mid-grade set includes an almost fully unmarked checklist. The cards are a pleasing Ex overall, with mild variance.
The key cards grade as follows: 1 Johnny Carson SP Ex, 11
George Blanda Ex, 13 Vic Janowicz SP Ex, 22 Chicago Cardinals SP VG-Ex/Ex, 44 Joe Schmidt RC VG-Ex/Ex, 49 Eddie
Lebaron VG-Ex/Ex, 53 Frank Gifford Ex+, 58 Ollie Matson SP
VG, 60 Lenny Moore RC VG-Ex/Ex, 61 Washington Redskins
SP GVG, 86 Y.A. Tittle Ex, 101 Roosevelt Grier RC Ex and
116 Bobby Layne VG-Ex/Ex.
813		 1957 Topps Collection of 21 Different PSA 7s & 8s
			
(SMR $786)		 ................... 200
Substantial lot of very clean 1957 Topps football cards, all are
PSA graded with no qualifiers. Content is as follows: 3 8, 5
Marchetti 7, 6 Nomellini 7, 16 JH Johnson 7, 18 8, 28 Groza 7.5,
32 Layne 7, 49 Bednarik 7, 53 Ameche 7, 58 7, 62 7, 65 8, 67 8,
93 8, 110 8, 116 8, 131 8, 142 7, 143 8, 148 8 and 150 7.
814		 1958 Topps		 Complete Set
VG-Ex.............. 240
Respectable VG-Ex set, condition varies mildly, there are only
a handful of rough cards. The key Jim Brown Rookie Card is
reasonably well centered. This is perfect if you are looking for
a problem-free mid-grade example of this 1950s football set.
The star cards grade as follows: 2 Bobby Layne VG+, 10 Lenny
Moore VG, 22 Johnny Unitas VG-Ex, 62 Jim Brown RC VG-Ex,
66 Bart Starr Ex, 73 Gifford Ex, 86 Y.A. Tittle Ex, 90 Jurgensen
RC VG+, 120 Raymond Berry VG+, 129 George Blanda VG and
132 Don Bosseler RC VG.
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815		 1959 Topps		 Lot of 16 High Grade Card
w/many PSA Stars		 ................... 125
Solid Near Mint lot of 1959 football, this lot contains six PSA
7s and two PSA 7.5s. The stars are 5 McElhenny, 44 J.H. Johnson, 80 Perry, 82 Hornung, 130 Tittle and 140 Mitchell RC.
817		 1960 Topps		 Complete Set
Ex-Mt/NM....... 240
Sharp set, these cards have a very fresh look and feel. Centering
is an issue with this set, with many off-center cards but there
are also many very sharp cards. The keys grade as follows: 1
Johnny Unitas Ex-Mt, 4 Raymond Berry Ex-Mt, 23 Jim Brown
NM, 51 Starr Ex-Mt, 54 Hornung NM, 56 Gregg RC NM, 74
Gifford NM oc, 80 Huff NM, 93 Layne Ex, 113 Tittle NM and
132 Redskins TC NM.

816		 1960 Fleer		 Complete Set on Uncut Strips ........... 180
Bright lot of twelve 11-card strips, this is a full set. The cuts
vary, these have bright color and display well. The keys include
a Jack Kemp Rookie and Sammy Baugh. This would look great
in the right frame.
818		 1963 Fleer Complete Set w/checklist,
		 all SGC graded, w/Dawson 8		 ................. 1000
Sharp looking set, an exact inventory will be on our website.
These are very fresh and clean cards, they display very well.
The SMR on the set is $2,376, but it is quite low as the SMR for
the Dawson RC in an 8 is only $400, the Alworth in a 7 lists for
$175, also well below the current market values.

819		 1963 Topps		 Complete Set
Ex-Mt............... 360
Quality 1960s football set, the color borders makes these very
condition sensitive. The offered set is about 65-70% Ex-Mt, the
balance varies, mainly Ex or very close to Ex. Centering varies
as always but is not bad at all. The many key cards grade as
follows: 1 Unitas Ex++, 14 J Brown Ex-Mt, 44 Jones Ex++, 49
Tittle Ex, 62 Ditka Ex-Mt+, 74 Meredith SP Ex+, 82 Lilly RC SP
Ex-Mt oc, 85 Checklist Ex unmarked, 86 Starr VG-Ex/Ex, 95
Wood RC Ex-Mt+, 96 Nitschke RC Ex-Mt+, 98 Tarkenton Ex,
107 Marshall RC NM and 170 Checklist Ex++ unmarked.

The key cards grade as follows: 6 Long RC SP 8, 10 Buonconti
RC 7, 15 Maynard 7.5, 24 Kemp 7, 32 Stratton 8, 36 Blanda 7,
45 McClinton RC 8, 47 Dawson RC 8, 62 Otto 7.5, 63 Williamson 8, 64 Dougherty SP 6, 70 Lincoln RC 7.5, 72 Alworth RC 7,
73 Mix 8 and Checklist 6.
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829		 49

Poillon
SGC 8.....................60
Terrific 8, this is very well centered with four extremely sharp
corners.
830		 58 Nussbaumer
SGC 8.....................40
Sharp card has a great image, this is centered slightly to the left
border.

820		 1965 Topps		 Lot of 10 PSA-Graded Cards
			
w/one 8				 ..................... 75
Slabbed lot is as follows: PSA 8 (79, 171), PSA 7.5 (70), PSA 7:
(21, 44, 98, 100, 102) and PSA 6 (53, 98). SMR is $269.

831		 92 McAfee
SGC 8.5................220
Fun card with a great image of McAfee kicking a ball, this is
for the very condition conscious collector. Well centered, this
has four extremely sharp corners, perfect white borders and
immaculate surfaces.
832		 100 Miklich
SGC 8.....................48
Well centered with four solid corners, very nice.
833		 101 Gottlieb
PSA 8.....................58
Great image, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

821		 1967 Topps		 Complete Set
Ex-Mt.......... 240
Attractive set with a very colorful 1960s design, the condition
is about 70% Ex-Mt, the balance mainly Ex. A handful of cards
could be upgraded. The key cards grade as follows: 1 Huarte
Ex-Mt, 24 Kemp NM, 59 Checklist Ex unmarked, 61 Dawson
Ex-Mt+, 82 McDaniel RC NM, 97 Maynard Ex-Mt+, 98 Namath
Ex-Mt, 106 Biletnikoff Ex++, 123 Alworth VG-Ex/Ex and 132
Checklist Ex++.
Football Single Cards: 1948 Bowmans
822		 15 Bouley
SGC 7.5..................36
Well centered with four really sharp corners, this is a perfect
card for the grade.
823		 25 McHugh
SGC 8.5................130
Gorgeous condition card, this has four super sharp corners,
perfect centering and immaculate surfaces. It would be hard to
find a nicer condition card from this set.

834		 1952 Bowman Large 138 Walston PSA 8..................25
Beautiful card has an outstanding image and four sharp corners. Mild centering to the left border keeps this from grading
higher.
835		 1955 All American 16 Knute Rockne PSA 7.................75
A key to the set, this one has especially rich color and a terrific
image. The corners are sharp, this is centered very slightly to
the right border.
836		 1955 All American 27 Red Grange PSA 7.....................75
A key to the set, this is a very nice 7. Centered a hair to the top,
this has solid corners and bright white borders.
837		 1955 All American 29 Leo Nomellini PSA 7................25
838		 1955 All American 89 Goldberg PSA 8.....................21
Popular player, this is well centered with four sharp corners.

824		 26 Waterfield
PSA 8...................180
Terrific 8, this is well centered with four very sharp corners,
white borders and immaculate surfaces. The image of this
HOFer could not be any nicer, it would be amazing if someone
could build a set in this quality.
825		 37 Younce
SGC 8.....................54
Extremely sharp card is centered slightly to the left border or
it would almost certainly have been an 8.5 or a 9.
826		 39 Thomas
SGC 7.5..................92
Super sharp short-print, this looks great. The image is terrific,
this has four super sharp corners. Mild centering to the upper
left kept this from grading an 8 or higher.
827		 44 Christman
SGC 8.....................84
Awesome condition card, this is well centered with four super
sharp corners and a great photo.
828		 46 Minisi
SGC 8.....................70
Great image, this fine card is well centered with four very solid
corners.
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839		 1957 Topps 2 Pete Retzlaff
PSA 8.............. 50
Condition sensitive #2 card, this is well centered with four
sharp corners.

Football Autographs

840		 1957 Topps 21 Dave Hanner
SGC 9............ 100
Perfectly centered with four true Mint corners, this card
really earns it’s Mint 9 grade.
841		 1957 Topps 119 Bart Starr RC
PSA 6............ 300
The key to this great set, this is much harder to find than his
fellow HOF Rookie Cards from 1957. The offered card is a
really nice 6. This has four sharp corners, crisp edges and
clean borders. The color and image quality are terrific, this
is well centered. This vital HOF Rookie Card is all you could
want and more from a 6.
842		 1958 Topps 86 Y.A. Tittle
SGC 8.............. 38
Super sharp card, this is centered to the right border.
844		 1959 Topps 103 Alex Karras RC PSA 8.............. 30
Very sharp card is centered slightly to the left border or it
may have graded a 9.

854 Auto Football 1964 Pro Bowl w/25 HOFers! 8........ 350
Terrific 1960s football, offered is an attractive Rawlings
model with over 70 signatures. Signed at the 1964 Pro Bowl,
this is a loaded ball with an almost mind numbing 25 different HOFers! As for condition, two panels are super bold and
immaculate, the other two are somewhat light but legible.
Extremely comprehensive signed football from just belore
the Super Bowl era, highlights here include Johnny Unitas, Jim Brown, Ray Nitschke, Don Shula, Fran Tarkenton,
Paul Warfield, Jim Taylo and Sam Huff. It would seem very
unlikely that this ball would have many peers with so many
signatures. JSA LOA (full).

846		 1963 Fleer 72 Alworth RC
PSA 8............ 200
Key card from this era, this fine looking card offers four very
sharp corners, especially fresh color, bright white borders
and a terrific image. Centered very slightly to the left, this
will fill a tough hole in any PSA 8 football Rookie HOF
collection.
847		 1965 Topps 19 Rudolph
PSA 8................. 40
Fairly well centered with sharp corners, this has very bright
color.
848		 1965 Topps 122 Namath RC
PSA 5.5.......... 1000
Really nice card for the grade, this has bright white borders,
excellent centering and a perfect image. The color is terrific,
this has a very fresh look and feel. Slight corner wear keeps
this at a very solid Ex Plus. Never an easy card to find with
quality centering, this one is a real keeper.
849		 1970 Topps Cello Pack w/Gale Sayers GAI 8..... 300
Very desirable piece, this is a beautiful, super sharp 1970
Topps football cello pack. Legendary NFL HOFer Gale Sayers is on the front. The card is well centered and super sharp.
Jim Shorter shows on the back. Nice piece.
852		 1976 Topps 148 Walter Payton RC PSA 8.5...... 200
Beloved and iconic football HOFer, this is a very popular
card. Highly desirable in grade, the offered card has four
super sharp corners, immaculate white borders and a pristine image of Rookie Walter Payton. Centered just a tiny bit
to the left border, this otherwise would have likely graded a
Mint 9.
853		 1976 Topps 220
Jack Lambert RC PSA 8....... 25
Popular Steelers HOFer, this is very well centered with four
sharp corners.
843		
845		
850		
851		

1959
1960
1975
1975

Topps 40 Bobby Layne
Fleer 20 Baugh		
Topps 145 Staubach
Topps 461 Bradshaw

PSA 8.............. 20
PSA 8.............. 20
PSA 8................ 9
PSA 8.............. 12
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855 Auto Football		 1965 LA Rams
9.................... 150
Fine 1960s signed football, offered is a clean Rawlings two tone
model. There are over 50 signatures, very strong overall, with
HOFer Doug Jones, Merlin Olsen and Tommy McDonald. The
other signatures include Gabriel, Lundry, Grier, McKeever,
Meadow, Bass and W. Brown. Nice ball. JSA LOA (full).
856 Auto Football		 1966 Chiefs
6.................... 150
Clean Rawlings football has over 35 signatures. The autographs
are somewhat faded but are legible with care. The first AFC Super Bowl team, this historic ball has autographs from HOFers
Bell, Buchanan, Dawson and Thomas. The other signatures include Garrett, Williamson, Robinson, Pitts, Coats and Taylor.
There are some signatures from players from other teams on
the ball. This is a pleasing mid-grade football from a desirable
team. JSA LOA (full).

857 Auto Football Luckman, Sid (rare, great inscription)
					
8.................... 270
A single signed football you just never see, almost all Luckman
signatures that trade were from his wife. Offered is a Chicago
Bears model football, this is fully penned on one side by Luckman. This is signed as follows: “To Joe My Friend This is real.
Best Wishes Sid Luckman Chicago Bears #42 HOF 65”. How is
that for a great inscription? JSA LOAA.
858		 1957 Topps 35 Emlen Tunnell (double-signed!) 8.....180
Very desirable signed card from a classic set, this is something
you hardly ever see. New York Giants HOF running back
Emlen Tunnell died in 1975 at only age 50 and is a desirable
autograph on any medium. Offered is a clean, well centered
1957 Topps card with not one but two signatures! The bold
autograph is by the bottom right corner is dated 1969 in
Tunnell’s hand. SGC slabbed Authentic.

859		1964 Philadelphia
			 Collection of 101 different signed cards 9..............300
A truly remarkable lot, our consignor worked over many, many
years to obtain every signed card he could find from this classic
1960s football set. Mainly signed in ballpoint ink, with loads
of period signatures, the cards and autographs look great. An
exact inventory will be on our website. Content includes: Adderly, Berry, Gabriel, Gifford, Huff, J.H. Johnson, Lilly, Mackey,
Marchetti, Meredith, Mitchell, St. Clair, Tarkenton, Taylor and
Tittle. JSA LOAA.

860		1965 Philadelphia
			 32 different signed cards w/Starr
9....................180
Fine lot, these are almost all beautiful vintage ballpoint ink
signatures. An exact inventory will be on our website. Our consignors collected these over several decades. Content includes
Starr, Dowler, Gabriel, Grier, Conrad and Crow. JSA LOAA.
861		 2011 Jersey Hakeem Nicks Game Jersey.................150
An NFL PSA/DNA Authentication Services sticker in the collar
provides an online record for this Hakeem Nicks New York
Giants game worn jersey from a game played at Giants Stadium
against the Arizona Cardinals on 10/2/2011 in which Nicks
made the game winning touchdown catch in the Giants comeback 31 to 27 win. The jersey itself displays tremendous use.
NICKS appears on the back of the jersey in red tackle twill on
a white name plate, with his 88 uniform number in red tackle
twill sewn on the back, front and shoulders.
Golf Autographs
862		 Jones, Bobby Signed Book
9....................300
Vital golf signed book, this is a 1959-1960 edition of Bobby
Jones’s classic Golf is My Game. Missing the dust jacket, this
has a large inscription and terrific matching signature. This was
a Christmas present to a very lucky golf fan back in 1960. The
autograph is large and flawless, it looks great. Anything signed
by the legendary Bobby Jones is a big deal, especially this book.
JSA LOA (full).
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Hockey Cards & Autographs

863		1962 Topps		Complete Set
Ex-Mt............500
Very attractive set with its blue color borders, the offered set is
anchored by a really nice Bobby Hull and an unmarked checklist. Solid set, the condition is about 70% Ex-Mt, the balance is
mainly Ex. The key cards are as follows: 3 Gamble RC VG-Ex/
Ex, 22 Bruins TC Ex, 24 Hall Ex-Mt, 33 B Hull Ex-Mt+, 34
Mikita Ex++, 44 Blackhawks TC Ex-Mt, 45 Worsley Ex-Mt+,
58 Ratelle Ex++, 59 Gilbert Ex-Mt+, 60 Hadfield RC NM, 65
Rangers TC Ex++ and 66 Checklist VG-Ex unmarked.
864		 1970 Topps 3 Bobby Orr
PSA 8..............60
Fine looking card has superb color, terrific centering and four
sharp corners. High-end 8.

Game Used Baseball Bats

866		 Colavito, Rocky Four Home Run 1991 Home Run
			 Derby Game Used/Signed Bat
9....................120
One of the most unique Rocky Colavito bats that you will find,
a very creative promoter re-created a mini Home Run Derby
game in 1991 with former players Harmon Killebrew, Rocky
Colavito and Jim Lonborg. Custom bats and uniforms were
ordered for the event. Colavito used this bat to hit four home
runs and noted this in detail on the bat in his own hand. This is
simply a very, very cool and fun piece from an extremely popular player. JSA LOAA.

867		 Killebrew, Harmon Game Used Double Home Run
1991 Home Run Derby Game Used/Signed Bat 9.................180
One of the most unique Killebrew bats you will find, a very
creative promoter re-created a mini Home Run Derby game in
1991 with former players Harmon Killebrew, Rocky Colavito
and Jim Lonborg. Custom bats and uniforms were ordered
for the event. Killebrew used this bat to hit two home runs,
Killebrew noted this in detail on the bat in his own hand. This
is simply a very, very cool and fun piece from an extremely
popular player. JSA LOAA.

868		 Ortiz, David Game Bat
PSA DNA 8...300
Classic contemporary superstar, this is a terrific game used
bat. Offered is a 2007 bat from the second World Series title
from the great Red Sox team. The bat is 34 1/2 inches long and
weighs 31.9 ounces. The bat exhibits outstanding use according
to the PSA DNA LOA and is graded an 8. JSA LOA (auto).

865 1980 US Olympic Team Ltd Edition Signed Photo
		
w/Herb Brooks				
9.5.................600
The offered lot is one of the ultimate contemporary signed
large format sports images. A truly classic signed photo, this
superb 20x24 color image is signed by 21 members of the 1980
United States Olympic hockey team. A legendary team to this
day, signed items are always extremely popular among collectors. The key to this piece is the autograph of Herb Brooks, who
sadly died in a car accident in 2003 and who is missing from
almost all of these that trade. A limited edition piece (145/500),
some of these have sold for $2,500 or more in recent years.
Total size 29x25. JSA LOAA.

869 Rare Clarence Thorpe Negro League Player Bat..........150
An interesting story, our consignor was adamant that this was
a Jim Thorpe store model bat. Of all things, it turns out that
the bat is a Clarence Thorpe game bat. Clarence Thorpe was a
Negro League player, he was on the 1928 Philadelphia Hilldale
Giants. There is extensive wear on the handle, possibly from
tape removal. Spalding is engraved on the knob. The bat measures 35 inches long and exhibits a fair amount of wear. Rare
bat, this is perfect for a very advanced early bat collector or a
Negro League collector.
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870		 1888 Book		 How To Become A Player
		
by John Montgomery Ward
......................450
One of the most desirable 19th century baseball books, this was
written by the fascinating and pivotal John Montgomery Ward.
A HOFer and attorney, Ward had a huge impact on the game.
Often found with terrible condition issues, the offered example
has an absolutely perfect and impeccable spine. The 1888 paperback edition, this has good color, crisp edges and reasonably
clean interior pages. This is almost certainly one of the very
nicest condition examples of this book in circulation.
871		 1914 Brooklyn Dodgers Home Scorecard...............120
Nice earlier Dodgers scorecard, this is for a game on August
10, 1914 versus the Phillies. Neatly scored, the spine is tight,
the game notations are noted on the front cover at the top. The
HOFers in this program are Alexander, Wheat, Stengel and
Rixey.

872		1919 Photo		Walter Johnson
......................100
Rough 7 x 10 original N.E.A photo of Walter Johnson, this has
creasing and a substantial chip by the lower right corner. This
retains its original gloss and the image quality is excellent. We
have not seen this image of Johnson before, it might be rare.
Nice piece.
873		 1924 Rogers Hornsby Conlon Photo ......................100
Very interesting photo, offered is a handsome 7 x 9.5 1924 Rogers Hornsby type 1 photo. This image quality is excellent, this
has a slight chip at the upper left corner and some general wear,
including tape on the reverse. We believe this to be a Conlon as
we understand that the writing on the back is in his handwriting.

874		1926 WSP		At Yankees
Good.............240
Desirable program from a truly classic World Series. This
collector grade example offers a very attractive cover with good
color and fine imagery. The program is unscored. This has been
folded at one time, there is wear at the upper left corner and the
spine has some slight splitting. This presents very well for the
technical grade.
875		1929 WSP		At Philadelphia
VG-Ex...........180
Classic program, this has a very attractive design. The cover is
bright and attractive, with only some minute creasing by the
spine. Unscored, the interior pages looks great. Not rare, but
still these seem like such a good deal at current market levels.
876		 1935 Program		
All Star Game VG-Ex...........195
Not bad at all, this is a pleasing and attractive example of only
the third All Star Program. Lightly folded, this has been scored
in pencil. The cover has a tight spine and strong color, mild
general wear keeps this at a nice VG-Ex overall. Who wants to
fill one of the toughest holes in their All Star Game program
run?

877		 1946 Scorecard		
Rare Jackie Robinson
Exhibition Game (1st appearance Ebbetts Field) VG-Ex....300
Representing the moment when Jackie Robinson made history
breaking the major league color barrier upon his major league
debut in a Brooklyn Dodgers uniform, this is the significantly
rare program from that game played in exhibition against the
New York Yankees on April 11, 1947 at Ebbets Field; a few days
before the official opening of the season. In their preparations
for the game the Dodgers reused a their program style from
1946 with a specially printed lineup/scorecard page inside that
included Robinson listed as an infielder wearing uniform number 42. The program remains unscored for the game in which
Robinson did actually play and make history. There is a very
slight split and tear near spine and one missing staple.
878		 1947 Ticket		 World Series Game 3 PSA 6............150
Exceptional quality, these hardly ever appear in this condition.
Sharp and clean, this has crisp edges and perfect original color.
Very nice ticket from Jackie Robinson’s first World Series.
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879 1950 Callahan Ed Delahanty Original Artwork.......240
Really nice item, offered is the very attractive original artwork
to the Ed Delahanty card from the widely collected 1950-1955
Callahan HOF set. Striking piece by artist Mario Demare, this
measures a very robust 11x15 and is very nicely matted and
framed with the card itself to a total size of 17x21. The condition appears to be quite clean. With the current craze for
original photographs used in baseball cards, this seems much
more interesting to our eyes as it is truly one-of-a-kind. Please
note Delahanty is a magical name in baseball history, both for
his slugging prowess and his mysterious death on a train in
1903 at only age 35.

880		 1955 World Series 8mm Film in Original Canister
									
......................150
Interesting and unusual item from one of the most historic
World Series ever played, offered is a 14 inch metal cannister
with original film from the 1955 World Series. These rarely
trade, this one is different than any others we have seen as it has
the orginal Major League Baseball label. The film appears to be
unused and in terrific condition, but we did not attempt to play
it. A very unusual collectible from the 1955 World Series, this
is a fantastic addition to any vintage Brooklyn Dodger, Jackie
Robinson or World Series collection.
High Grade Hartland Statue Run

888		 Fox, Nellie
Ex-Mt....................38
Lightly toned, this has hardly any wear. Nellie Fox stands perfectly upright, this retains bright gloss.
889		Groat
Ex-Mt..................270
The key to the set, a classic collectible. The example has moderate yellowing. There is virtually no facial or figural wear,
this stands perfectly and displays well. Who wants to fill the
ultimate spot in their Hartland set?
890		Killebrew
Nm-Mt................180
White and absolutely pristine, the quality here is stunning.
Likely the nicest Hartland Killebrew that we have ever seen or
handled, there is virtually no visible wear, it is perfectly bright
and clean, the base even looks perfect! This will be an upgrade
for almost all of you.
891		 Mantle, Mickey (superb)
Nm-Mt................105
Stunning condition Mickey Mantle Hartland, this is like going
back in a time machine. Brilliant white piece, this has bright
gloss and tremendous eye appeal. This is the kind of thing that
turn a hard core PSA 9 collector into a Hartland fan!
892		Maris
NM.....................120
Just off-white, these are always desirable. Exceptionally clean
overall, there is virtually zero visible wear, the gloss is bright,
the display value here is excellent.

881		Aaron
NM.......................83
Really nice Hartland Aaron, this has bright original gloss and
a super fresh and vibrant feel. Near-white, we cannot see any
facial or figural wear, he stands without assistance.
882		Aparicio
Ex-Mt/NM............75
Tougher Hartland, this example is white and very nice. Some
very, very slight bits of wear kept the grade just below Near
Mint. This is very nice overall.
883		Banks
Nm-Mt................150
Absolutely gorgeous Banks, this is as white as can be. There is
almost zero wear, this is truly pristine. This stands perfectly
upright and is as nice a Hartland Banks as we have ever seen or
handled.
884		Batboy

NM.......................23

885		Berra
NM.......................90
With the mask, this is near-white and quite clean. Bright and
glossy, there is no visible facial or figure wear to our eyes. This
stands perfectly upright and looks terrific.
886		Colavito
Ex-Mt/NM*..........83
Clean, this is subtly off-white and stands with assistance. One
of the absolute keys to the set, his arm came cleanly off and has
been very neatly re-attached. There are no cracks or breaks, the
separation was perfectly clean.
887		Drysdale
NM.....................120
A key to the set, this is perhaps the whitest and freshest example that we have handled. Drysdale stands perfectly with
his two pitching rubbers, there is almost zero wear, this is a
tremendous condition Hartland.
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High Grade Hartland Statue Run

893		Mays
NM.......................90
Beautiful Hartland Mays, this has brand new gloss and a super
fresh look and feel. Off-white, there is almost zero wear, this
displays extremely well.
894		Musial
Ex-Mt....................60
Slightly yellowed, there is slight wear on one leg, this otherwise
has bright gloss and displays well.
895		Snider
Ex-Mt..................120
Off-white, this is another key to the set. There are some slight
very minute bits of wear in spots. Snider stands perfectly, has
bright gloss and great color, this displays very well.
896		Spahn
Ex ........................38
Near-white, some general wear and slight scuffing keeps this at
a pleasing Ex.
897		 Willams, Ted
Ex-Mt/NM............75
Very bright and clean, this is off-white. The figurine retains
bright gloss and has the original toe plate. Wear is very minimal, this is a solid condition Hartland.
898		 Hartland Anniversary Set In Boxes + 10 Extras........100
Popular re-issue, these are in the original boxes and are clean
overall. There are 10 extra pieces, also in boxes, including
Groat, Mays, Banks, Maris and Berra.

1991 Home Run Derby
Game Used/Signed Full Uniforms

A very creative promoter re-created a mini Home Run Derby
game in 1991 with former players Harmon Killebrew, Rocky
Colavito and Jim Lonborg. High quality custom uniforms were
ordered for the event.
901		 1991 Colavito, Rocky 1991 Home Run Derby
			 Game Used/Signed Full Uniform
9....................150
Colavito wore this uniform as he slugged four home runs and
noted this in detail on the uniform in his own hand. This is
simply a very, very cool and fun piece from an extremely popular player. A signed ad from this event is included as well.
PSA DNA (full).
902		 1991 Killebrew, Harmon 1991 Home Run Derby
			 Game Used/Signed Full Uniform
9....................240
His game used/signed hat from this day is also included. This is
simply a very, very cool and fun piece from an extremely popular player. A signed ad from this event and newspaper article
about this game come with the lot.
PSA DNA (full).
903		 1991 Lonborg, Jim 1991 Home Run Derby
			 Game Used/Signed Full Uniform
9....................120
Lonborg wore this uniform and noted this in detail on the uniform in his own hand. A signed ad from this event is included
as well. PSA DNA (full).

899
Large Figurine Collection in Original Boxes (25 pcs)
									
........................50
Large lot fills up several tubs. These are all key HOFers, some
of these may have some solid value as singles. Content includes
Hartland re-issues, Romito, UDA and Cooperstown Collection.
Buyer must arrange shipping on this lot or have their account
billed directly.
900		 Don Denkinger Sosnak Ball
......................400
Very neat item, offered is a beautiful Sosnak hand-painted
baseball. Sosnak was an umpire, making this one special as it is
of noted fellow umpire Don Denkinger. This is a classic Sosnak
piece, with wonderful artwork and statistical details on every
spot on the ball. This has vibrant and original color, and is
great as it is one-of-a-kind.
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1105
1864 Book Playground of Out-Door Games
		
for Boys				
Ex*.............. 150
Scarce children’s book has a chapter on baseball. Please note
this has been professionally rebound over its original cover.
1106
1890 Darktown Bank
.................. 1000
One of the most desirable and provocative mechanical
banks dating from the late nineteenth century, is this classic
circa 1890 Darktown Battery mechanical bank. Featuring
the battery consisting of a trio of African American baseball
players, in operation the pitcher pitches a coin to a swinging
batter (wearing jersey with the team name ‘Possums’) as
the catcher’s chest opens to catch the coin. Structurally and
graphically stunning with original painted finish, the condition is near Excellent.
1107
1890 Large Team Photo
.................... 100
Very attractive larger format earlier baseball image, this
circa 1890s antique baseball photograph pictures a handsome team wearing uniforms lettered W P I with several
pieces of glove equipment displayed including an early rendition of a padded catchers glove. The image itself is 13x10,
framed in a very sturdy and attractive period wooden frame.
Total size 26 x 21.
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